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Chapter 514: Are You Here Or Me To Help You? 

Ouyang Yan no longer dared to fight Lin Kai’s idea at this time, just a Yang Jianxiong, 
he can crush his Ouyang family to death! 

And Ouyang Yan didn’t dare to look at Lin Kai. 

Yang Jianxiong looked at Ouyang Yan with a bad look. He knew that the man in front of 
him wanted to attack Lin Kai’s girlfriend. 

Yang Jianxiong asked at the time: “Brother Lin, is he bullying his younger siblings? 
Does the older brother send some people to help you solve him?” 

While speaking, Yang Jianxiong made a wiping motion. 

This sentence made Ouyang Yan shiver all over. 

Yang Jianxiong actually wanted to kill himself for Lin Kai? 

Although the Ouyang family behind him is not a big family, Yang Jianxiong said in the 
public that he would kill himself. Isn’t this too arrogant? 

At the same time, Ouyang Yan was shocked. 

For Lin Kai, Yang Jianxiong didn’t care about other people’s opinions and killed himself 
under pressure. This shows that Lin Kai has a heavy weight in Yang Jianxiong’s eyes! 

I’m afraid I’ve kicked the iron plate with this kick! 

Although the pressure is great, Ouyang Yan still holds a trace of luck. 

Yang Jianxiong must be frightening himself, he must not dare to kill himself in the 
public. 

I can’t provoke Lin Kai, so can I not hide it? 

At that time, Ouyang Yan looked at Lin Kai and said, “Lin Kai, I suddenly felt that she 
was just a woman, she would follow you with you, it’s no big deal, I don’t want it!” 



“Let’s go!” After saying that, Ouyang Yan waved a big hand and wanted to leave the 
scene with a dozen Kuo Shao. 

But how can Yang Jianxiong’s people let Ouyang Yan go? 

At that time, hundreds of people directly blocked the exit of the Michelin restaurant, 
leaving Ouyang Yan with nowhere to go! 

After seeing this scene, Ouyang Yan’s face changed and he asked: “Uncle Yang, what 
do you mean?” 

“My father, Ouyang Zhen, has friendship with you!” 

There is no way, Ouyang Yan can only move his father out. He hopes that Yang 
Jianxiong can take his father’s face and let him go. 

Unexpectedly, Yang Jianxiong sneered: “Heh, let alone your father Ouyang Zhen, even 
if your grandfather Ouyang is here, as long as Brother Lin says something, he will die!” 

Don’t give you any face! 

Yang Jianxiong is going to support Lin Kai! 

Ouyang Yan understood that he was really dead. 

At that time, Ouyang Yan nodded, and he looked at Lin Kai: “Lin Kai, I have accepted 
the plant today. What do you want to do? Tell me!” 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and said, “Break off one hand, kneel down, and go under my 
crotch.” 

This is exactly the request made by Ouyang Yan just now! 

After hearing this request, Ouyang Yan’s face changed drastically! 

Let him break one of his hands? Want to make Xiang Linkai kneel down? This is even 
worse than killing him! 

“Lin Kai! Don’t deceive others too much!” Ouyang Yan said almost gritted his teeth. 

With Yang Jianxiong supporting Lin Kai, Ouyang Yan was helpless with Lin Kai, but he 
was not reconciled! 

He was unwilling to lose to Lin Kai like this! 

He is the eldest of the Ouyang family! 



“Too much deception? Isn’t this the condition you just made? Now you think I deceived 
too much?” Lin Kai’s mouth showed a playful smile. 

Lin Kai took a baseball bat from the locomotive on the side and threw it directly in front 
of Ouyang Yan. 

“Do it yourself,” Lin Kai said calmly. 

Lin Kai gave him a chance, but he didn’t cherish it. 

With a loud noise, the baseball bat fell in front of Ouyang Yan, and Ouyang Yan looked 
at the baseball bat in front of him, and his hands trembled. 

Lin Kai wants him to kill himself! 

After severing a hand, he becomes a disabled person! 

Ouyang Yan said to himself, he wouldn’t go to that cruel hand! 

Do you want to rush out? Break a **** path? In Ouyang Yan’s heart, another very risky 
idea emerged. 

At this moment, only a sirens sounded. 

Ouyang Yan was shocked, and he looked in the direction where the siren sounded. 

After looking over, only ten police cars came from a distance and stopped directly at the 
gate of the Michelin restaurant. 

After seeing this scene, Ouyang Yan was overjoyed! 

He never felt that the sound of police sirens was so beautiful! I never thought that the 
police uncle was so handsome! 

I saw dozens of police officers got off the police car, still police officers with guns! 

Dozens of police officers directly surrounded the entire scene, and the head of the 
National Police Agency, Shen Gongbao, personally led the team and brought several 
policemen into the scene. 

After seeing Shen Gongbao, Ouyang Yan burst into tears with excitement. 

The head of the police department is here! 

Lin Kai, let me see how you broke my hand this time! 



In front of the chief of the police department, do you dare to do anything wrong? What if 
Yang Jianxiong is here? 

Will Yang Jianxiong make the head of the police department lose face for you? 

At that time, Ouyang Yan laughed very proudly. 

Shen Gongbao entered the scene with several policemen. After seeing Lin Kai, Shen 
Gongbao laughed. 

“Hahaha! Brother Lin, there is a traffic jam on the road, I am really embarrassed!” Shen 
Gongbao said very enthusiastically. 

He came up and grabbed Lin Kai’s shoulder. 

Upon seeing this scene, Ouyang Yan’s smile solidified again. 

Lin Kai even knew the head of the police department? 

And the director of the National Police Department also called Lin Kai as Lin’s brother? 

Both Yang Jianxiong and Shen Gongbao can be Lin Kai’s fathers! And they actually call 
Lin Kailin brother? 

This is all to please Lin Kai! 

What kind of wind did these two big men smoke? How enthusiastic about a stink 
technician in a massage shop? 

Suddenly, Ouyang Yan seemed to be hit by five thunders, and he couldn’t react for a 
long time. 

A brood of thief! A nest of thieves! 

They are all in one group! 

Shen Gongbao will also protect Lin Kai! 

This time, I really lost it! 

And it’s the kind of impossibility to retaliate! 

Because the forces behind Lin Kai are too strong, not only Shen Gongbao and Yang 
Jianxiong, Lin Kai can be so respected by them, which shows that Lin Kai has a deeper 
background. 



Ouyang Yan knew that if he didn’t leave a hand today, Lin Kai would really not let him 
go! 

Yoyo looked at Lin Kai’s gaze, admiring even more. 

Lin Kai’s contacts are too wide. Not only Wang Kun recognizes Lin Kai as the boss, but 
also big figures like Shen Gongbao and Yang Jianxiong, who call Lin Kai as his brother. 

Whose son is Lin Kai? 

Could it be the son of a Chinese giant? 

At the thought of this, Yoyo was still a little excited, because she had already embraced 
Lin Kai’s thick thigh. 

After what happened today, I believe that I will soon become the eldest sister in the 
circle, and everyone will respect themselves. 

At this time, the two little girlfriends that Yoyo had brought were obviously already 
serving Yoyo as the main ones. In the past, they were all stabilized Yoyo. 

But now after seeing that Yo-Yo is the big-shot woman, they have to respect Yo-Yo. 

Ouyang Yan gritted his teeth and tremblingly picked up the baseball bat on the ground. 

After some struggle and shaking, Ouyang Yan threw down the baseball bat and looked 
up at Lin Kai with a bang. 

Chapter 515: Husband Is So Handsome 

Chapter 515 

With a plop, I saw Ouyang Yan kneeling directly in front of Lin Kai. 

Ouyang Yan made this decision, it can be said that he has used up all his courage! 

He Ouyang Yan handed over his dignity to Lin Kai today. 

He knelt! 

He only prayed to use his kneeling to obtain Lin Kai’s forgiveness and keep his hand. 

I saw Ouyang Yan kneeling in front of Lin Kai and knocked his head at Lin Kai three 
times. 

After three bangs, Ouyang Yan had broken blood. 



The dignified young master Ouyang actually kneeled down! 

At that time, everyone around took out their phones to take pictures. 

I believe that after today, Ouyang Yan will become a piece of **** mocked by everyone 
in the circle of the island! 

At this time, Ouyang Yan’s Kuoyou friends all pretended that they did not know Ouyang 
Yan, even if Ouyang Yan knelt down, they never stopped. 

The brothers who once said to advance and retreat together are now like passersby. 

Yoyo watched Ouyang Yan kneeling in front of her, feeling that it was a good one in her 
heart! 

Ouyang Yan, didn’t you hit me just now? 

Don’t you have to kneel down now? 

Because Lin Kai is someone you can’t afford to offend, it’s my man! 

Yoyo was extremely proud. 

After Ouyang Yan knelt down, his face was ugly: “Lin Shao, I was wrong. Please forgive 
me this time. I don’t want to be a disabled person.” 

Lin Kai looked at Ouyang Yan who was kneeling, he was not relentless. 

He had already given Ouyang Yan a chance, but Ouyang Yan did not cherish it. 

If he is at a disadvantage, will Ouyang Yan let him go? will not. 

Lin Kai said coldly: “Do you come by yourself or let me help you?” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Ouyang Yan trembled all over, as if he had fallen into an 
ice cellar, and a chill came across his body. 

Lin Kai is so cruel! He just wants his own hand! 

“Shao Lin, is there no way to retreat?” Ouyang Yan asked tremblingly. 

Lin Kai smiled and shook his head: “I gave you a chance.” 

Upon hearing this, Ouyang Yan lowered his head. 

He seems to be making an important decision. 



He knew that once he made this decision, he might not be able to look back in his life. 

Before making this decision, Ouyang Yan looked at Shen Gongbao. 

“Director Shen, Lin Kai wants one of my hands, don’t you care?” Ouyang Yan asked 
with piercing eyes. 

Shen Gongbao gave a dry cough at this time, and said: “Ahem, this is your private 
matter, I will not participate.” 

After all, Shen Gongbao waved his hand. 

The police under him immediately blocked the scene and snatched the phones of 
passers-by to delete the videos they had taken. 

This is the power of power! 

It’s so overbearing! 

Ouyang Yan was completely desperate. 

He looked at Lin Kai, his eyes were red! 

Since there is no retreat, he can only risk the last way! 

With a swipe, Ouyang Yan took out a switchblade from his pocket, his eyes were fierce, 
and he roared: “Lin Kai! I’m fighting with you!” 

After all, I saw Ouyang Yan directly pounced on Lin Kai and stabbed Lin Kai in the 
abdomen! 

Unfortunately, he is not as fast as Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai directly flew a kick, with a bang, this kick directly hit Ouyang Yan’s abdomen, 
and Ouyang Yan was kicked on the wall by Lin Kai! 

The speed is so powerful! 

Lin Kai picked up the baseball bat on the ground and smiled grimly: “Since you can’t get 
that hand off, let me help you!” 

After all, Lin Kai stepped Ouyang Yan’s hand on the ground, picked up the baseball bat 
in his hand, and slammed it down! 



“Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!) 

Look at his hand again, it has been severely deformed and has a comminuted fracture! 

Flesh and blood. 

The crowd onlookers showed a look of disgust, and at the same time, they were in awe 
of Lin Kai’s iron and blood methods. 

With a bang, Lin Kai dropped the baseball bat and glanced at Ouyang Yan on the 
ground. 

“I Lin Kai gave you the face, you have to want it!” 

After all, Lin Kaixie smiled, turned and left the Michelin restaurant. 

Afterwards, Yang Jianxiong and Shen Gongbao took hundreds of people, followed Lin 
Kai, and left the scene. 

Looking at Lin Kai’s back, Ouyang Yan grinned in pain. 

Does he hate Lin Kai? He can’t hate it at all! 

Because the gap between him and Lin Kai is too big! 

Even if you hate him, what’s the use? Do you have the ability to take revenge? Nothing! 

While Yoyo watched Lin Kai leave, peach blossoms appeared in her eyes: “Wow! My 
husband is so handsome!” 

And Yoyo’s two little girlfriends turned into Yoyo’s little fans. 

“Yoyou, I didn’t expect your boyfriend to be so good!” 

“Yes! How domineering!” 

“Yoyou, in the future, our two sisters will get mixed up with you!” 

Two girlfriends, you are pleased with each other. 

At this moment, the Michelin manager came out, and the manager came to Yoyo with a 
respectful attitude. 



“Miss You You, our boss ordered that from today, you are our supreme VIP here, free of 
charge, this is your supreme card, please take it.” 

After all, the manager handed over a black bank card. 

Michelin’s Supreme Card! 

The people around all exclaimed, with the Supreme Card, you can spend free at 
Michelin! 

What do you want to eat! What do you want to drink! 

Everyone knew in their hearts that the Michelin boss was indirectly to please Lin Kai. 

Yoyo took the card with joy. 

Having tasted the sweetness, she secretly vowed in her heart that she must catch up 
with Lin Kai and become Lin Kai’s real woman! 

The king’s woman is so cool! 

… 

After Lin Kai left the Michelin restaurant, he returned to Happy Coast with Yang 
Jianxiong and Shen Gongbao. 

The three sat in the Dongfeng Villa, drinking tea and chatting. 

And the longer Yang Jianxiong and Shen Gongbao had a chat with Lin Kai, the more he 
could discover that Lin Kai was extraordinary. 

Although Lin Kai looks very young, Lin Kai’s speech and manners are very elegant, not 
like a nineteen-year-old. 

If they had the patience of Lin Kai at the age of nineteen, they might be able to scream, 
but Lin Kai was so low-key. 

This shows that Lin Kai’s disposition is very mature. 

They talked to Lin Kai as if they were talking to their peers, and they didn’t think there 
would be a generation gap at all. 

This made them more determined to make good friends with Lin Kai. This son is not in 
the pool! 

… 



Liu family. 

In the living room of the Liu family, everyone in the Liu family frowned and sat on the 
sofa, all frowning. 

If you look carefully at the entire Liu family, you will find that the entire Liu family has 
been evacuated! 

But all things that were worth a little money were sold. 

Antiques and home appliances, now the entire Liu family, have been evacuated! 

If it were not for the incomplete procedures of Liu’s house, the house would have been 
sold! 

The Liu family used all means to collect 200 million, but there are still 800 million away 
from the big hole of one billion! 

But they really can’t make up those eight billion yuan, even if they are selling iron, they 
can’t make up. 

“Ugh” 

“Our Liu family, what can we do?” 

Chapter 516: Liu Family Is In Trouble 

Chapter 516 

Liu Qiao sat on the sofa desperately. 

Liu Qiao at this time has no previous nobility. 

The jewellery on his body has disappeared, and all kinds of famous brands have been 
sold. Even the clothes on his body have changed from famous brands to local stalls. 

Several luxury cars, all sold at low prices. 

At this time, Liu Qiao had changed from a lady of the Liu family to a **** of the Liu 
family. 

The others in the Liu family are not much better. 

Chentang Pharmaceutical hunted and killed Liu’s family in all aspects. 

Both the market and the supply of goods cut off the Liu family’s path. 



It was even more troublesome, which caused the Liu family’s capital chain to be 
disconnected. Even if the Liu family could do its best, a huge hole of billions of dollars 
appeared in the end! 

Chentang Pharmaceutical is preparing to play Liu Family! 

Let the Liu family go bankrupt! 

Everyone in the Liu family collapsed on the sofa. They had used all their contacts and 
sold all their assets. 

But under the suppression of Chentang Pharmaceutical, they only collected 200 million, 
and there are still 800 million big holes that cannot be plugged! 

Originally, the blue and white porcelain presented by Lin Kai could solve the matter 
easily, but it was broken by the Liu family. 

At this time, Grandma Liu smiled bitterly and said, “Hehe, I said it a long time ago, this 
kid is not ordinary, you don’t listen.” 

“It’s okay now, you offended Xiaokai to death. Xiaokai won’t help our Liu family!” 

After listening to Grandma Liu’s words, Liu Qiao and others also bowed their heads. 

Although Lin Kai was still very upset in their hearts, they knew that only Lin Kai could 
save them now. 

But how could they lower their heads willingly to ask Lin Kai? 

“Lin Kai, the white-eyed wolf, watched our Liu family go bankrupt and didn’t help! Mom, 
at this time, you are still facing him!” Liu Qiang said with gritted teeth. 

Liu Yong also nodded in agreement: “This kid is nothing more than taking advantage of 
our Li family to get to know Yang Jianxiong, what’s so good about?” 

“When our Liu family has overcome this difficulty, we must make him look good!” 

Grandma Liu looked at her two stubborn sons and shook her head in disappointment. 

If his two sons had half of Lin Kai’s understanding, Liu’s family would not have become 
what they are now. 

At this moment, the door of Liu’s house was opened, and a group of people under 
pressure entered Liu’s house. 



Everyone in this group is wearing work clothes, holding hoes, shovels and other tools in 
his hands. 

All menacingly. 

Hundreds of people! 

Hundreds of people stood in the yard of Liu’s house, looking uncomfortable. 

“Liu Futong! Get out!” 

“When will the wages owed to us be settled?” 

“get out!” 

“Return our wages!” 

Hundreds of workers clamored in the yard. 

They were all workers working for the Liu family. After the Liu family’s capital chain 
appeared vacant, they naturally had no money to settle their wages and even deducted 
their wages. 

Unexpectedly, they all went on strike today and came to the Liu family to ask for wages. 
For the Liu family, this is undoubtedly worse! 

Liu Futong’s expression changed. He glanced at the Liu family and sighed. 

He stood out. 

Facing hundreds of workers asking for wages, Liu Futong’s attitude is still very tough. 

“What is noisy?” 

“Will our Liu family default on your wages?” 

“It’s just that there is a problem with the funds now. When the funds are relieved, our Liu 
family will not lose you a penny!” 

Liu Futong said angrily. 

The workers standing in the courtyard all sneered, they no longer eat Liu Futong’s set! 

“Fart! Liu Futong, if you owe our wages without saying, you have deducted our wages! 
We have worked hard for almost a year. If you say, we don’t make a cent if we don’t 
earn a penny, so much for nothing!” 



“Liu Futong, today you must pay us your salary!” 

“Otherwise we will level Liu’s house!” 

“Stepping down Liu’s house!” 

Hundreds of workers raised their shovel and **** in anger. 

All of them were apprentices who planted traditional Chinese medicine for Liu’s family or 
were apprentices of Chinese pharmacy, and they earned hard-earned money. Now the 
Liu family’s incident, their group of workers have become the first victims. 

As soon as Lius family encounters a problem, he will deduct the workers wages first! 

Liu Futong saw that the workers who were always obedient to him actually pointed to 
the bridge of his nose and cursed him. At that time, his liver was about to explode! 

It’s really a tiger falling to Pingyang and being bullied by a dog! 

Now the Liu family is not good enough, even these humble workers have come to 
collect debts! 

“What the **** is your name? No money! I don’t have money now! If you dare to make 
trouble here, I will call Wang Kun over and bury you all alive!” 

Liu Futong was angry. 

After listening to Liu Futong’s words, a trace of fear appeared on the faces of the 
workers who were clamoring. 

Wang Kun, who is not afraid of islanders? 

That’s a cruel character who cannibalize people without spitting out bones! 

At that time, Liu Futong really frightened this group of people. 

At this moment, only a round of applause was heard. 

Happiness! Happiness! 

The workers and Liu Futong turned their heads together, and saw a group of people 
walk in from outside the gate of Liu’s house. 

The headed person is a middle-aged man in his forties. 

Wearing a suit with a smile on his crumpled face. 



His eyes were sharp and sharp, and his eyes were so small that he didn’t look like a 
good person. 

Faced with the heart, this person is not simple, he is a ruthless character, he is Chen 
Tang of Chen Tang Pharmaceutical. 

To drive the Liu Family of the century-old family into bankruptcy, Chen Tang naturally 
had some means of his. 

Chen Tang is not a local. He came to the island two years ago and it took a year to 
become the island’s largest western medicine merchant. 

After another year, Chen Tang has now brought down his biggest competitor, the Liu 
family! 

“Okay! What a Liu Futong!” 

“Not to mention that workers are in arrears of wages, but they use the underworld to 
intimidate workers.” 

“I Chen Tang can’t stand it!” 

“I, Chentang, represent Chentang Pharmaceutical today, and stand up for our migrant 
workers!” 

Chen Tang brought people in and said a few words, which directly stabilized the 
workers’ hearts and allowed them to continue to make trouble in Liu’s house. 

He Chen Tang wanted Liu’s family to be destroyed today! 

“Chairman Chen helped us get ahead! We are not afraid of none of us! Today, the Liu 
family must give us money!” 

“Pay for work done!” 

At that time, hundreds of people raised their hoes and shouted, with great momentum. 

Chen Tang held his arms, pushed his glasses, and looked at the Liu family with a smile. 

After seeing Chen Tang, everyone in the Liu family gritted their teeth in hatred, wishing 
to step forward and hack this man to death! 

It is precisely because of this man that the Liu family has fallen to this point. 

“Chen Tang! Do you have the **** face to come to our Liu’s house?” Liu Qiang roared. 



Chen Tang looked indifferent: “I didn’t commit a crime or commit a crime, why can’t I 
come?” 

“The Liu family doesn’t welcome you, get out!” Liu Yong also angered. 

Chen Tang nodded, he waved, and his secretary directly handed over a document. 

“If you want me to go, you can give these eight billion yuan, when will your Liu family 
give it to me?” 

Chapter 517: Chen Tang 

Chapter 517 

Eight hundred million. 

The vacancy of the Liu family. 

Chentang Pharmaceuticals secretly engaged the Liu family, leaving the Liu family’s 
capital chain with a vacancy of one billion. 

Even if the Liu family smashed the pot and sold iron, they only filled the loophole of 200 
million yuan, and still lacked 800 million yuan. 

Chentang Pharmaceuticals can be said to have seized the handle of the Liu family. If 
the eight hundred million Liu family cannot repay, they will face bankruptcy. 

Hundreds of Liu’s workers at the scene also clamored for the Liu’s to pay the arrears of 
wages. All of the Liu’s was under great pressure for a while. 

Where did they get these eight hundred million from? 

The current Liu family has become an empty shell. 

Only the Lin family can help them. 

However, their Liu family has always been proud of themselves. Since that incident for 
decades, the Liu family has never asked the Lin family for help. 

Even if the Liu family goes bankrupt, they will never bow to the Lin family! 

Liu Futong looked ugly: “Chen Tang, our Liu family owes you 800 million, and our Liu 
family will return it to you. You don’t have to be so impatient.” 



Chen Tang pushed his glasses and laughed: “Oh, your Liu family owes me 800 million 
yuan to Chen Tang Pharmaceutical. It’s not a short time! If your Liu family delays, be 
careful I sue you.” 

After all, Chen Tang invited a man standing behind him. 

A middle-aged man, in his early thirties, in a suit and leather shoes, with a gentle 
manner. 

He smiled at Liu Futong and said: “Hello, Mr. Liu, I am the lawyer invited by Mr. Chen. If 
you don’t repay the debt of 800 million yuan today, we can only go through legal 
channels.” 

Chen Tang came here prepared, and even a lawyer was invited. 

The faces of the Liu family were green. 

Take the legal route? Take them all to jail? 

It is no longer trivial to owe workers wages. 

Although Chentang Pharmaceuticals was driven to a dead end, the Liu family still 
recognized themselves as high and refused to bow their heads to Chen Tang. 

Vixen Liu Qiao stepped up and shouted with her arms akimbo: “Chen Tang! You beast! 
Isn’t it eight hundred million? Our Liu family is a large family that has been handed down 
over a century. Can we owe you that eight billion?” 

“And you guys! Pauper, isn’t it just a salary of a few thousand yuan? Does it need to find 
the door of our Liu family? A group of country guys who have never seen the world, they 
are embarrassed to ask for a few thousand yuan. Face?” 

Liu Qiao scolded. 

It’s okay for Liu Qiao not to speak. As soon as she spoke, the already angry workers 
almost rioted. 

“Take down the Liu family! Kill these scumbags!” 

“The Liu family owes us the wages and doesn’t pay us, so it is still reasonable? The Liu 
family is demolished!” 

“Kill them!” 

… 



There was a roaring sound, and the black and heavy crowd rushed towards Liu Futong 
and the others. This battle shocked everyone in the Liu family. 

Liu Qiao, who was still clamoring just now, was even more pale in fright, and hid directly 
behind Liu Futong. 

Liu Futong was also very nervous in the face of hundreds of riot workers. 

The law does not blame the public, if this group of people really beat themselves to 
death, they will not find anyone to reason in hell! 

Chen Tang in the distance always had a smile on his face, which was exactly what he 
wanted to see. 

He just wants to see Liu’s family be driven to a dead end! 

Chen Tang has always been cruel to do things, and he will do nothing if he does it! 

The Liu family was either beaten to death by the workers, or prosecuted by him, Chen 
Tang, and spent the rest of his life in prison, or the Liu family could bring benefits to 
Chen Tang. 

“Everyone, wait a minute!” Chen Tang spoke at this critical moment. 

As soon as Chen Tang spoke, the rioting workers immediately calmed down. 

Everyone looked at Chen Tang. 

Chen Tang smiled slightly: “Big guys think about it, kill them, they don’t even have to 
pay you to pay, don’t you think?” 

When the workers heard it, they felt reasonable and stopped their actions. 

Chen Tang looked at Liu Futong, a greedy smile appeared at the corner of his mouth: 
“Liu Futong, I will give you two choices now.” 

“The first choice is to give out 800 million and settle the workers’ wages. I Chen Tang 
turned around and left without saying anything!” 

“The second choice…” 

When talking about this, Chen Tang deliberately prolonged his voice: “I heard that your 
Liu family has an ancestral medical book?” 

After hearing Chen Tang’s words, everyone in the Liu family’s complexion changed 
drastically. 



“You actually hit the idea of our Liu family medical book?” 

… 

On the other side, in the Dongfeng Villa on the Happy Coast, Lin Kai sipped tea and lay 
on the sofa very leisurely. 

At this time, Lin Kai’s cell phone rang. 

I took out my mobile phone and found that my mother was calling. 

Lin Kai answered the phone: “Hello? Mom, why do you think of my son?” 

On the other side of the phone, Liu Yun’s hesitant voice came: “Xiaokai, I…” 

“Just say anything, Mom,” Lin Kai said. 

“Ugh” 

Liu Yun sighed and said, “Mom didn’t want to trouble you, but now I can’t think of 
anyone else except you.” 

“Xiaokai, are you on the island now?” 

After listening to Liu Yun’s words, Lin Kai already vaguely knew what his mother was 
looking for. 

“Mom, do you want to talk about the Liu family? I won’t help the Liu family.” 

Lin Kai’s tone cooled down. During this period of time, the attitude of the Liu family 
towards Lin Kai was always in sight. He would never help the Liu family! 

And Liu Yun was not surprised by Lin Kai’s attitude, because she knew the character of 
her family too well. 

“Mom knows you don’t like your grandpa and them, but they are Mom’s family after all!” 

“Mom’s requirements are not high. Just don’t let them get hurt or get jailed.” 

“As for whether the Liu family is bankrupt or not, Mom won’t force you.” 

Lin Kai was silent after hearing Liu Yun’s words. 

It can be heard that my mother is very embarrassed. 



After all, it is her family, no matter how bad her family treats herself, they are mother’s 
relatives after all. 

If I didn’t help my mother, everyone in the Liu family would really be jailed. 

Or, it does not protect itself! 

Lin Kai thought of his grandmother again. 

If you dont think about the Liu family, you have to think about it for your grandma, right? 

She is not bad to herself! 

Lin Kai nodded and agreed: “Mom, don’t worry, I can’t guarantee other people, but 
grandma, I will never let her be harmed.” 

After that, Lin Kai hung up the phone. 

After hanging up, Lin Kai put on his coat and walked out of Liu’s house. 

After walking out of Liu’s house, Lin Kai took out his cell phone and glanced at the 
phone address book, Lin Kai used all his relationships on the island! 

Chentang Pharmaceutical, Lin Kai had heard that since the islands largest western 
medicine merchant had to confront Chentang Pharmaceutical, Lin Kai had to let 
Chentang Pharmaceutical directly give up! 

Of course, Lin Kai didn’t go to help Liu’s family, Lin Kai went to his grandmother! 

Although he agreed to his mother, Lin Kai didn’t care about the life and death of 
everyone in the Liu family except for his grandmother! 
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what? 

Chen Tang actually opened his mouth, asking for Liu’s medical book? 

You know, what Liu Futong has learned in this life is from medical books! 

That medical book is a priceless treasure of the Liu family! 

Without that medical book, there would be no current Liu family. 



No wonder, no wonder Chen Tang stopped these rioting workers. He wanted Liu’s 
medical book! 

Liu Futong was trembling with anger, and suddenly, he understood everything. 

This is a conspiracy! 

The reason why the Liu family went bankrupt was entirely Chen Tang’s conspiracy! 

He designed the Liu family to go bankrupt, and then took advantage of the fire to rob, 
just to steal the Liu family’s medical books! 

If his plan is successful, then he can become the largest Chinese and Western medicine 
merchant on the island. 

If his plan fails, he can also wipe out the Liu family! 

What a Chen Tang! Really ruthless! 

Liu Futong’s heart began to fear Chen Tang. 

Chen Tang said: “If your Liu family handed over the medical books, 800 million, I don’t 
want it, your Liu family will leave the island from now on, and our well will not be in the 
river. 

“Of course, if you don’t hand over the medical books, I will sue your Liu family and put 
everyone in your Liu family in jail!” 

After that, Chen Tang clapped his hands. 

Snapped! Snapped! Snapped! 

Three applause rang out, and two more groups of people walked in from outside the 
Liu’s house. 

A group of people, dressed in police uniforms, looked like seven or eight, with guns on 
their waists. They were obviously policemen. 

The leading policeman was a little fat, and strode into Liu’s house. 

This one is a chief of the police station! 

Unexpectedly, Chen Tang even invited the chief of the police station! 

Chen Tang smiled slightly, looked at everyone in the Liu family, and asked, “Director 
Wang, should you know each other?” 



Everyone in the Liu family looked ugly, and they naturally knew the police chief. 

It seems that Chen Tang is really well prepared. If Liu’s family does not hand over the 
medical books, these policemen with guns will immediately take them away! 

Seeing the silence of Liu’s family, Chen Tang smiled again. 

“It doesn’t matter if you don’t know each other, you must know this one.” 

Chen Tang pointed to another group of people. 

This group of people were wearing white uniforms. Although they were not equipped 
with guns, Liu Futong was very familiar with them. 

They are from the Medical Bureau! 

The leader is a division chief of the Medical Bureau. 

Director Zhang! 

The chief was also a fat man, over 1.7 meters tall and wearing a white uniform. 

The Medical Bureau can be described as the absolute boss of the medical clinic and the 
hospital! They hold the power of life and death in the hospital! 

Chen Tang once again smiled slightly and said: “You Liu family squeezes consumers, 
and the ten-yuan Chinese medicine was sold for one thousand yuan a catty, and it was 
shoddy. I have the absolute evidence of Liu family!” 

“As long as I say a word, Liu Futong, everyone in your Liu family will go to jail!” 

The Liu family was completely silent. 

This time, Chen Tang called all the lawyers, the police, and the medical bureau. 

I was going to kill the Liu family directly! 

Liu Futong’s face turned pale, and his body trembled slightly. 

That medical book was handed down by his ancestors! It is the heirloom of the Liu 
family and must not be passed down. 

But now, his Liu family has been driven to a dead end! 

At this time, Liu Qiao finally realized that she was afraid, and she finally understood the 
seriousness of the matter. 



She asked with a trembling mouth, “Or…or call Lin Kai and ask him to help the Liu 
family?” 

“Is it useful?” Liu Qiang’s face was pale, and he asked, “What can Lin Kai do?” 

“Not to mention that he will not help us, even if he will help us, 800 million, will Chen 
Tang want it?” 

“Chen Tang’s purpose is medical books! Not money! Even if he accepts the money, he 
still has the handle of our Liu family!” 

“Furthermore, even if Lin Kai calls Yang Jianxiong over, people will have absolute 
evidence! We will be sentenced! Yang Jianxiong is not a member of the system, so 
what can he do if he comes?” 

After listening to Liu Qiang’s words, everyone was silent. 

Indeed, even if Yang Jianxiong is here now, it is useless! 

Liu Futong hesitated and struggled. 

He was hesitating whether or not to hand over the medical books. 

Handing it over, the Liu family is finished, but jail time can be avoided. 

If you don’t hand it over, everyone will go to jail! 

While hesitating, I saw a car driving into Liu’s house. 

Everyone looked at it together and saw that it was a black Rolls Royce. 

Rolls-Royce looks extremely domineering, dark body, domineering headlights, like a 
beast, a muscular Rolls-Royce! 

Customized! 

License plate number five eight! 

After seeing this car, everyone was shocked. 

Whose car is this? Which big man came to Liu’s house? 

Everyone in the Liu family is stunned. Is this the person Chen Tang called? 

Because they don’t even know the big people who drive customized Rolls Royce. 



Chen Tang was also dumbfounded. He didn’t even know the character who opened the 
customized Rolls Royce. 

Is it possible that the Liu family still has something to rely on? 

Rolls-Royce stopped in the middle of the yard, the door opened, and only a young man 
walked out of the Rolls-Royce. 

The young man looked eighteen or nineteen years old, dressed very ordinary, 
handsome, thin and fair. 

Lin Kai! 

The Liu family almost exclaimed, but Lin Kai was here! 

But after they saw Lin Kai, they got angry at the time. Just after they got angry from 
Chen Tang, they didn’t expect this person to disgust them to appear. 

At that time, Liu Qiao sneered with his arms in his arms and said, “Hey, who I thought it 
was? It turned out to be Master Lin! What? You borrowed Yang Jianxiong’s Rolls Royce 
to pretend to be a force?” 

After seeing Lin Kai, Liu Qiang frowned in disgust: “Why are you here? Our Liu family 
doesn’t welcome you!” 

Liu Yong sneered, “Hehe, what can he do here? He must have come to see our Liu 
family jokes!” 

“What a white-eyed wolf! It’s because our Liu family is so kind to him, and he doesn’t 
help him. When it’s a critical juncture, he still has to fall into trouble. It’s disgusting to 
come and watch the excitement!” 

The Liu family was utterly scolding at Lin Kai. 

When Chen Tang saw it, he was happy at the time. It turned out to be the enemy of the 
Liu family. The so-called enemy of the enemy is a friend. 

He greeted him, stretched out his hand, and said, “Hello, my name is Chen Tang, the 
chairman of Chen Tang Pharmaceutical.” 

Lin Kai glanced at Chen Tang and shook hands with him. 

“Hello, my name is Lin Kai.” 

Chen Tang smiled slightly and said, “Whether you came to Liu’s house?” 



Lin Kai looked at his grandmother and then at the hundreds of workers and policemen 
on the scene. He probably already understood what was going on. 

“Chairman Chen, I can’t control you if you want to engage in the Liu family. I came 
today to borrow my grandma. Please give me a face.” 

Lin said straightforwardly. 

“Lin Kai?” Chen Tang frowned, closed his eyes and recalled in his mind. 

He can remember the name of the son of the big man on the island. Lin Kai is very 
strange to him. 

“Which green onion are you?” 
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Before Chen Tang spoke, Chen Tang’s son could no longer hold back, and pointed at 
Lin Kai’s nose and cursed. 

Chen Tang’s son is named Chen Ming, he is twenty-three years old this year, he wears 
a famous brand, his hand wears a Longines watch, and his face is arrogant. 

Chen Ming is also a well-known rich second generation in the island. Among the 
younger generation, there is really no one that Chen Ming dares not provoke. 

Because his father is Chen Tang! 

Lin Kai is so arrogant that he actually wants Chen Tang to give him face? Who does he 
think he is? 

Think it’s great to drive a broken Rolls Royce? 

Not to mention a small Lin Kai, even if Yang Jianxiong came in person, he still had to 
give Chen Tang face! 

Chen Tang smiled slightly, did not stop his son, his son meant what he meant. 

I saw Chen Ming stand up, poked Lin Kai’s chest, and said brutally: “Boy, sensible, get 
out now!” 

“Give you face? How old are you?” 



“Today, no one in the Liu family can keep it! I said it!” 

Chen Ming looked arrogant. 

Behind Lin Kai, everyone in the Liu family had to ridicule. 

Lin Kai actually wants to come and save his grandma? It’s just a dream! 

Even if Lin Ting came in person, he might not have that face, besides, it was Lin Kai! 

“Lin Kai, stop dreaming! Even if it’s your father Lin Ting, it won’t work!” Liu Qiao laughed 
with his arms. 

“Lin Ting?” Chen Tang also smiled playfully. 

Director Wang of the police station and Director Zhang of the medical bureau also 
laughed out loud. 

Lin Ting, the head of the Jiangbei overlord of the Lin family, naturally knew that the Lin 
family was a big family of hundreds of billions. 

But on the island, it doesn’t work! 

Unless it’s an international giant, if you come to the island, everything has to start from 
scratch! Because the island is an economically independent city, the island can be 
understood as a small country. 

No wonder driving a Rolls Royce, it turned out to be a rich second-generation! 

At this time, Chen Tang didn’t have to worry about Lin Kai’s identity. At that time, Chen 
Tang turned his face directly. 

I saw Chen Tang glanced up and down at Lin Kai, and said, “Master Lin, right? For your 
father’s face, I Chen Tang doesn’t care about you like you. Go away, don’t hinder my 
Chen Tang from doing things!” 

“Have you heard? My father told you to go away!” 

Chen Ming smiled disdainfully. 

Lin Kai looked at Chen Tang with a serious expression: “Are you serious about not 
giving me Lin Kai face?” 

Lin Kai asked very seriously, he was not a person of right and wrong, and what the Liu 
family did had nothing to do with his grandma. 



He is already very polite. If Chen Tang disagrees, then Lin Kai can only use his own 
means. 

Similarly, Lin Kai is giving Chen Tang a chance not to offend himself. 

“I warn you, what I Lin Kai said, I have always said nothing, I only give you a chance, 
man, do you pay or not?” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s arrogant words, there was a burst of laughter, and everyone was 
amused by Lin Kai’s words. 

Everyone looked at Lin Kai like a fool. 

“I don’t know where your confidence as an outsider comes from Chen Tang.” 

“Excuse me, your Lin family is here with me, you don’t have face!” 

Chen Tang sneered. 

Chen Tang’s son, Chen Ming, said even more sorely: “Boy, you probably don’t know 
what family my Chen family is?” 

“My Chen family, but the largest western medical family on the island! Almost all the 
private hospitals, pharmacies, and beauty salons on the island are run by my Chen 
family!” 

“My Chen family also developed a beauty product that makes people three years 
younger, and it sells it on the island! Our Chen family is worth close to 100 billion!” 

“Although the Lin family is not as big as your family, don’t forget, this is an island, not a 
place where you can go wild!” 

“Get out of here now, Xiaoye can let you go, otherwise, I’ll twist your head off and kick 
the ball!” 

Chen Ming was an arrogant one. 

No wonder the tens of billions of big families are so arrogant. 

Even the people from the police station and the medical bureau can be moved. It can be 
seen that the Chen family is indeed a big family. 

At this moment, Liu Futong snorted coldly: “Humph! What a shame to the Lin family!” 

“If Lin Lei’s son Lin Yuan is here, this matter can definitely be resolved easily, you dude, 
what else can you do besides eating and drinking Lazard?” 



“A rubbish, just cheating on the old people!” 

“I don’t have any social skills, I don’t have any contacts on the island, and I want to ask 
someone from others?” 

“I bother!” 

Liu Futong directly vomited a thick sputum on the ground. 

Lin Kai looked back at Liu Futong and said lightly: “I hope you don’t regret saying this.” 

Liu Futong laughed when he heard Lin Kai’s words: “Hahaha! What a joke!” 

“I have never regretted what Liu Futong said! Worse, can you save your grandma? Go 
dreaming!” 

Lin Kai nodded, ignoring Liu Futong. 

In the entire Liu family, only Grandma Liu looked at Lin Kai with helplessness and 
affection. 

At this time, Grandma Liu also spoke: “Xiaokai, or forget it, you go, this is our own evil in 
the Liu family…” 

Grandma Liu loves Lin Kai too! 

She knew Lin Kai and knew that Lin Kai was indeed good to the Liu family after coming 
to the island. 

But she also understood that Lin Kai could not save her from Chen Tang’s hands. 

After all, the Chen family on the island has a great family and a great network of 
contacts! 

Lin Kai is just a 19-year-old child, not a local, so why should he let Chen Tang give him 
face? 

At that time, maybe even Lin Kai himself would get in! 

Lin Kai looked at grandma, his eyes finally kind: “Grandma, don’t worry, I will definitely 
take you away.” 

After that, Lin Kai looked at Chen Tang: “Since you are sincere against me, don’t blame 
me for not reminding you. Lin Kai has already used all the contacts on the island, I don’t 
believe it, I can’t take anyone today! “ 



Lin Kai said with bright eyes. 

Although Lin Kai’s aura was full, there was still a burst of laughter from around. 

No one took Lin Kai’s words to heart. 

Use all connections? What kind of contacts can you a little kid on the island have? 

I met a few dudes to death. Can these dudes offend the Chen family for you? joke! 

Liu Qiao clasped his arms and said sarcastically, “Oh, some people are really 
hypocritical. You didn’t borrow one billion from us to solve things, but now you stand up 
to solve the problems for us, and want to pretend to be good people to get The goodwill 
of our Liu family? Do you really treat our Liu family as fools?” 

“White-eyed wolf, save it!” 

As soon as Liu Qiao said, he saw a Ferrari supercar driving into Liu’s house. 

It was a yellow super sports car, very domineering, worth ten million! 

I saw a young man stepping out of the car. The young man looked about the same age 
as Lin Kai. 

After seeing Lin Kai, his eyes lit up and he walked quickly over: “Big Brother!” 
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The person here is Huang Dingtian. 

Master Huang, Huang Dingtian! 

After receiving the news from Lin Kaifa, Huang Dingtian arrived at the scene 
immediately. 

Everyone in the Liu family also looked at Huang Dingtian. 

Can Lin Kai actually call someone to help him? 

However, what storm can be caused by a mere Huang Dingtian? 

Lin Kai glanced at Huang Dingtian and said, “It’s not too late, it’s not too late.” 



Huang Dingtian nodded, turned his head rather arrogantly, and asked, “Who is going to 
move my eldest brother? Have you asked me Huang Dingtian’s opinion?” 

Chen Tang and others all looked at Huang Dingtian. 

After seeing Huang Dingtian, they all frowned. 

This Huang Dingtian, but the young master of the Huang family. 

The Huang family is one of the ten largest families on the island. 

He actually came to help this **** from Jiangbei? 

Although the Huang family has some status on the island, Chen Tang still doesn’t care 
about the Huang family in a small area. 

“It’s our Chen family, why?” Chen Tang squinted at Huang Dingtian. 

Chen Ming even laughed out loud: “Huang Dingtian, are you afraid that you are tired 
and crooked? Even the things of our Chen family dare to manage?” 

Upon hearing this, Huang Dingtian looked at the two of them. 

Huang Dingtian’s face changed drastically after hearing the words Chen Family. 

The Chen family is not annoying! 

Since the Chen family is a foreign family, it is not counted among the top ten families on 
the island, but if the Chen family is counted among the top ten families on the island, the 
Chen family can at least be ranked in the top three! 

Unexpectedly, it was the Chen family that Lin Kai provoked. 

At that time Huang Dingtian was wilted. 

He didn’t dare to oppose the Chen family. 

Liu Qiao smiled when she saw Huang Dingtian who was wilted. She glanced at Lin Kai: 
“Lin Kai, this is your support? Huang Dingtian? Oh, don’t be fooled by dreams!” 

“I want to bring down the Chen family even with Huang Dingtian?” 

“Lets not say that Huang Dingtian cant represent the Huang Family. Even if he can 
represent the Huang Family, does the Huang Family have the strength to oppose the 
Chen Family?” 



“Ha ha!” 

Liu Qiao looked disdainful. 

Just after speaking this sentence, I saw a person hurried in from the door. 

The visitor wore a simple sportswear, shaggy beard, and looked more than 60 years 
old. 

Although he was more than sixty years old, it was a long walk and tiger step when he 
started. 

When the old man saw Lin Kai, his eyes lit up and he walked over quickly. 

“teacher!” 

Master Ku gave a cry and came to Lin Kai. 

The person here is the famous master of Chinese medicine in the island, Master Ku! 

After seeing Master Ku, everyone was a little surprised. Although Master Ku is only one 
person, he is the number one person on the island. 

With a very wide network, he is known as the first person in the island Chinese 
medicine! 

Even Liu Futong admits that his medical skills are not as good as the bitter master. 

But Master Ku actually came to Liu’s house? 

And he is also called Teacher Lin Kai? 

He also came to help Lin Kai? 

“Teacher, am I not late?” Master Ku wiped the sweat from his forehead. 

Lin Kai smiled and shook his head: “No.” 

Upon hearing this, Master Ku looked back at Chen Tang and others. 

After seeing Chen Tang and others, Master Ku also frowned. 

Obviously, Chen Tang’s background also made the bitter master very jealous. 

But how can Master Ku have been practicing medicine on the island for so many years 
without his own contacts? 



Even if he met Chen Tang, he was not afraid. 

“Chen Tang, is your Chen family trying to embarrass my teacher?” Master Ku frowned 
and asked. 

Chen Tang’s heart was quite surprised. 

He obviously didn’t expect that Master Ku would actually start for Lin, and would call Lin 
Kai a teacher. 

It seems that this Lin Kai, who has some connections in the island, actually knows 
Master Huang and Master Ku. 

These two can keep Lin Kai, but they definitely cannot keep the Liu family! 

“It turns out to be Master Ku, long time no see!” 

“Lin Kai is your teacher?” Chen Tang asked playfully. 

Who doesn’t know that Master Ku is the first scattered man on the island? 

And now Master Ku is actually calling a little kid as a teacher? 

If this matter is spread out, will it make others laugh out loud? 

And Master Ku directly admitted: “Yes, Lin Kai is my teacher! Whoever wants to move 
my teacher, first ask me whether I agree or not!” 

Chen Tang nodded and said: “Okay! Lin Kai, today I am looking at the face of the 
Huang Family and Master Ku, and I will not embarrass you or hold you accountable for 
your disrespect to my Chen Family. Let’s go!” 

Chen Tang waved his hand, as if sending a beggar. 

After Lin Kai challenged him to Chen Tang just now, Chen Tang had already decided 
Lin Kai’s death sentence in his heart. 

Now that these two characters came forward to protect Lin Kai, then Chen Tang gave 
them face and let Lin Kai go. 

In his opinion, Lin Kai is a dispensable person, and he doesn’t care about it. 

Just rely on these two people to want him to let him go? impossible! 

Lin Kai narrowed his eyes and asked, “Chen Tang, are you still not letting go?” 



When Chen Tang heard this, he also laughed: “Ha ha ha, Lin Kai, are you too 
overestimating yourself?” 

“For the sake of the Huang Family and Master Ku, I can not hold you accountable for 
disrespect to me. Do you still want me to let go? What a joke!” 

Chen Tang and Chen Ming looked disdainful. 

Everyone in the Liu family is also gloating. 

As soon as Chen Tang’s voice fell, only a roar of cars was heard. 

Everyone looked at the door of Liu’s house. 

Could someone else come? 

Lin Kai actually has rescuers? 

This time, who is here again? 

I saw a Range Rover drive into Liu’s house. 

Behind the domineering Land Rover Range Rover, four Toyota domineering followed. 

Five cars parked directly in Liu’s yard. 

A dozen strong men walked off the Toyota overbearing. 

The brawny men were wearing black vests, bulging muscles, and wearing black 
sunglasses. They looked like professional bodyguards. 

And a young man came down from the Range Rover. 

The young man is tall, sturdy, and looks a little bit ruffian. 

I saw him walk over in a stride, and a dozen strong men behind him followed. 

This one, Wang Tianye, the eldest of the Wang family among the top ten families! 

Wang Tianye walked towards Lin Kai quickly, hugged Lin Kai’s shoulder, and grinned: 
“Hey, instructor, am I not late?” 

Wang Tianye is here too! 

And looking at Wang Tianye’s posture, he is here today to support Lin Kai! 



At this time, Chen Tang’s face finally changed. 

A Huang Dingtian, he did not pay attention to it, plus a bitter master, he was only slightly 
jealous. 

But with the addition of Wang Tianye, there was already a strong shield in front of Lin 
Kai, so he had to pay attention to Lin Kai. 

No one in the Liu family thought that Lin Kai could actually find the young master of the 
Wang family. 

It has not been long since Lin Kai came to the island! Actually even know the young 
master of the Wang family? 

Although they don’t want to admit Lin Kai’s excellence, Lin Kai now has indeed found 
someone who has a reputation on the island. 

Liu Qiao looked ugly. Even though she knew that Lin Kai had called these people to 
help Liu’s family, she still didn’t appreciate it. 

“Hehe, it’s really a blind cat and a dead mouse. Are all three of them blind? Actually 
making friends with this wimp?” 
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Liu Qiao, who had always looked down on Lin Kai, had a very ugly expression after 
seeing Lin Kai actually found these three great figures. 

Although she knew that Lin Kai was looking for someone for the good of the Liu family, 
she just didn’t want to appreciate it. 

Because in her eyes, Lin Kai was a waste, no matter how good Lin Kai became, she 
would not admit it. 

The better Lin Kai is, the more uncomfortable she feels! 

The faces of Liu Yong and Liu Qiang are also very ugly. 

Only Grandma Liu looked at Lin Kai very pleasedly. 

The three of them stood behind Lin Kai, and Lin Kai looked at Chen Tang with bright 
eyes. 

“Chen Tang, are you still not letting go?” 



Facing Lin Kai’s questioning, Chen Tang also felt a little pressure. 

The three people behind Lin Kai are not small. 

He might not pay attention to the three of them alone, but Chen Tang didn’t dare to 
despise the three of them standing together. 

He is for the medical book of the Liu family! 

Even if he would offend these three people, Liu’s medical book is bound to win! 

He would never bow to Lin Kai. 

He planned too long for this day. 

You know, the police and the medical bureau are invited to go out, but it cost him a lot 
of money. He will definitely not return empty-handed for these three people today! 

At that time, a trace of cruel color flashed in Chen Tang’s eyes. 

“Huang Dingtian, Master Ku, Wang Tianye, what if you all help Lin Kai?” 

“Liu family, I am bound to win!” 

“If you have the ability, you can go shopping with my Chen family!” 

“I don’t believe that you will fight my Chen family to the end for a Lin Kai!” 

As soon as Chen Tang’s voice fell, only a loud bang was heard, and the door of Liu’s 
house was kicked open. 

“Really? Add another me?” 

Later, only one person appeared in the Liu family. 

The person here is a middle-aged man. 

The middle-aged man is more than 1.7 meters tall, naked to the upper body, with a 
dragon tattoo on his body. 

His eyes were fierce, there was a scar on his forehead and his coat was on his 
shoulders. 

I saw him walk in with a big step outside, it was a foolish man. 



It looks like a gangster, but the person here is actually the biggest gangster in the island 
city, Wang Kun! 

Wang Kun walked in alone. After seeing Wang Kun, everyone in the Liu family suddenly 
changed their faces. 

It’s actually this evil star! 

Where this evil star went, it can be said that the geese passed by and plucked their hair, 
and there was no grass. He actually came to Liu’s house? 

Could it be that he also came to help Lin Kai? 

Then he certainly did not come alone! 

Sure enough, not long after Wang Kun walked in, after Liu’s house, he walked in a 
group of people. 

With flowers in hair and tattoos, they are all scornful, carrying weapons such as 
baseball bats and iron rods in their hands. 

Uncountable how many people there were. As soon as these people entered Liu’s 
house, the Liu’s courtyard suddenly became crowded. 

Wang Kun came to Lin Kai and nodded slightly to Lin Kai: “Boss.” 

Boss? 

After hearing these two words, everyone on the scene was in a daze. 

When did Wang Kun have a boss? 

And still a nineteen-year-old kid? 

Who doesn’t know that Wang Kun is the first villain on the island? 

And he actually has a boss? 

Although this Lin Kai is the youngest member of the Lin family in Jiangbei, there is no 
need for Wang Kun to respect him so much, right? Still calling him the boss? 

Looking at the forces behind Lin Kai again, people cannot be underestimated. 

The four big men are standing behind him. 

Quartet forces! 



At that time, Chen Tang felt unprecedented pressure! 

This outsider’s network is so wide? 

It doesn’t matter if you know Master Huang Dingtianku and others, even Wang Kun? 

You know, even if Chen Tang meets Wang Kun alone, he will have a very headache. 

Because the ruthless person is afraid of being more ruthless than himself, Wang Kun is 
the number one ruthless person on the island and annoys him. He doesn’t know what 
utterly conscience will be done. 

The firm idea in Chen Tang’s heart began to shake. 

With this group of people protecting the Liu family, Chen Tang must not be able to move 
the Liu family. 

But he is not reconciled! He came prepared! Let him leave empty-handed, he is not 
reconciled! 

At this time, everyone in the Liu family was shocked. 

This is Lin Kai? 

Is this the old boy Lin Kai? Lin Kai who can only cause trouble? 

Now, Lin Kai has actually found four people with such great backgrounds. These four 
big people have already scared Chen Tang. 

Liu Qiao’s heart is very complicated. Lin Kai, who works in her massage shop, has now 
transformed into a big figure in the island and waiting for society. 

It is also possible to call so many big shots to rescue Liu’s family. 

I remembered her previous attitude towards Lin Kai. 

At this time, Liu Qiao finally felt a trace of regret. 

In the future, if the Liu family has a good relationship with Lin Kai, not only does it not 
need to worry about the Chen family, but it can also fly on the island! 

But now, their relationship with Lin Kai froze. 

But that’s okay! 



Since Lin Kai called so many people, it shows that he still has a conscience, and he still 
knows to help the Liu family. 

Everyone in the Liu family finally saw hope! 

Liu Futong clapped his hands with excitement, “Okay! Okay! My Liu family is saved!” 

Grandma Liu burst into tears with excitement: “Xiao Kai has a promise, he has a 
promise!” 

At this time, Lin Kai did not ask Chen Tang to let him go, because Lin Kai had given him 
too many opportunities, and Chen Tang did not cherish it. 

Now Lin Kai is about to stom Chen Tang under his feet! 

“Chen Tang, I gave you a chance, but you don’t cherish it yourself!” Lin Kai looked at 
Chen Tang coldly and laughed. 

Under the pressure of Shanda, Chen Tang looked at Lin Kai and asked: “Lin Kai, I admit 
that the people you brought are really powerful. Tell me, how do you want to solve this 
matter?” 

Lin Kai nodded and said, “First, I want to take someone away.” 

“Second, I want one billion in compensation.” 

“Third, I want your Chen family to admit their mistakes to Lin Kai!” 

Chen Tang’s expression changed drastically after hearing Lin Kai’s three demands. 

Chen Tang could agree to the first request. 

But one billion is not a small amount for Chen Tang. 

Asking the Chen family to admit their mistakes to Lin Kai is equivalent to hitting Chen 
Tang in the face! 

“I can’t do it!” Chen Tang rebuffed Lin Kai. 

Chen Tang stared at Lin Kai and said angrily: “Lin Kai! Don’t deceive people too much! 
The big deal is that the fish die and the net is broken! I have the deadly evidence of the 
Liu family’s crime! No matter how powerful you are, there is no court.” 

Chen Tang had just said this, and only four or five white police cars drove into Liu’s 
house. 



The four or five police cars stopped in front of everyone, and then a group of policemen 
in white uniforms walked down from the police cars. 

There were more than 20 police officers. After seeing these police officers, the head of 
the Medical Bureau changed his face. 

Because the people here are also from the Medical Bureau! 

The leader, he knew, was his immediate boss, Director Jiang of the Medical Bureau! 
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At that time, Director Zhang was dumbfounded. 

Because the person here is not someone else, but the director of the Medical Bureau! 
Jiang Zheng! 

Director Zhang took advantage of the Chen family and came to cheer Chen Tang, but 
he did not expect that the director of the Medical Bureau would be called by Lin Kai! 

If this offends Director Jiang, will he still use it in the Medical Bureau in the future? 

You can go straight away! 

At that time, Director Zhang glared at Chen Tang very vaguely. 

Fuck! The other party is so big, didn’t you say it earlier? 

Do you let Lao Tzu come to accompany you to death? 

Chief Zhang’s heart is shaking! 

Looking at the Chen family again, they are all dumbfounded. 

They came to Liu’s house with confidence, but now they found out that Liu’s house has 
strong foreign aid! 

This **** from Jiangbei has a way to reach the sky on the island! 

The young master of the Huang family, the young master of the Wang family, the 
number one Chinese medicine doctor in the island, the number one ruthless man in the 
island, he even knows the director of the medical bureau! 

Such a big man is actually a relative of the Liu family! 



This made Chen Tang never expect it! 

After all, if he had the support of so many big people, Chen Tang would have stood on 
the top of the island long ago! 

Chen Tang’s son, Chen Ming, couldn’t get up either. Although he was arrogant, he was 
not a fool. 

He still knows the big man the other party called. 

Together, these big men can crush their Chen family! 

The Liu family were also dumbfounded. 

This is Lin Kai? 

This is Lin Kai, that **** son of Jiangbei Linting? 

Isn’t he just a dude who can only eat, drink and have fun? 

How come now that all the big people on the island are used by him? 

What did this kid experience on the island? 

These big people that you know on the face of the Lin family? 

impossible! Although the Lin family is tough, it doesn’t work on the island! 

Is it possible that these big figures were all known by Lin Kai based on his own 
strength? 

For a while, everyone in the Liu family felt strange to Lin Kai now. 

At the same time, they regretted it in their hearts. They had known that Lin Kai had such 
a strong network. They used the expression of the Chen family? 

They should please Lin Kai early, make friends with Lin Kai, and curry favor with Lin 
Kai. 

Only in this way, their Liu family can survive on the island stronger! 

After Director Jiang from the Medical Bureau appeared, he came directly to Lin Kai’s 
side and stood behind Lin Kai. 

He looked like Lin was looking forward to the horse. 



“Brother Lin, I’m sorry, there is a traffic jam on the road and I’m late.” Director Jiang 
pleased with a smile. 

Lin Kai nodded: “It’s okay.” 

The relationship between the two seemed to be a general relationship between 
subordinates and subordinates, and Lin Kai did not put Jiang Zheng in his eyes at all. 

Just nodding lightly. 

After seeing this scene, everyone was even more dumbfounded. 

Now the forces behind Lin Kai cannot be underestimated. 

Lin Kai glanced lightly at Director Zhang of the Medical Bureau, and asked: “Director 
Jiang, may I ask that Director Zhang, is this from your Medical Bureau?” 

Upon hearing this, Jiang Zheng looked at Director Zhang. 

After seeing Director Zhang, Jiang Zheng frowned. 

“Zhang Liang!” 

“What a courage!” 

“Dare to fight against Lin Shao, are you **** tired and crooked?” 

Jiang Zheng scolded angrily. 

Director Zhang trembled, his knees softened, and he almost knelt to Jiang Zheng. 

Director Zhang also wanted to cry without tears. If he knew that Lin Kai knew Jiang 
Zheng, how could he dare to offend Lin Kai? 

I saw Director Zhang rushing to Jiang Zheng with Ren Pidianer Pidianer, and directly 
bowed his head to Jiang Zheng to admit his mistake. 

“Director Jiang, I’m sorry, I didn’t know Shao Lin knew you!” 

“It’s really flooded into the Dragon King Temple! Lin Shao, I’m so sorry.” 

Director Zhang bowed to Lin Kai repeatedly. 

Only begging for mercy can survive now! 



Lin Kai glanced at Director Zhang and said faintly: “Those who don’t know are not guilty, 
get out.” 

“Thank you Lin Shao! Thank you Lin Shao!” 

Chief Zhang was overjoyed and took his own people and almost escaped from Liu’s 
house. 

Look at Chief Wang of the police station, he is already sweating coldly. 

Although his official is not small, he is already scared after seeing Lin Kai’s methods. 

Lin Kai knows so many big people, wouldn’t he even know the police? 

For the sake of his own face, he just stayed by Chen Tang’s side. 

At this moment, only a sirens sounded. 

Director Wang trembled all over and almost fell to his knees. 

Lin Kai really knew people from the police station! 

He only heard the sound of sirens sounding, and four or five police cars drove into Liu’s 
house! 

More than a dozen policemen got off the police car. All of them were sturdy men. At first 
glance, they were the elite of criminal police! 

And on their waists, they all carry pistols! 

Look at the policemen behind Director Wang, all of them have big bellies, just ordinary 
policemen. 

I saw a person walking towards Lin Kai with more than a dozen policemen. After seeing 
this person’s face, Director Wang almost fainted to the ground without a breath! 

This one is the director of the Island Police Agency, Shen Gongbao! 

This big man is here too! 

The whole audience can hear the sound of a needle falling on the ground quietly. 

Chen Tang’s face was already extremely ugly. 

He was desperate. 



Compared with Lin Kai, his own power is simply vulnerable! 

Director of the Medical Bureau! Director of the National Police Agency! These big 
people have come to support Lin Kai! 

Looking at the two I found, a director and a director, they were not enough to put them 
in front of Lin Kai! 

I saw Shen Gongbao strode towards Lin Kai and laughed loudly: “Hahaha! Brother Lin, 
brother is here to help you!” 

Lin Kai also smiled slightly and clasped his fists: “Brother Xie.” 

Looking at the forces behind Lin Kai, they can shake the entire island! 

This was not over yet, and soon after, I saw a Rolls-Royce Phantom drive into Liu’s 
house. 

After the old Rolls-Royce Phantom, several Audi cars followed. 

Countless people in black got out of the car. 

This time, it was Xu Changkong from Changkong Group who came! 

Soon after, a dozen Mercedes-Benz drove into Liu’s house. 

This time, the Yang family, the head of the top ten families on the island, is here! 

Countless people in black entered Liu’s house. 

Yang Jianxiong brought Feng Wuya and Ye Miaoshou to Lin Kai’s back. 

At this time, look behind Lin Kai again, it can be said that Lin Kai now represents the 
entire island! 

The whole island, Lin Kai is king! 

The faces of everyone in the Chen family were extremely pale, even Patriarch Chen 
Tang had a desire to kneel down for Lin Kai! 

too strong! The forces behind Lin Kai are really too strong! Can’t shake it at all! 

At this time, Chen Tang was extremely desperate! 

Looking at the Liu family again, the faces of everyone in the Liu family are filled with 
incredible! 



They couldn’t believe it, this is Lin Kai! 

Liu Qiao, who had always looked down on Lin Kai, turned pale and trembling all over, 
she couldn’t accept the result. 

But at the same time, she felt very regretful. 

Thinking of her previous attitude towards Lin Kai, she wished to slap herself twice! 
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thump! 

Chief Wang of the police station could no longer withstand the tremendous pressure, his 
knees softened and he knelt down. 

Shaking all over, he knelt in front of Lin Kai on his knees. 

“Shao Lin…” 

“I don’t know Taishan, I ran into you.” 

“please forgive!” 

The chief of the dignified police station, like a mangy dog, knelt before Lin Kai. 

Because Lin Kai puts him under too much pressure! 

The characters behind Lin Kai, who were drawn out randomly, were all famous figures 
on the island. 

Lin Kai glanced lightly at Chief Wang of the police station: “Go away.” 

Director Wang was overjoyed when he heard the words, and ran away from Liu’s house 
with people crawling around. 

The two great cheerleaders invited by the Chen family all fled. 

Now only the Chen family and others are left. 

Chen Tang looked ugly. Although he was very unwilling, he had nothing to do with Lin 
Kai. 

Chen Tang nodded and sighed: “Hey…” 



“I admit it!” 

“I promised your three conditions.” 

Chen Tang also bowed his head. 

But Lin Kai laughed: “Hehe, just agree now? It’s too late!” 

“My three conditions have changed!” 

“First, I want to take away my grandma!” 

“Secondly, I want ten billion in mental damage expenses!” 

“Third, I knelt down and apologized to Lin Kai!” 

“Otherwise, I will eradicate the Chen family!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Chen Tang was trembling with anger, his face turned 
pale, and his veins violent. 

This is simply the life of Chen Tang! 

Ten billion, is this to drink his Chen Tang’s blood? 

Asking him to kneel down and apologize, this is for Chen Tang to take his own face to 
someone’s feet! 

“you!” 

Chen Tang pointed to Lin Kai and couldn’t get up at all. He only heard a puff, and Chen 
Tang directly vomited a big mouthful of blood! 

He was vomiting blood! 

The Chen family quickly helped Chen Tang up. 

Looking at Lin Kai again, with his hands in his pockets, he stared at the Chen family 
with a cold expression. 

The hundreds of people behind him are Lin Kai’s support! It’s Lin Kai’s contacts! 

Chen Tang believes that only a word from Lin Kai can really eradicate the Chen family! 

Therefore, if you want to compromise, you must bow your head. 



“Chen Tang, you have to think carefully!” 

“I have given you several opportunities before, but you didn’t cherish it.” 

“If you don’t cherish this opportunity…” 

Lin Kai didn’t say the next thing, he just sneered. 

But his sneer made everyone shiver. 

Because they understood what Lin Kai meant, if the Chen family didn’t cherish this 
opportunity, they would just eliminate it! 

Chen Tang was scared. 

He knew that Lin Kai was a big man he couldn’t afford! 

Although he didn’t know why Lin Kai knew so many big people on the island. 

But he understands that if he doesn’t bow his head today, what is waiting for him is 
destruction! 

This kneeling exhausted his life’s courage! 

thump! 

Chen Tang knelt down. 

Then Chen Ming also knelt down. 

The entire Chen family knelt down! 

The Chen family, who had just been invincible, are all kneeling now! 

“Ten billion, our Chen family will offer it with both hands.” 

While saying this, Chen Tang’s heart was bleeding. 

Lin Kai nodded coldly, and the Chen family finally cherished this opportunity. 

But at this time, only a burst of cheers were heard, and the Liu family had already 
exploded on the spot with joy! 

Everyone in the Liu family, who was still desperate just now, looked excited. 

Because of their Liu family, there is no need to go bankrupt! 



When Lin started out, the Chen family would definitely dare not do anything to the Liu 
family in the future. 

Not only that, their Liu family can also swallow the entire Chen family in one fell swoop! 
Become the largest drug dealer on the island! 

Their Liu family will sooner or later become one of the top ten families! 

All this is because of Lin Kai! 

Liu Futong smiled, his face flushed, he touched his beard and stared at Chen Tang with 
a grimace. 

And Chen Tang didn’t dare to look directly at Liu Futong. 

Because Liu Futong is Lin Kai’s grandfather! 

“Chen Tang, didn’t you want to destroy my Liu family? Didn’t you want a medical book? 
Come on!” Liu Futong came to Chen Tang and kicked Chen Tang, who was kneeling on 
the ground, to the ground. 

Chen Tang got a kick and didn’t even dare to let go. 

Because Liu Futong is Lin Kai’s grandfather! 

“Brother Liu, I used to be a small and naive person. Later on the island, my younger 
brother listened to Brother Liu.” 

Chen Tang knelt on the ground holding his fists, his attitude was low. 

No one in the Chen family dared to resist. 

Liu Qiao stood up again with her arms folded, and saw the crazy woman Liu Qiao 
holding up her noble lady’s frame again. 

“I see who would dare to look down on our Liu family in the future!” 

“Lin Kai, good job, our Liu family did not treat you in vain.” 

“From now on, you will live in Liu Jiahang, where the massage shop is, I will directly 
promote you to the general manager!” 

Liu Qiao looked so high, she took Lin Kai’s kindness to Liu’s family for granted! 

Uncle Liu Qiang also grinned: “Hahaha! Have you seen this group of rubbish? This is 
the strength of my Liu family!” 



“Offend our Liu family, you all want to die, right?” 

The second uncle Liu Yong came to the hundreds of workers even more arrogantly, and 
saw Liu Yong kicking a worker with a look of arrogance and domineering. 

“Fuck, you migrant workers, dare to come to our Liu’s house and make trouble? Believe 
it or not, I asked Lin Kai to bury you all alive?” 

The beaten migrant workers did not even dare to let go. 

Because Lin Kai is supporting the Liu family! 

Lin Kai smiled indifferently, it was time to make a break! 

At that time, Lin Kai walked quickly towards the Liu family. 

And everyone in the Liu family looked at Lin Kai with a rare smile on their faces. 

Lin Kai went straight to Grandma Liu, stretched out his hand and smiled and said, 
“Grandma, let’s go? I’ll take you to a good place.” 

Grandma Liu was also in tears of excitement, and nodded: “Okay…” 

Grandma Liu followed Lin Kai tremblingly to the door of Liu’s house. 

At this moment, Liu Qiao couldn’t stand any longer. She asked, “Lin Kai, what about 
us?” 

Lin Kai looked back at Liu Qiao lightly, and asked, “Do I know you?” 

This sentence made the audience quiet. 

Liu Qiao’s face turned red after a brush, but Lin Kai actually said that he didn’t 
recognize himself? 

“Lin Kai, I’m your aunt!” Liu Qiao defended. 

Lin Kai sneered: “Hehe, if I remember correctly, you told me not to return to the Liu 
family for the rest of my life, right? And, I, Lin Kai, has severed relations with your Liu 
family!” 

“You are not my aunt, and I am not your nephew!” 

Lin Kai glanced coldly at the people in the Liu family, helped Grandma Liu, and led the 
people from all major forces on the island out of the Liu family. 



Everyone in the Liu family looked at Lin Kai’s back. They personally watched Lin Kai 
walk out of Liu’s house, but they could not keep Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai didn’t come to help their Liu family, he just came to take away his grandma! 

As soon as Lin Kai left, he saw countless hungry wolves staring at everyone in the Liu 
family. 
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Lin Kai actually left! 

This ending did not occur to the Liu family. 

At that time, everyone in the Liu family was dumbfounded. 

At this time, I saw hundreds of ferocious eyes looking at the Liu family. 

Those migrant workers whose wages are owed by the Liu family can almost eat people! 

And everyone from the Chen family. 

Chen Tang stood up from the ground and looked at Liu Futong and others fiercely. 

He was lost 10 billion by Lin Kaikeng! 

And his dignity was taken away by Lin Kai! 

Everything is because of the Liu family! 

Fortunately, it seems that Lin Kai is not dealing with the Liu family, so he can spread all 
the fire on Liu’s body! 

The 10 billion lost will be taken back from the Liu family! 

Chen Tang’s ferocious look caused everyone in the Liu family to shudder. 

At this time, the hundreds of migrant workers took up their weapons and approached 
everyone in the Liu family step by step. 

They want to personally give the Liu family despair! 

Until this time, Liu Jiazhong felt regret. 



Wouldn’t it be great if they had been cheating on the forest soon? 

Even if he doesn’t agree with Lin Kai, but treats Lin Kai normally, Lin Kai will definitely 
not stand idly by, but will help them Liu Family, let them Liu Jiafei Huang Tengda! 

But now, it’s too late to say anything. 

Lin Kai only took away Grandma Liu, and Lin Kai didn’t care about the life and death of 
these people! 

It was regret in Liu Qiao’s heart. 

In fact, Liu Qiao always knew that she was not good to Lin Kai, but she always felt that 
she was noble and she didn’t like Lin Kai at all. 

She didn’t realize she was wrong until now, so wrong! 

She regretted it! 

She regretted it! 

“Lin Kai! Lin Kai, I was wrong! Please come back, Lin Kai!” Liu Qiao knelt on the ground, 
crying loudly. 

Tears fell to the ground drop by drop, she really regretted it, and her intestines were all 
regretful! 

Not only Liu Qiao, everyone in the Liu family regretted it. 

Lin Kai had come to Liu’s house several times before, how good his attitude! 

They also gave gifts worth one billion yuan, but instead of treating Lin Kai well, they 
bombarded Lin Kai. 

Just forget about bombarding Lin Kai, they still don’t know how to admit their mistakes, 
even if they admit their mistakes, Lin Kai won’t be back! 

At that time, Chen Tang looked at the Liu family and the others coldly, and roared: “Call 
me! I don’t want the eight hundred million! I want you to pay the Liu family’s blood!” 

Chen Tang got angry with Lin Kai and cast his brain on Liu’s body. 

At that time, hundreds of migrant workers roared and swarmed. 

All the weapons in their hands greeted the past. 



At that time, blood spattered and wailing sounds rang out. 

Soon after, there were only a few corpses left in the Liu family compound. 

Not even a whole body was left. 

These migrant workers are really angry. They have worked hard for several months 
without any wages. The boss’s attitude is so bad! 

Now they couldn’t bear it and killed everyone in the Liu family! 

Even if this matter goes to court, the law will not blame the public, and none of them will 
pay for the Liu family! 

Lin Kai expected what happened to the Liu family. He knew that the Chen family and 
the migrant worker brothers would not let the Liu family go. 

This is their retribution. 

I don’t blame Lin Kai for being cold-blooded, just blame them for not cherishing the 
opportunity Lin Kai gave them. 

After returning to Xingfu Coast, Lin Kai received news that all Liu’s family had died. 

He did not tell his grandmother the news, but took her back to the villa, chatted with her, 
and accompany her to relax. 

Soon, the 10 billion from the Chen family was also transferred to Lin Kai’s bank card. 

Originally, Lin Kai wanted to use the tens of billions to exchange another wave of 
attribute points and upgrade points, but the system didn’t allow Lin Kai to change it. 

It is said that Lin Kai’s attribute value is high enough, even higher will destroy the 
balance. 

In desperation, Lin Kai could only give up. 

Soon, one month passed. 

Within this month, Lin Kai took a good rest for a while, playing with his grandma all over 
the island. 

And his grandmother also knew the news of all the accidents in the Liu family. 

She was negative for a while, but under Lin Kai’s enlightenment, she slowed down. 



Does Grandma Liu blame Lin Kai? 

At first, she blamed Lin Kai a little, and had prejudices against Lin Kai in her heart. 

But when it came later, she also wanted to open it. Lin Kai helped the Liu family 
because of love, and it was duty not to help. The destruction of the Liu family had 
nothing to do with Lin Kai. 

On this day, Lin Kai packed his luggage and stood at the gate of Dongfeng Villa. 

Wang Kun drove Lin Kai’s Rolls-Royce Master, acting as a driver. 

Grandma was standing at the door, and grandma looked at Lin Kai with a look of 
dismay: “Xiaokai, remember to come back to see Grandma!” 

Lin Kai smiled at his grandma: “Don’t worry, I will come back to see you often.” 

Grandma laughed. 

Lin Kai also got in the car and left his home. 

After leaving Happy Coast, Lin Kai’s face instantly cooled down. 

He sat in the back seat of the car, closed his eyes, and took a deep breath. 

He thought of the scene he had experienced a month ago. 

That man, interrupt his limbs! Don’t put yourself in the eyes at all! 

His hatred of insulting himself will always be a scar in Lin Kaixin, and Lin Kai has not 
forgotten that scar! 

Tomorrow is the day when the two of them will fight! 

The meeting place is in the capital! 

Ye Nantian! I’m coming! Hope this time, you can see a different me, of course, I will 
definitely let you taste the taste of being interrupted! 

In the car, Lin Kai sneered, his eyes as cold as a demon crawling out of hell. 

Even Wang Kun, who was sitting in the driving seat, couldn’t help but trembled. 

Soon, Lin Kai arrived at the airport. 



After getting on the plane, Lin Kai arrived in the capital at about six o’clock in the 
afternoon. 

After arriving at the Beijing Airport, Lin Kai saw a person familiar to him as soon as he 
left the airport. 

Own old chief, He Zhijun! 

I saw He Zhijun standing next to a public car, wearing a black suit. After seeing Lin Kai, 
his eyes lit up and he walked quickly. 

After coming over, He Zhijun glanced up and down at Lin Kai’s body and laughed. 

“Hahaha! I knew you kid wouldn’t let me down!” 

“Your limbs are fine! You don’t need to be discharged!” 

Lin Kai is a big treasure cultivated by He Zhijun. 

He wasn’t reconciled to Lin Kai being interrupted like that! 

But Lin Kai did not let him down! 

He recovered! 

“Go! Take you back to the Southeast Military Region, your comrades miss you very 
much!” 

At this time, He Zhijun was not like Lin Kai’s chief, but like an amiable big brother. 

After all, Lin Kai and Ye Nantian’s affairs have always made him very guilty. 

He Zhijun pulled Lin Kai, but Lin Kai didn’t move. 

Lin Kai glanced at He Zhijun, with only one look in his eyes, identification! 

“I’m going to see Ye Nantian.” 
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After hearing Lin Kai’s words, a look of worry appeared on He Zhijun’s face. 

Although he had anticipated Lin Kai’s decision, when he heard Lin Kai say these words 
with his own ears, his heart jumped suddenly. 



Because Ye Nantian is too strong! 

Even if Lin Kai can heal his injuries within a month, he is definitely not Ye Nantian’s 
opponent! 

He went to fight Ye Nantian, just looking for death! 

He knew that the matter of Lin Kai and Ye Nantian a month ago had become a scar in 
Lin Kaixin. 

But even if Lin Kai found Ye Nantian again, there would only be one ending, a fiasco! 
Maybe he will die in Ye Nantian’s hands! 

It is not easy for He Zhijun to cultivate a Lin Kai! 

“Have you really thought about it?” He Zhijun asked with a serious face looking at Lin 
Kai. 

Although he was very reluctant to let Lin Kai go, he respected Lin Kai’s decision. 

“Think about it.” Lin Kai nodded without hesitation. 

“Chief, haven’t you thought about it? This time, it’s the opportunity for our Southeast 
Military Region to make China famous!” Lin Kai said seriously. 

He Zhijun also gave a helpless smile after hearing Lin Kai’s words. 

Indeed, both the Yanjing Military Region and the Beijing Military Region are very 
famous. 

The Southeast Military Region is nothing but an unknown military region in Jiangbei. 

Defeating Ye Nantian would indeed make the Southeast Military Region famous in 
World War I. 

But the difficulty of defeating Ye Nantian is comparable to reaching the sky! 

He Zhijun was not ashamed to attack Lin Kai’s self-confidence. 

“Get in the car first, find a place to rest for the night, and talk about it tomorrow.” He 
Zhijun said. 

Lin Kai nodded and followed He Zhijun into the car. 

Soon after, Lin Kai and He Zhijun came to a hotel. 



After staying for one night, Lin Kai came to Qingming Lake by taxi alone the next day. 

He Zhijun left early and did not come with Lin Kai. 

Qingming Lake is where Lin Kai and Ye Nantian met. 

Today’s Qingming Lake is extremely crowded. 

The taxi opened the forest one kilometer away from Qingming Lake because the road 
ahead was too crowded. 

Lin Kai could only walk towards Qingming Lake. 

After walking not far, Lin Kai found that one kilometer away from Qingming Lake, there 
were full of people standing there! 

Lin Kai also squeezed in, patted a big brother on the shoulder, and asked, “Big brother, 
what are you doing standing here?” 

The eldest brother glanced back at Lin Kai: “Brother, are you a foreigner?” 

“Do you know Ye Nantian?” 

Lin Kai nodded and said, “I know.” 

“Ye Nantian will appear here today!” 

“I heard that someone made an appointment with Ye Nantian!” 

“We have to face Ye Nantian!” 

“That person, what kind of name is Lin Kai!” 

“Today, one kilometer away from Qingming Lake was completely blocked, and I couldn’t 
get in at all!” 

The big brother explained. 

Lin Kai nodded when he heard the words. 

He didn’t know that the battle between him and Ye Nantian had spread throughout 
China! 

Today, there will be countless big people coming to watch the battle! 

One kilometer away, ordinary people can’t get in at all. 



Armed police completely blockade! 

Within one kilometer, only big people with heads and faces can go in and watch the 
battle up close. 

Next to Qingming Lake, only contemporary predators can stand there to watch the 
battle. 

Lin Kai nodded, he pressed the cap on his head, and without any effort, he bypassed 
the armed police defense line and entered Qingming Lake within one kilometer. 

After entering Qingming Lake within one kilometer, Lin Kai clearly found that the 
surrounding area was not so crowded. 

Occasionally a few cars can be driven in, but the cars that can be driven in are at least 
millions of cars! 

The more you go in, Lin Kai can see the more expensive cars! 

When he approached Qingming Lake, all Lin Kai saw were luxury cars worth tens of 
millions! 

This shocked Lin Kai’s heart. 

If you look down from the sky, you can see that within one kilometer around Qingming 
Lake, there are full of luxury cars parked! 

These luxury cars add up and are invaluable! 

And around Qingming Lake, people are standing full! 

These people, just pull out one of them, they are all prominent figures from all over the 
country. 

Those who can stand here are at least predators worth billions. 

Lin Kai also saw many acquaintances. Jiangdongs Jiang Jialin and other patrons, Jiang 
Xinghuangfu Wan’er and others were also standing by the lake. It seemed that they had 
already received news that they had an appointment with Ye Nantian. 

Not only these acquaintances, Lin Kai even saw his parents standing by the lake! 

They are here too! 

Not far away, He Zhijun, Fan Tianlei, and Zhang Tianyi were also onlookers! 



Fatty Long Xiaoyun and others were also not far away. 

Even Lei Zhan and Enron are here! 

There are tens of thousands of people standing beside Qingming Lake! 

Lin Kai never expected that his engagement with Ye Nantian would attract so many 
people to watch! 

Although the battle between Lin Kai and Ye Nantian did not make news, it was definitely 
the focus of the conversation of the upper class of China! 

Lin Kai walked towards the lake step by step, and at this time, many people also noticed 
Lin Kai. 

Compared to Lin Kai, there is a person who is more dazzling than Lin Kai. 

He is Ye Nantian. 

In the center of Qingming Lake, there is a water corridor one kilometer long. 

In the center of the water corridor, there is a pavilion. 

And in the pavilion, a young man stood. 

The young man was in his early twenties, wearing a black sportswear with no signs and 
a pair of simple sneakers on his feet. 

He stood with his hands in his hands. Although he was dressed in a simple dress, his 
aura was like a dashing army! 

The breeze blew, his short hair was blown, and there were only two words on that 
handsome face, confident! 

He closed his eyes, enjoying the feeling of being worshipped by thousands of people. 

Thousands of people around Qingming Lake are watching Ye Nantian! 

And next to Qingming Lake, there are three Volkswagen cars. 

In a Volkswagen car, sitting Long Xiaolin and Long Xiaotian. 

Inside a Volkswagen is a big man from Beijing. 

There is also a big figure from the Ye family sitting inside the Volkswagen. 



They all looked at Ye Nantian with confidence. 

Ye Nantian is the king of warriors of the Huaxia Kingdom. Since he became a soldier, 
he has never failed! 

No one is his opponent! 

Ye Nantian is now an admiral! 

How many generals are there in the entire Chinese nation? Still the kind of admiral who 
relies on strength! 

Of course, this is indispensable for Ye Nantian’s strong support from the Ye Family! 

Ye Nantian’s father and his master, Ye Feng is sitting in one of the three Volkswagen 
cars. 

It was a fifty-year-old middle-aged man. 

Wearing a gray tunic suit, although he is over fifty, he is full of energy and has an 
extraordinary temperament. 

He stared at Ye Nantian who was standing in the pavilion, with only a confident look in 
his eyes! 

His son has never met an opponent, and no one has dared to make an appointment 
with him! 

In this battle, his son will not lose, and the opponent will only be defeated by his son 
again! 
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Chapter 526: Battle Against Ye Nantian 

The big man in another Volkswagen may not be so famous, but he has the real power 
to make Long Xiaolin fear it! 

He is the controller of the China National Super Team. He has no name, only a code 
name, which is called “Kwai”. 

Kui sat in the Volkswagen car, wearing a black mask and gloves, looking at Ye Nantian 
in the pavilion faintly. 



And Lin Kai, who was not paying attention, quietly appeared on the other side of the 
water corridor at this time. 

“Why hasn’t this Lin Kai come yet?” 

“Yeah! What is the background of this Lin Kai? How dare to make an appointment with 
Ye Nantian?” 

“I heard that Lin Kai is a rookie king of the Southeast Military Region!” 

“One month ago, Ye Nantian broke his limbs. He refused to accept it and he wanted to 
make an appointment with Ye Nantian!” 

“Joke, Ye Nantian is the God of War of China! He actually offered to fight Ye Nantian?” 

“Lin Kai is here! Lin Kai is here!” 

… 

A burst of exclamation sounded, and for a while, Lin Kai who stepped onto the corridor 
became the focus. 

Countless people looked at Lin Kai. 

After seeing Lin Kai’s young appearance, many people were a little shocked. 

This person who made an appointment with Ye Nantian is actually so young? 

And so handsome! 

Is he Lin Kai? 

At that time, many people who knew Lin Kai also looked at Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai’s family, people from Jiangdong, from Yanjing, and even from the military district 
all looked at Lin Kai. 

Long Xiaoyun stood by the lake, looking at Lin Kai with a complicated expression. 

She couldn’t do anything to help Lin Kai, she could only pray in her heart that Lin Kai 
would not lose too badly. 

As long as he can perform a few tricks in Ye Nantian’s hands, Lin Kai will be famous for 
China! 



Lin Kai walked towards Ye Nantian step by step. After seeing Ye Nantian, Lin Kai’s eyes 
flashed with anger. 

He thought about how he was cruelly treated by Ye Nantian a month ago! 

Thinking of the way he had broken his limbs. 

Hatred, Lin Kai can’t forget! 

I saw Lin Kai walked towards Ye Nantian quickly, and Ye Nantian also quietly turned 
around and looked at Lin Kai. 

Ye Nantian’s eyes still had that kind of contempt. 

Arrogant, don’t put anyone in the eye. 

He glanced at Lin Kai and shook his head in disdain. 

The two didn’t say a word, Lin Kai came to Ye Nantian and looked at Ye Nantian. 

Ye Nantian looked at Lin Kai indifferently, with only two words in his eyes, disdain! 

“You surprised me.” 

“I didn’t expect that the broken limbs could be recovered.” 

“Your Lin family spent a lot of money, right?” 

Ye Nantian laughed, with a mocking look on his face. 

“You surprised me, you really dare to come.” 

“But if you dare to come, I will dare to have your limbs broken again!” 

Ye Nantian looked contemptuous. 

call! 

As soon as Ye Nantian finished saying this, Lin Kai’s hand moved. 

With a muffled bang, Lin Kai punched Ye Nantian’s eye sockets! 

Humph! 

Ye Nantian stepped back three steps, covering his eyes. 



I saw that his eye sockets had become bruised, and they had obviously become panda 
eyes! 

Ye Nantian looked shocked. 

Did Lin Kai actually do it? 

And why is his speed so fast? 

Ye Nantian couldn’t react. 

Lin Kai stared at Ye Nantian coldly: “A month ago, you broke my limbs. Today, I want 
your life!” 

boom! 

After that, Lin Kai stepped on the ground, his body shot out like a cannonball, and went 
straight to Ye Nantian! 

And Ye Nantian also sneered at this moment: “Hehe, attack me? Do you really think you 
can win me?” 

call! 

Ye Nantian flew out with a punch and hit Lin Kai, and Lin Kai also punched out and hit 
Ye Nantian! 

The fists of two people collided in the air. 

There was a muffled sound and a bang. 

There seemed to be the sound of the air being blown up, and the moment the fists of 
the two people touched, the water waved. 

With this punch, Lin Kai exhausted all his strength! 

And Ye Nantian also showed his true strength! 

Humph! 

Each of them took three steps back. 

The fists of both were trembling slightly. 

Lin Kai looked at Ye Nantian coldly and laughed: “Haha, haha, hahaha! Ye Nantian, you 
are nothing but that!” 



Ye Nantian’s face was shocked. It was only a month. Why did Lin Kai become so 
strong? 

What has he experienced in this month? 

“Boy, don’t be proud, I just made fun of you just now!” Ye Nantian said coldly. 

After that, Ye Nantian took out his belt with only a snap. 

Although this belt looked like a belt, it was actually a weapon that Ye Nantian carried 
with him. 

The name is Pofeng! 

Breaking Wind is a leather whip that has followed Ye Nantian for many years. Ye 
Nantian doesn’t know what material it is made of. 

But this whip has killed countless people! 

Lin Kai also tilted his head, took out the Meteorite Finger Tiger, and put it on his hand. 

“come on!” 

Lin Kai punched Ye Nantian out! 

As soon as the Meteor Finger Tiger was put on Lin Kai’s hand, Lin Kai’s momentum 
changed drastically! 

Lin Kai’s punch, like a meteor falling from the sky, hit Ye Nantian! 

Even Ye Nantian didn’t dare to face this kind of aura. 

Seeing Ye Nantian’s face stern, he swished out the whip directly, and the whip drew it 
directly at the finger tiger in Lin Kai’s hand! 

Just hearing a snap, Lin Kai’s fist was slapped with a whip! 

Although this whip made Lin Kai’s hand hurt, Lin Kai did not stop, his fist went straight to 
Ye Nantian! 

“Go to hell!” 

Lin Kai roared! 

Ye Nantian’s complexion changed drastically, and once again he swung his whip to 
draw Lin Kai’s fist! 



But it was too late. I only heard a muffled bang. Lin Kai punched Ye Nantian’s chest with 
a punch. At that time, Ye Nantian’s body was like a kite with a broken line, and was 
directly flew by Lin Kai with a punch. Get out! 

Wow! 

I saw Ye Nantian’s body flew back several tens of meters! 

Ye Nantian tried his best to control his body in the air and let his feet fall to the ground. 
Then there was a prickly rubbing sound, and Ye Nantian tried his best to stop. 

Ye Nantian stopped and looked at Lin Kai with shock. 

The power of this punch is too powerful! 

Ye Nantian couldn’t guarantee that he could hit this punch! 

Looking at Ye Nantian’s chest again, Lin Kai had punched a big hole in his clothes, and 
the power of the Meteor Finger Tiger was so great! 

But inside Ye Nantian’s clothes, he was wearing a precious armor, a golden silk armor! 

The Golden Silk Treasure Armor is made of high-quality copper wire. It can be worn on 
a person’s body and can even defend against a sniper rifle. 

Fist is also under the hood. 

But under Lin Kai’s fist, the Golden Silk Bao Jia was interrupted by several copper 
wires. 

This is a treasure handed down from his Ye Family Ancestor! 

Now he was punched with a bad mouth? 

If Ye Nantian hadn’t worn this precious armor, this punch would be enough to kill him! 
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The current Lin Kai, with all attributes over 500 points, is no longer the previous Lin Kai. 

Even if Ye Nantian faced Lin Kai, he would never ask for a little bit of bargain! 

At this time, around Qingming Lake, everyone onlookers was shocked. 



This should have been a battle without suspense! 

The rookie king of a military area dare to compete with the soldier king of Huaxia 
Kingdom? 

But now it looks like things are not quite right! 

It seems that Ye Nantian was crushed and beaten! 

Lin Kai’s father and mother stood by the lake in excitement, holding a telescope in his 
hand, looking at the two on the water corridor. 

Lin Ting’s hand holding the telescope trembled. 

“When did Xiaokai…when did he become so strong?” 

As the Patriarch of the Hundred Billion Family, Lin Ting naturally knew that these strong 
men were definitely not ordinary people. 

But he did not expect that his son would have become such a strong man! 

Lei Zhan had a mocking smile. 

But when he saw Lin Kai pressing Ye Nantian to fight, the smile on his face 
disappeared. 

An Ran was even more regretful. 

Long Xiaoyun looked excited. 

Among the three Volkswagen cars, Long Xiaolin looked at Lin Kai in the corridor with 
admiration. 

“it is good!” 

“With these few tricks, Lin Kai is qualified to be my son-in-law of the Dragon family!” 

In another Volkswagen, Ye Nantian’s father, Ye Feng, stared at Lin Kai with an 
incredible expression. 

At a young age, he can actually stabilize his son? 

He knows how much his son has paid to become stronger! 

In the last Volkswagen car, Kwai’s eyes moved, and the lazy Kwai suddenly became 
energetic. 



Everyone was attracted by Lin Kai’s outstanding performance. 

On the water corridor, Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets and looked at Ye Nantian 
contemptuously. 

“Come on, Ye Nantian, show your true strength.” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s provocative words, Ye Nantian broke out on the spot. 

He is the pride of heaven! 

Since childhood, he has always been the strongest! He also knew how much he had 
paid to reach his current state. 

But now, how can he bear with a rookie king who provokes him so much? 

“This is what you forced me!” 

Ye Nantian’s face showed a serious look. 

I saw him smashed down with a horse step and shouted, then his muscles began to 
swell! 

Ye Nantian, who was originally thin, turned into a strong man in just a few seconds! 

His muscles began to swell, his sportswear began to burst, and his expression began to 
become hideous. 

The thin Ye Nantian changed his body into a burly man! 

“Yejia Boxing Technique!” 

Even the voice became extremely low. 

Ye Nantian shouted loudly before rushing towards Lin Kai! 

This is the boxing technique handed down by his Ye Family Ancestor! 

Using this set of boxing techniques can not only stimulate your potential in a short time, 
but also double your strength! 

If it hadn’t been stimulated by Lin Kai, he wouldn’t use Yejia Boxing. 

“It’s an honor for you to die under my Ye Family Boxing Technique!” Ye Nantian had 
only confidence in his eyes. 



But Lin Kai still had a scornful look. 

I saw him snap his fingers. 

Click. 

“Plattoe extraction ability.” 

boom! 

It seemed that an invisible aura erupted from Lin Kai, and a strong wind blew through. 

Look at Lin Kai again, Lin Kai is still the same Lin Kai, and there seems to be no 
change. 

But at this time, Lin Kai’s momentum was like a **** of war descending to the world. 

There is only one look in the eyes, arrogance! 

I saw Lin Kai strode towards Ye Nantian who was rushing over, neither humble nor 
overbearing. 

Ye Nantian roared, jumped up high, and hit Lin Kai with a punch! 

Ye Nantian was like a giant, and this punch staggered the momentum of Mount Tai. 

If it were an ordinary person, Ye Nantian’s punch would be enough to smash him into 
flesh! 

Lin Kai raised his head and glanced at Ye Nantian lightly, and stretched out his right 
hand. 

I saw Lin Kai’s right hand, a cyan gas began to appear, and the cyan gas enveloped Lin 
Kai’s right hand. 

Really angry! 

Lin Kai was really angry! 

Lin Kai now has a thousand power! In addition, the power of this slap is enough to 
smash rocks! 

call! 

Lin Kai directly slapped him! 



Snapped! 

A sound like a firecracker sounded, a thousand points of strength and a thousand points 
of speed, this slap made Ye Nantian unable to react! 

Lin Kai slapped Ye Nantian’s body away tens of meters away! 

I saw that Ye Nantian’s body flew out like a kite with a broken string, with a muffled 
bang, Ye Nantian’s back slammed against a pillar, and the pillar made a click, and it 
was about to break. 

Ye Nantian’s body stopped then. 

Even if Ye Nantian used the Yejia boxing technique, facing Lin Kai, who had doubled 
his attributes and possessed True Qi, was just a slap in the face! 

With a slap, Ye Nan fell to the ground! 

I saw that Ye Nantian’s left face was swollen, as big as a pig’s head. 

The tooth fell to the ground, and the blood rushed down. 

Eyes started to turn up, Lin slapped Ye Nantian directly and fainted! 

If it hadn’t been for Ye Nantian’s body that had undergone many changes, Lin’s slap 
would have exploded Ye Nantian’s head! 

Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets and walked towards Ye Nantian step by step. 

He remembered how Ye Nantian abused himself a month ago. 

Now that he took revenge, Lin Kai didn’t hate Ye Nantian so much. 

Speaking of which, Lin Kai has to thank Ye Nantian for giving him such a chance, 
otherwise, he hasn’t had a chance to become so strong yet! 

Lin Kai looked at Ye Nantian condescendingly. 

“My Ye Warshen, I didn’t expect you to be so vulnerable.” 

“puff” 

As soon as Lin Kai said this sentence, Ye Nantian spurted out another mouthful of 
blood. 

It’s completely angry! 



His indomitable pride was completely defeated by Lin Kai’s slap! 

Ye Nantian’s body was paralyzed to the ground, his brain was completely dizzy, and he 
had no strength to stand up! 

Lin Kai glanced at Ye Nantian and said, “You gave it to me, and now I give it back to 
you!” 

“Two legs, two arms, I remember them all in my heart.” 

With that, Lin Kai raised his right leg, ready to step on Ye Nantian’s limbs! 

At this moment, Ye Nantian’s father Ye Feng couldn’t sit down anymore. 

I saw Ye Nantian’s father, Ye Feng, ran off the Volkswagen, and stood by the lake and 
shouted, “Presumptuous, you dare to move my Ye family? Do you dare!” 

Ye Nantian’s father is obviously not a simple role, even though he is several hundred 
meters away from Lin Kai, his voice still clearly reaches Lin Kai’s ears. 

At this moment, Ye Nantian, who was lying on the ground, also laughed and looked at 
Lin Kai contemptuously. 

“Lin Kai…” 

“What can you do if you beat me?” 

“Behind me is the Ye family!” 

“My father, I am the head of the Ye Family!” 

“With an order, the Lin family can be wiped out!” 

“Do you dare to move me?” 

Chapter 528: Peerless Genius 

Chapter 528: Peerless Genius 

Ye Nantian believed that Lin Kai did not dare to move him! 

Because behind him is the Ye Family, the extremely powerful Ye Family! 

But he underestimated Lin Kai and also looked up at Ye Family. 



Lin Kai smiled contemptuously upon hearing this, “I’ve been a person who died once, so 
I am afraid of you Ye Family?” 

After that, Lin Kai’s raised leg fell fiercely. 

With a click, Lin Kai’s leg directly stepped on Ye Nantian’s thigh. Visibly, Ye Nantian’s 
thigh was deformed! 

At that time, a scream sounded, and on Ye Nantian’s forehead, sweat the size of 
soybeans rolled down. 

Even Ye Nantian, God of War, couldn’t stand the pain of broken bones! 

A scream like a slaughter of pigs sounded, and Ye Nantian’s screams resounded 
throughout the Qingming Lake, causing the surrounding people to tremble. 

“You!” Ye Feng, who was standing by the lake, widened his eyes. He didn’t expect that 
Lin Kai would not even give the Ye Family’s face, so he abolished Ye Nantian’s leg! 

Then, Lin Kai raised his leg again. 

Fall again. 

Click! 

Ye Nantian’s other leg was also broken by Lin Kai. 

Ye Nantian has become a real disabled person! 

Facing Ye Nantian’s screams, Lin Kai didn’t have a trace of sympathy on his face. 

There is only joking in the eyes. 

“Is it cool to be trampled on my legs?” 

Facing Lin Kai’s question, Ye Nantian raised his head and looked at Lin Kai. 

When his eyes met Lin Kai’s eyes, Ye Nantian shuddered. 

Because he found that Lin Kai’s eyes were extremely cold. 

In his eyes, Ye Nantian only saw hatred, and the arrogance of invincibility! 

Ye Nantian understood that his kick was on the iron plate. 



At this time, Ye Nantian finally knew that he was afraid, he didn’t want his two arms to 
be trampled by Lin Kai! 

At that time, Ye Nantian said with a trembling voice: “Lin Kai, don’t be impulsive, 
you…what do you want? I can satisfy you!” 

“I can make you rich, I can make you powerful, I can make you a new generation of 
Huaxia Kingdom…” 

Click! 

Before Ye Nantian had finished speaking, there was a sound of fracture, and Lin Kai 
once again abolished Ye Nantian’s arm. 

“Ahhhhh!” 

Ye Nantian’s screams were endless. 

But Lin Kai’s face was expressionless. 

“Do you think I am missing those?” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Ye Nantian almost cried, Lin Kai really didn’t get in with oil 
and salt! 

“Lin Kai, I beg you, don’t do it anymore, I can’t stand it anymore!” Ye Nantian finally let 
go of his dignity at this time, and tears were about to flow out. He looked at Lin Kai with 
fear, suffering. Begging for mercy. 

At this moment, a smile finally appeared on Lin Kai’s face. 

“Isn’t that enough?” 

Seeing Lin joking, Ye Nantian breathed a sigh of relief. He thought he could finally keep 
his last arm. 

But because it was impossible to guard against, Lin Kai still took action. 

He lifted his foot and stepped on Ye Nantian’s last arm again. 

A scream sounded again, and both arms and legs of Ye Nantian were trampled by Lin 
Kai! 

Ye Nantian was scrapped by Lin Kaiji! 



At this time, Ye Nantian fainted directly because of the severe pain that he couldn’t 
bear! 

In Lin Kai’s eyes, there was only disdain and indifference. 

At this time, all around Qingming Lake, even the sound of a needle falling on the ground 
can be heard quietly. 

Everyone was shocked. 

The God of War of China, Ye Nantian, was defeated like this! 

Fiasco! The kind that was beaten without the strength to fight back. 

Isn’t he the soldier king of Huaxia Kingdom? Isn’t he the rank of general? 

That Lin Kai is just a rookie king! 

A small rookie king unexpectedly defeated the soldier king of the Huaxia Kingdom. In 
this battle, Lin Kai became famous! 

A look of worship has appeared in the eyes of many people. 

Compared to Ye Nantian, Lin Kai’s appearance is also very high, and very young, and 
his strength is so strong, men will admire when they see it, and women will adore it 
when they see it. 

At that time, Lin Kai gained a large number of fans at the scene! 

Lin Kai’s performance is really shocking! 

Lin Kai’s parents, tears of excitement were streaming down at this moment. 

They naturally knew what role Ye Nantian was. 

Seeing that their son has become so powerful, they are very happy. After all, who 
doesn’t want his son to become a dragon? 

Even if Lin Kai offends the Jingcheng Ye Family, they will support Lin Kai without 
hesitation! 

Because Lin Kai is their son! 

Lei Zhan and An Ran were silent. 

The two of them are the ones who don’t see Lin Kai good. 



And now Lin Kai is so powerful that they can only look up to him. 

Ye Nantian, to them, is an unattainable figure. 

For Lin Kai, it was a small character who could easily be defeated. 

They understood that the gap between themselves and Lin Kai was already a world 
apart. 

And there was another person who was very excited. This person was naturally Lin 
Kai’s instructor, Long Xiaoyun. 

For some reason, Long Xiaoyun cried excitedly after seeing Lin Kai survived. 

She was not excited because Lin Kai defeated Ye Nantian, but because Lin Kai 
survived! 

Lin Kai, you are not dead! 

Everyone in the Wolf Squadron had already cheered, their captain, survived! 

Their squadron of Wolf Warriors will become famous in the first battle! 

Among the two Volkswagen cars, the old man Long Xiaolin clenched his fists, tears in 
his eyes with excitement. 

He never thought that Lin Kai grew up so quickly, but he hadn’t seen him for a month or 
two, Lin Kai was so powerful that he couldn’t even pay attention to Ye Nantian! 

At that time, the old man Long Xiaolin ordered: “Now, immediately, go to Jiangbei Lin’s 
family to propose marriage! Bring the sincerity of our Long family!” 

Long Xiaotian hesitated and asked, “Father, if you do this, aren’t you afraid to offend the 
Ye Family?” 

Long Xiaolin excitedly slapped Long Xiaotian’s head directly: “Fear of a fart! Lin Kai is 
not a thing in the pool! Go now!” 

“Yes!” 

After Long Xiaotian took the order, he went straight to handle this matter. 

In the last Volkswagen sedan, Kwai’s eyes were fixed on Lin Kai. 

Originally, he just watched this battle with the mentality of watching the excitement, and 
he didn’t think about Lin Shanxi winning. 



But after seeing this battle, he was shocked. 

He found a peerless genius! 

Kwai understands why Ye Nantian is so powerful. 

Ye Nantian’s talents are extraordinary, but this is inseparable from the various training 
and education of Ye Nantian by the Ye family since childhood. 

After arriving in the army, Ye Nantian was sent to the research organization. Within the 
organization, Ye Nantian was injected with the most precious medicine of China, the 
drug that stimulates potential! 

That kind of medicine made Ye Nantian stronger! 

But it also leaves no room for Ye Nantian to rise. 

But what he saw now was Lin Kai, a person much younger than Ye Nantian! 

A peerless genius who can defeat Ye Nantian by relying only on talent! 
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“This person, I am going to make a decision!” A firm gaze flashed in Kwai’s eyes. 

Outside of the Volkswagen, the head of the Ye family, Ye Feng, had his eyes flushed 
with anger. 

That’s his son! 

His only son is also the peerless genius of the Ye family! 

But now, Lin Kai ruthlessly abolished his son. Ye Nantian’s fracture was extremely 
difficult to heal. Even if he could heal, his fighting power would definitely be much lower 
than before. 

Lin Kai had a dead hand! 

At that time, Ye Feng took a big step towards Lin Kai. 

On the corridor of Qingming Lake, Ye Feng strode towards Lin Kai. 



Ye Feng’s expression was not irritating and mighty. He walked along and walked. He 
seemed to have an aura, and even the leaves under his feet were blown away by an 
invisible wave of air. 

Ye Feng is also a master. 

The Ye family, the martial arts family in Beijing, everyone in the family practiced martial 
arts. As the head of the Ye family, his skills are even different from ordinary people. 

Even his son Ye Nantian is not his opponent. 

Seeing Ye Feng walking towards Lin Kai, everyone onlookers beside Qingming Lake 
exclaimed. 

Ye Feng, the head of the Ye family, actually made a move! 

I heard that the Ye family has a masterpiece of martial arts, and only each generation of 
the master of the Ye family can practice it. Once the masterful martial arts is trained, it 
can kill people invisibly. 

The name of Ye Feng is also famous in the capital. 

He shot, Lin Kai is so fierce! 

When Kwai sitting in the Volkswagen car saw it, he didn’t rush to stop Ye Feng. He 
wanted to see how strong this Lin Kai was! 

Lin Kai stood with his hand at this moment, looking at Ye Feng who was striding 
indifferently. 

Ye Feng walked all the way to the front of Lin Kai. He glanced at Ye Nantian on the 
ground. After seeing his son in such a miserable state, Ye Feng’s eyes had already 
flashed with anger. 

“Do you know what will happen if I move my Ye family?” Ye Feng asked with squinting 
eyes, murderous. 

Lin Kai shook his head: “I don’t know.” 

Lin Kai is not afraid, even with a smile on his lips. 

Ye Feng’s eyes were cold: “That’s death!” 

He only heard Ye Feng’s roar, his right foot slammed on the ground, and he flew over! 

He stretched out his right hand and grabbed Lin Kai’s neck. 



His speed is extremely fast, and there is a strong aura exuding. 

This kind of aura gave Lin Kai a strong sense of oppression. 

Let it go! 

Lin Kai’s eyes narrowed. 

He also stretched out his hand, running infuriating, and patted it with a palm. 

boom! 

With a loud noise, the palms of the two people hit together in the air, and a powerful 
wave of air burst directly from the palms of the two! 

Wow! 

The lakes were all set off by air waves! 

Humph! 

Seeing Lin Kai and Ye Feng retreating three steps each, Lin Kai looked surprised, while 
Ye Feng looked shocked! 

Lin Kai was surprised that Ye Feng was really angry! 

Lin Kai thought that he was the only person in this world who had true energy, but now it 
seems that he was wrong. 

But Ye Feng’s heart was even more shocked. 

He knows how rare it is to have true qi. 

There is no one who is really angry in ten million people! 

Even if you can find someone who is really angry, he must be a bad old man. 

He is about fifty years old, Ye Feng can already release his true energy, he is already a 
peerless genius! 

But Lin Kai, a teenager, can actually tie him! 

“Who are you?” Ye Feng asked. 

Lin Kai’s eyes were arrogant: “The one who wants your life!” 



Since Ye Feng dared to provoke Lin Kai, he would never let Ye Feng feel better! 

At that time, I saw Lin Kai stepped down with a horse stance, and then Lin Kai took a 
deep breath. 

Lin Kai opened his eyes and stared straight at Ye Feng. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai bent down, slowly raised one leg, and stepped heavily on the 
ground! 

Boom! 

With a loud noise, a huge black pit more than one meter deep appeared on the ground! 

And Lin Kai’s body also rushed! 

Every time Lin Kai stepped down, he could step out of a deep hole on the ground! 

After that, Lin Kai leaped hard and jumped high, in the air, Lin Kai’s body was like a mad 
rhino! 

Head down and crashed into Ye Feng! 

At the same time, around Lin Kai’s body, Zhen Qi seemed to form the shadow of a 
rhino! 

The rhino is running wild! 

Whoosh! 

Lin Kai’s body directly hit Ye Feng! 

Ye Feng’s eyes were filled with astonishment, what kind of move was this? 

“The beetle meteor hit!” Lin Kai roared angrily. 

At this time, Ye Feng could only show his housekeeping skills, Ye Family Guwu’s 
defensive moves. 

“Shield up!” I saw Ye Feng put his hands in front of his chest. 

His infuriating energy has all poured into his arms. At this time, his arms are extremely 
defensive! 

But facing Lin Kai… 



boom! 

With a loud noise, I saw Lin Kai’s shoulder slammed against Ye Feng’s arms! 

At this time, only a click was heard. 

Ye Feng’s arms were deformed visible to the naked eye! 

And Ye Feng’s body was directly hit by Lin Kai and flew like a golf ball. 

The power is too strong! 

Ye Feng’s eyes were full of shock, his body was directly hit by Lin Kai and flew dozens 
of meters away! 

With a puff, Ye Feng’s body plunged into the water. After a few bubbles floated on the 
surface of the water, Ye Feng was nowhere to be seen. 

Ye Feng, the head of the Ye family, was defeated by one move in front of Lin Kai! 

The whole scene was shocked. 

The word Lin Kai will surely be famous in China within three days! 

Defeating Ye Nantian, God of War, defeated Ye Feng, the master of the Ye Family! 

Lin Kai, who is only nineteen years old, has made tremendous achievements! 

Aoi in the Volkswagen car, the beads of her eyes were almost staring at this moment. 

Lin Kai surprised him too much! 

He was ready to rescue Lin Kai, but he didn’t expect Lin Kai to defeat Ye Feng! 

Is it possible that Lin Kai is also a person with true energy? 

Why is the Ye Family so powerful? It’s because the Patriarch of the Ye Family has true 
energy! 

But Lin Kai is so young and already has such strength, given time, his achievements will 
be dozens of times stronger than Ye Family! 

At this time, Kwai could no longer restrain the joy in his heart, he took out his mobile 
phone. 



“Call me He Zhijun of the Southeast Military Region and call Lin Kai out of the Wolf 
Warriors! Now! Immediately! Immediately!” 

“Yes!” 

… 

After defeating Ye Feng, Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets and walked towards the 
exit of the water corridor step by step. 

Soon after, Lin Kai’s figure disappeared above Qingming Lake. 

It wasn’t until Lin Kai left that the atmosphere on the scene became less depressing, 
and everyone was still thinking about the battle just now. 

However, within ten minutes, the Ye family father and son were all defeated, Ye Nantian 
had his limbs broken, and Ye Feng was beaten into the water. 

This Lin Kai is really a ruthless character! 

At this time, He Zhijun of the Southeast Military Region has received a call from Kui’s 
men. 

After hearing that Lin Kai was going to be transferred by Kwai, He Zhijun was not only 
not sad, but very excited. 

Because he knew that the organization controlled by Aoi was not an ordinary 
organization. 

It can be said that the organization under Kwai is equivalent to the Jinyiwei around the 
ancient emperor, who controls the power of life and death, and has the right to cut first 
and then play! 

If Lin Kai can join that organization, He Zhijun’s waist will be hardened immediately! 
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He Zhijun hung up the phone excitedly, then picked up his cell phone to contact Lin Kai. 

Qingming Lake quickly regained its former tranquility. To outsiders, it was just an hour 
of traffic jam on the road to Qingming Lake. 

But for the strong circle of China, there is one person who will become famous in the 
first battle. 



Lin Kai! 

After Lin Kai left Qingming Lake, he took a taxi back to the hotel. 

Soon after, there was a knock on the door. 

Lin Kai opened the door and saw his old chief He Zhijun standing outside. 

“Good head!” Lin Kaijing gave a military salute. 

He Zhijun smiled amiably: “Don’t see outside, Comrade Lin Kai, someone wants to see 
you.” 

“Who?” Lin Kai asked. 

He Zhijun glanced at the room and smiled faintly: “You’ll know in a while.” 

After that, He Zhijun patted Lin Kai on the shoulder, blinked at Lin Kai, and said, “Lin 
Kai, you must seize this opportunity to win glory for our Southeast Military Region!” 

He Zhijun showed a meaningful smile, turned and left. 

Lin Kai was at a loss. 

Someone wants to see himself? People? 

With a doubtful mood, Lin opened the door and returned to his room. 

Just lying on the sofa, Lin frowned and sniffed the air. 

Strange, how can there be a faint cigar smell? 

Looking at the table again, I saw a cigarette **** in the ashtray on the table. 

I didn’t smoke! 

Lin Kai’s spirit suddenly tightened. 

He can enter the room under his eyelids and smoke a cigarette silently. This is a 
master! 

Could it be Ye Family’s revenge? 

So fast? 

“Hello there.” 



At this moment, an abrupt voice sounded. 

The voice was extremely hoarse, and it was impossible to tell whether it was a male or 
a female, and it only gave people a sense of horror. 

I saw someone walk out of the bathroom. 

Looks like a man. 

Wearing a black outfit, similar to night clothes. 

Wearing a peaked cap on his head and a mask on his face, he couldn’t see his face at 
all. 

Lin Kai could only see his eyes, they were very beautiful and energetic. 

He seemed to walk like floating, without sound at all, he put his hands in his pockets, 
came to Lin Kai’s face, and sat down. 

“Introduce yourself, the ninth mountain of Jiulong Mountain, my code name, Kui.” 

Kwai took out his ID from his pocket and pushed it in front of Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai picked up the ID and looked at it, revealing a suspicious look. 

This is a document that Lin Kai has never seen before. It is black, and there is no real 
information about him, only the code name and position. 

Jiulong Mountain, the long mountain? 

what is that? 

“Very confused, right?” Kwai’s voice was smiling. 

“Yes.” Lin Kai nodded. 

“Jiulong Mountain, the nine mountains in a certain virgin forest. Jiulong Mountain is not 
only the nine mountains, but also the most mysterious organization in China.” 

“You can understand it as a secret organization around the ancient emperor.” 

“Jiulong Mountain is directly managed by the highest power of China.” 

“And the members of Jiulong Mountain, everyone is not an ordinary person.” 

“Their bodies have all undergone mutation.” 



“Some people have super-high eyesight, and some people have tremendous strength.” 

“People who have undergone mutations in these genes will be admitted to Jiulongshan, 
and then they will be genetically modified by Jiulongshan to become super strong.” 

“Ye Nantian, a member of the Eighth Mountain of Jiulong Mountain.” 

After hearing Kwai’s words, Lin Kai felt that a door to a new world had been opened to 
him. 

It sounds like this Jiulong Mountain looks awesome! 

“Hua Xia Country, there is such an organization?” Lin Kai was a little surprised. 

“Of course there is.” Kwai nodded. 

“Ye Nantian, do you think he is very strong? The bottom of the Eighth Mountain is 
nothing but a superhero pushed out by Jiulong Mountain.” 

Hearing these words, Lin Kai’s chin almost fell to the ground. 

Such a strong role as Ye Nantian, in Jiulong Mountain, is actually just the bottom of the 
list? 

In this Jiulong Mountain, it seems that there are many strong people! 

For example, the Kwai in front of him, that is, Lin Kai’s vigilant cat’s eye, did not remind 
Lin Kai, which made Lin Xinli relieved. 

He gave Lin Kai the feeling that there were only two words, danger! 

He can enter his room silently, which means he can kill himself silently! 

“How is it? Are you interested in joining Jiulong Mountain?” Kwai asked. 

Lin Kai thought for a while, and then asked, “I joined Jiulong Mountain, does it mean 
that I am not a Chinese soldier?” 

Hearing this, Kwai smiled, and shook his head: “Jiulong Mountain, strictly speaking, can 
be regarded as a military organization.” 

“It’s just that Jiulong Mountain is special and not known to the world, but you are still a 
soldier of the Huaxia Kingdom, serving in Jiulong Mountain.” 

“And your military rank in the Southeast Military Region will be retained. In Jiulong 
Mountain, you will have a new military rank.” 



“What are the benefits of being a member of Jiulong Mountain?” Lin Kai asked. 

Kwai explained patiently: “The benefits? A lot.” 

“First, salary. Of course, your Lin family is not short of money. Every member of 
Jiulongshan earns hundreds of millions of dollars a year.” 

“Secondly, at leisure, the members of Jiulongshan are not like ordinary military 
personnel. In addition to training, they perform tasks every day. In Jiulongshan, you may 
only work three or four days a month.” 

“Third, the supreme power. Jiulongshan has the right to cut first and then play. As long 
as it is discovered that someone in the Huaxia Kingdom has done detrimental things, 
such as murder, huge corruption, and the evidence, you can rectify the law on the spot. 

“Fourth, in Jiulong Mountain, you can accept genetic modification to take your strength 
to the next level.” 

“Fifth, you will only become stronger in the world of the strong!” 

Lin Kai was already moved by what Kui said. 

Just that leisure has attracted Lin Kai’s attention. 

I only work three or four days a month, which is so beautiful! 

“If you agree, please sign the agreement.” 

Kwai pushed an agreement to Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai picked up the agreement and looked at it. 

Fortunately, Lin Kai from the previous life was not illiterate, and Lin Kai could 
understand the treaty on the agreement. 

There is basically no problem. 

If you disagree with such a good thing, what are you waiting for? 

Apart from anything else, Lin Kai picked up the ballpoint pen and directly signed the 
agreement. 

“I agree to join the Jiulongshan organization!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Kwai smiled slightly: “From now on, you will be a member 
of the Ninth Mountain of Jiulong Mountain.” 



“You are welcome to join Jiulong Mountain, your certificate is still in process.” 

“By the way, the Ye Family in Jingcheng is not good, be careful of their revenge, Ye 
Feng, not the strongest of the Ye Family, there are still a few old perverts in the Ye 
Family who have not been born.” 

“Would you like to follow me back to Jiulong Mountain to avoid the wind?” 

Upon hearing this, Lin Kai’s mouth showed a contemptuous smile: “No, just a few small 
fish and shrimps.” 
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Soon after, Aoi left the room silently. 

He did not leave any contact information, but if he wanted to, he should be able to find 
Lin Kai at any time. 

The capital city is a mixed place. 

The capital city is the capital of the Huaxia Kingdom. The water is deep. In this place, 
there are three religions and nine liu powers. There are huge families as big as a 
dragon’s family, and there are also streets rushing around. 

Lin Kai needs to stay in this place temporarily. 

In the evening, Lin drove out of the hotel, went to meet his parents, and recounted the 
past with them. 

Later, I met the comrades of the Wolf Squadron and Long Xiaoyun. 

After bidding farewell to them, Lin Kai returned to the hotel to rest. 

Early the next morning, after Lin Kai got up to wash, he went downstairs. 

Lin Kai was really uncomfortable with the breakfast provided in the hotel, so he wanted 
to eat at a breakfast shop not far from the hotel. 

Arrived at the breakfast shop, the breakfast shop is not big, but there are many 
customers and the business is booming. 

Lin Kai found a place to sit down, asked for a bowl of soy milk and two steamed buns 
with noodles, and ate it happily. 



After eating breakfast, Lin Kai took out ten yuan and handed it to the owner of the 
breakfast shop. 

The owner of the breakfast shop is an amiable old man, who is more than sixty years 
old, and the neighbors around him call him Old Litou. 

Old Head Li smiled and took the ten dollars in Lin Kai’s hand, took out his wallet, and 
prepared to find Lin Kai the change. 

At this moment, only a whistle was heard, and the wallet in the hands of Old Li was 
suddenly snatched by a young brawny. 

The breakfast shop, which was originally very lively, quieted down instantly. 

Everyone put down the dishes and chopsticks in a tacit understanding, and fled the 
breakfast shop without saying a word. 

I saw seven or eight people standing at the gate of the breakfast room. 

All of them are painted with dragons and tigers, wearing black leather jackets, tights and 
peasy shoes, and their hair is dyed colorful. 

The lead **** was a green hair, in his twenties, and saw that he opened Old Litou’s 
wallet, took out a stack of change from it, and put it directly into his pocket. 

“Old head Li, it’s time to pay the public security management fee!” Lu Mao said 
arrogantly. 

The so-called public security management law is actually protection fees. 

When Old Li saw his money being robbed, the smile on his face became bitter. 

“Boss, this is my income in the last few days. I will pay the rent soon. Can you keep 
some…” 

Just after Old Li’s words had been said, Lu Mao’s face changed. 

He glared at Old Li’s head. 

He also patted Old Li’s wrinkled face. 

“Old head Li, are you tired and crooked? You forgot how your son got in?” Lv Mao 
looked arrogant and domineering. 

Hearing these words, Old Li’s face changed and he did not dare to speak anymore. 



Seeing that Old Li did not dare to speak, Lu Mao smiled triumphantly. 

With a wave of his hand, he said: “Go! Next one!” 

After all, Lumao and a few people were about to leave the breakfast shop. 

At this moment, Lin Kai quietly appeared in front of them. 

Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets, holding a toothpick in his mouth, and one person 
stopped Lu Mao waiting for several people. 

The onlookers around all exclaimed. 

Where does this guy come from? How dare to manage Green Mao’s business? 

Lu Mao and the others also stopped and looked up at Lin Kai. 

“Who the **** are you? Go away!” Lu Mao cursed extremely impatiently, pushing him 
against Lin Kai’s chest. 

But after pushing it a bit, Lu Mao found that Lin Kaiwen did not move. 

Lin Kai looked at Lu Mao coldly: “Return the money to the old man.” 

Hearing Lin Kai’s words, Lu Mao and other people froze for a few seconds, and 
laughed. 

“Hahaha! You **** want to be a hero?” 

“Want to draw a knife to help when the road sees injustice?” 

“Are you trying to laugh at me?” 

Lu Mao and the others laughed and looked at Lin Kai like a fool. 

The passers-by around also shook their heads. Lin Kai’s spirit is worth learning, but now 
that Lin Kai passes by, it is undoubtedly a gift. 

This Lv Mao and others are not easy to provoke. 

Fighting every day, with rich combat experience, not to mention that there are eight or 
nine of them, and one Lin Kai can be caught. 

Upon seeing this, Old Li also hurriedly came to Lin Kai and protected Lin Kai. 

“Boss, I’m sorry, I’m sorry, this is my new waiter, he is ignorant.” 



After that, Old Head Li took Lin Kai’s arm and winked his eyes at Lin Kai. 

This means that they are not annoying masters. If you give you a step, just follow it! 

And Lu Mao and others looked at Lin Kai provocatively, as if mocking Lin Kai. 

Don’t you want to draw a knife to help? Don’t be persuaded! 

But Lin Kai pulled away the old Li who had stopped him, and said, “Master, don’t worry, 
I will help you get your money back.” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Old Head Li was not grateful, but was impatient at the 
time. 

He stomped angrily and said anxiously: “What do you want? Go! Don’t offend these 
bosses!” 

“These bosses don’t blink at killing people, eat people without spitting out bones!” 

Old Li was anxious and wanted to leave while pulling Lin Kai. 

The owner of the breakfast shop is also a good person, he can’t see Lin Kai suffer. 

And the passers-by also made a ridiculous sound, thinking that Lin Kai was a hard 
character, but now it seems that it is just a stunned and impulsive mind. 

Old Li pulled Lin Kaiji aside, and turned around to smile at Lu Mao and the others. 

“Boss, I’m sorry, I’m sorry, my waiter is ignorant, so I will fire him when I turn around!” 

Facing the old Li’s grin, the green hair’s eyes rolled and he gave a smirk. 

Seeing him approaching Old Li head by step, he smirked and said, “Old Li head, okay! 
Have money to recruit waiters? I suspect you have private money now! Give me three 
thousand yuan!” 

Hearing Lu Mao’s words, Old Head Li was dumbfounded. 

He showed a smile more ugly than crying: “Boss, what you just took away is all my 
money. Where do I still have three thousand dollars?” 

Green Mao sneered when he heard the words, “Hehe, don’t you? If you don’t, I will 
smash your broken shop today!” 

After all, Lu Mao picked up a bench and wanted to smash Lao Litou’s breakfast shop. 



But at this moment, Lin Kai stood up again. 

This time, Lin Kai didn’t say anything, he just raised his hand and dropped it, with a 
slap, Lin Kai slapped Lu Mao’s face fiercely! 

Lv Mao was slapped by Lin and fell directly to the ground, his face immediately became 
red and swollen, and a trace of blood dripped from the corner of his mouth. 

With a slap, Lv Mao was stunned. 

Lu Mao’s men were also dumbfounded. They didn’t expect that Lin Kai would dare to 
beat their boss! 

Lin Kai took out a piece of toilet paper from the side, wiped his hand, and spit on Lu 
Mao’s face. 

“Your mother hasn’t taught you to respect the old and love the young?” 
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Arrogant! 

Lin Kai shocked everyone when he shot. 

He actually dared to beat Lv Mao! 

With a radius of ten kilometers, who doesn’t know how powerful this green hair is? Not 
only has many brothers, but even the head of the police station is his brother-in-law! 

But Lin Kai, a young teenager, actually beat Lu Mao. 

This time, he was in great trouble! 

The old man selling breakfast was also covering his forehead at this time, he knew that 
he could not keep Lin Kai. 

Lu Mao was holding his face, feeling the hot pain on his face. This pain was not only on 
the face, but also on the dignity of Lu Mao! 

This kid dared to beat himself! 

At that time, Lu Mao’s heart was furious! 

“Dare you **** hit me?” 



“Do you know who Lao Tzu is?” 

“Call me!” 

“I don’t even know his mother!” 

Green Mao almost roared. 

The seven or eight thugs behind Lu Mao just reacted, rolled up their sleeves one by 
one, picked up the guys and ran towards Lin Kai. 

At that time, there were bursts of breaking through the air, and countless weapons such 
as steel pipes or stools smashed at Lin Kai. 

Old Li couldn’t help exclaiming, and covered his eyes. 

He couldn’t bear to see Lin Kai being beaten to the blood. 

But Lin Kai put his hands in his pockets, not afraid, and saw that he walked towards the 
gangsters very calmly. 

A steel pipe smashed head-on, and Lin Kai stretched out his **** and flicked them 
lightly. 

boom! 

With a crisp sound, the steel pipe was directly bounced off by Lin Kai’s fingers! 

It seemed that he was hit by a train, and the bully couldn’t hold the steel pipe in his 
hand! 

Even the gangster was taken away by the steel pipe! 

With a cry, I saw a stool smashed from Lin Kai’s right side! 

But Lin Kai didn’t even look at it, and directly stretched out his fist. 

With a snap. 

The stool was torn apart in the air. 

Lin Kai patted the dust on his shoulder very coolly. 

Haha, just a few stinky fish and shrimps. 



With these two hands, Lin Kai scared these bullies, and the aura on Lin Kai’s body 
made these bullies feel a little jealous. 

Wow! 

Lin Kai took the shot, and saw Lin Kai grabbed it casually. A **** had no resistance and 
was directly caught by Lin Kai. 

After that, Lin Kai opened his bow left and right, and his two big mouths slapped up! 

Snapped! Snapped! 

As if two firecrackers were exploding, the bully’s face was swollen into a pig’s head after 
two slaps. 

Lin Kai threw the gangsters on the ground just like throwing garbage. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai looked at the others. 

A flying kick directly kicks a bastard. 

Beat a gangster with one punch. 

These seven or eight young hooligans who had experienced many battles were simply 
vulnerable in front of Lin Kai. 

After a few clicks, the blockbuster has already fallen. 

The remaining two gangsters saw Lin Kai so mighty, and their legs trembled with fright. 

They looked at each other, turned and ran without saying a word. 

Don’t run at this time, when will you stay? 

Lin Kai shook his head and smiled disdainfully. 

I saw that he picked up two chopsticks from the breakfast table and threw them away. 

Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Two chopsticks shot out like two darts! 

Almost at the same time, the two gangsters screamed. 

Taking a closer look, I saw that the two chopsticks that Lin Kai shot out had nailed their 
palms to the wall at this time! 



When everyone saw this scene, they all gasped. 

When the two gangsters were running wildly, their arms swayed. 

Lin Kai didn’t even look at it. He threw out two chopsticks and nailed their palms to the 
wall. 

This vision, this speed, this power are not comparable to ordinary people! 

Soon after, I don’t know who started the head, and there was a round of applause. 

Happiness! Happiness! 

Everyone clapped their hands from the bottom of their hearts. The Lumao group has 
been domineering in this area for so long. Everyone hates them, but they are helpless. 

Today someone finally came forward to clean them up! 

Although Lin Kai was only one person, he was alone, but he cleaned up eight or nine 
people! 

Whether it is Lin Kai’s strength or Lin Kai’s spirit, it is worthy of everyone’s applause to 
Lin Kai! 

Passersby showed grateful eyes. 

The old head Li of the breakfast shop even laughed at this time. 

Seeing Lumao and others being beaten, he felt so happy! 

Really understand the hatred! 

Lumao, you have collected protection fees for so long, but someone has stepped up to 
clean up you! 

After feeling refreshed, the old man looked at Lin Kai with a worried look on his face. Lin 
Kai’s doing this would undoubtedly cause a big trouble! 

At this time, Lin Kai looked at the green hair lying on the ground and came to him. 

Even when he saw his brother being brought down, Lu Mao’s face did not show any 
fear. 

Because he believed that Lin Kai didn’t dare to move him! 

Lu Mao stared at Lin Kai with hatred, a trace of arrogance in his hateful eyes. 



“Boy, you can fight well!” 

“But what about playing?” 

“My brother-in-law, the director of the most recent police station, would you dare to 
move me?” 

“I will call, and my brother-in-law will send someone to catch you soon! Can you make a 
call again, can you ever get a bullet?” 

After saying these few words, Lu Mao smiled triumphantly. 

Looking at Lin Kai defiantly. 

Lin Kai tilted his head when he heard this. No wonder this green hair was so arrogant 
that no one was in charge, it turned out to be sending everyone out! 

But Lin Kai didn’t pay attention to the director of a small police station. 

At that time, Lin Kai came to Lu Mao. 

And Lu Mao thought that Lin Kai was afraid. At that time, Lu Mao said humblingly, “Boy, 
are you afraid?” 

“I’m scared, now kneel down and kowtow to me, call grandpa, and give me 30,000 yuan 
for medical expenses. That’s it.” 

“Otherwise, I will take you to the police station!” 

Hearing Lu Mao’s arrogant words, all passers-by frowned. 

Although Lin Kai’s brutal beating of Lu Mao and the others made them look very happy. 

But there is someone behind Green Hair! What does Lin do in a meeting? 

Against Lumao? It is very likely to be caught! 

Kneeling to beg for mercy? 

Everyone looked at Lin Kai, and everyone was very curious about what Lin Kai would 
do. 

Old Head Li also smiled bitterly at this time. 

Lin Kai was out for him, he couldn’t ignore this matter! 



At that time, Old Li came to Lin Kai’s side and pulled Lin Kai’s arm. 

“Young man, don’t be serious, you can’t beat him.” 

After that, Old Head Li looked at Lumao and others again. 

Old Li had a bitter smile on his face: “Boss, these 30,000 yuan, I’ll find a way.” 

“Don’t embarrass the child, don’t you want to kneel? I will kneel for him…” 

After all, Old Li’s head and knees softened, and he was about to kneel down for Lu Mao 
and others. 

Lin Kai frowned, how could he let Old Li head kneel to a group of scum? 

At that time, Lin Kai directly took Old Li’s arm. 

“Uncle, there is no need to kneel.” 

“It’s just a few scumbags, kneel down on them, and I’m not afraid that they will lose their 
lives!” 

“The director of the police station? I still don’t care about it!” 
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What an arrogant tone. 

Why don’t you pay attention to the director of the police station? 

Everyone took a breath of air-conditioning, and it seemed that Lin Kai was just going to 
the end with Lu Mao! 

Lin Kai put Old Li’s head behind him and looked at Green Mao with a playful look. 

And Lu Mao’s heart sighed, he wouldn’t have met the stunned green, would he? 

Not even afraid of the director of the police station? 

“Boy, my brother-in-law is the head of the police station! You can be arrested and go to 
jail. You apologize now, but you still have time!” Lu Mao threatened again. 



Lin Kai squeezed his fist and made a crackling noise. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai stepped closer to Lu Mao. 

But Lu Mao felt scared at this time, and stepped back. 

“what are you doing?” 

“Don’t mess around!” 

“It’s illegal to hit someone!” 

“Be careful I let my brother-in-law catch you!” 

Lu Mao warned Lin Kai while retreating to the corner. 

Looking at his brothers, they were all down by Lin Kaikai, and now Lu Mao is a polished 
commander. 

Lin Kai sneered: “Heh, I’ll hit you today. If you have the ability, let your brother-in-law 
come and arrest me!” 

After all, Lin Kai slapped Lu Mao’s face! 

call! 

Snapped! 

Lu Mao’s face was tilted, and a slap print appeared on his face again. The red and 
swollen face was really swollen into a pig’s head this time. 

“you!” 

Before Lu Mao could speak, he snapped again. 

Lin Kai slapped again! 

“This slap, I will slap your parents! You have no education! I don’t know how to respect 
the old and love the young.” 

Snapped! 

“This slap, I’ll fight for the neighbors in the neighborhood! Beating you for wrongdoing, 
doing all the bad things!” 

Snapped! 



“This slap, I’ll fight for your brother-in-law! As the head of the police station, I actually 
protect you such a **** thing, your brother-in-law is here, I have to hit him too!” 

Snapped! 

“This slap, I’ll slap it for myself! Dare to offend me Lin Kai, are you **** crazy?” 

… 

After these few slaps, Lu Mao’s face was already a circle bigger than before. 

If it weren’t for the iconic hair, I’m afraid his mother would not recognize this as her son. 

And Lu Mao only felt a burning pain on his face, and there was a numb sensation on his 
face, he seemed to be almost unable to feel the existence of his face. 

There was a dizziness in the brain, and finally, the green hair rolled his eyes and fainted 
directly on the ground. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai wiped his hands with a paper towel, and threw the paper towel on 
Lu Mao’s face. 

After Lin Kai’s beating was over, the people around once again clapped heartily. 

This time, they applauded for Lin Kai’s backbone! 

Lin Kai has a backbone! 

Even if he knew that Lu Mao’s brother-in-law was the head of the police station, he was 
not afraid. 

This kind of villain should be beaten! 

Everyone admired Lin Kai’s courage very much. 

Many people gave Lin Kai a thumbs up. 

Only Old Li smiled bitterly. He waved his hand and said, “Big guy, let’s go if it’s okay, 
let’s go…” 

Soon, the crowd evacuated, and Lu Mao and others were also taken to the hospital. 

Lin Kai came out for Old Li, but Old Li was not very happy. 

I saw him sitting on the small bench of the breakfast shop, lighting a piece of Hongta 
Mountain, frowning, and smoking a cigarette sadly. 



Lin Kai took back the money Lv Mao had robbed of Old Li’s head and put it on the table 
in front of Old Li’s head. 

“Uncle, you collect the money. If this kid dares to come to you to find something in the 
future, call me. My name is Lin Kai.” 

After all, Lin Kai left his phone number. 

Hearing this, Old Li smiled gratefully, then he shook his head again. 

“Young man, thank you so much for today!” 

“But the uncle will tell you the truth, you’d better run away.” 

“The farther you run, the better. It’s best to run out of the capital. The person you just 
beat is named Wang Youcai. His brother-in-law is the director of the Jiangjing Town 
Police Station. If his brother-in-law knew that Wang Youcai was beaten, he would 
definitely not let you go. of!” 

“I am also going to pack things up, and the door is closed.” 

Old Li’s face showed a wry smile. 

Lin Kai frowned. He didn’t expect that because of his own help, an old man in his sixties 
would close the shop and leave. 

Is this Wang talented so terrible? 

“Master, what are you afraid of? Now in a legal society, they still dare not kill people?” 
Lin Kai asked. 

Speaking of this, there was a look of vicissitudes and sorrow in Old Li’s eyes. 

He took a deep breath of his cigarette, exhaled a smoke ring, and recalled: “My son is 
about ten years older than you.” 

“My son was caught by Wang Youcai’s brother-in-law because he could not understand 
what Wang Youcai did. He beat Wang Youcai’s man and was sentenced to three 
years.” 

After listening to Old Li’s words, Lin Kai’s heart was filled with nameless anger. 

The director of a small police station is nothing but Jiangjing Town, but he can cover the 
sky with one hand! 

Such a scum can also be so sheltered, is this still the people’s police? 



A coldness flashed in Lin Kai’s eyes, and now this director is temporarily released. 
When Lin Kai’s certificate is issued, Lin Kai will be the first to get rid of the director! 

“Uncle, don’t worry, where is your home? I will be with you for these two days, and I will 
never hurt you.” 

Lin chuckled. 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Old Head Li thought that Lin Kai had nowhere to go and 
wanted to take refuge in his house. 

At that time, Old Head Li thought for a while and nodded. 

“Also, the most dangerous place is the safest place. You can go to my house to avoid 
the wind.” 

After all, Old Head Li cleaned up in the breakfast shop and closed the breakfast shop. 

Afterwards, Old Li led Lin Kai towards the alley opposite the breakfast shop. 

Soon after, Lin Kai came to Old Li’s house. 

A Chinese-style courtyard house seems to be old. As soon as you enter the door, a 
simple wind blows. There is a big locust tree in the courtyard, and the furniture in the 
room is very old. 

It’s not too shabby, it’s just that the furniture is very old. 

Old Head Li arranged a room for Lin Kai and let Lin Kai live there. 

I have to say that the old head Li has a very good heart, and he is afraid that Lin Kai will 
be caught by Wang Youcai’s brother-in-law, so he arranges Lin Kai to his own house. 

One day passed, and the next morning, while Lin Kai was still asleep, a bang on the 
door sounded very quickly. 

Lin Kai was awakened by the knock on the door and opened the door, only to see an 
uncle in his fifties waiting outside the door anxiously. 

After seeing Lin Kai, he brightened his eyes, grabbed Lin Kai’s hand, and said, “You are 
Lin Kai, right? Come with me! Wang Youcai’s brother-in-law is here! Lao Litou’s 
breakfast shop has been closed! I’ll find here soon!” 

Hearing this, Lin opened his eyes and squinted, and an angry mood surged into his 
heart. It was really deceptive! 



“I’ll go to the breakfast shop.” 

After that, Lin Kai wanted to shake off the uncle’s hand. 

But the uncle clung to Lin Kai’s hand firmly. 

“No! Old Head Li said, you can’t go, if you go, there is a dead end! The end is worse 
than that of Old Head Li’s son!” 

“I can’t watch you ruining my great future like this!” 

Chapter 534: Assault The Police? 

Chapter 534 

The uncle firmly disagrees to let Lin Kai go. 

After all, Wang Youcai’s brother-in-law is not annoying. 

Director of the police station! An official with real power! 

Lin Kai looked helpless, he explained patiently: “Uncle, don’t worry, I will be fine.” 

After all, Lin Kai didn’t care whether the uncle agreed or not, and broke free of him and 
took his hand, and hurriedly ran towards the breakfast shop of Old Li. 

At this time, Lao Litou’s breakfast shop has been surrounded by three floors inside and 
outside. 

Outside, there was a crowd of people watching the fun. 

At the entrance of the breakfast shop, there were three or four police cars parked, and a 
dozen policemen had surrounded the breakfast shop. 

I saw that the entrance of the breakfast shop was crowded, and Old Li was handcuffed. 

The green hair, who was beaten up by Lin Kai violently yesterday, was already wrapped 
in gauze, and his head was the same as that of the mummy. 

He looked at Old Li’s eyes, it was a bitterness. 

And beside Lu Mao, there was a middle-aged man with a big belly. 

The middle-aged man is a little bald, wearing a uniform, with his hands in his pockets, 
looking coldly at the handcuffed old Li head. 



He is the brother-in-law of Lumao’s police station, Li Gui. 

“Say, where is the person who hit?” Li Gui asked coldly. 

Old Li had a bitter smile on his face. 

Although he had guessed that there would be such a result, he did not expect that the 
retribution would come so quickly. 

Old Li Tou glanced at Li Gui coldly. 

He will not forget that it was this man who took his son into prison! 

Indiscriminately, only to his brother-in-law, Old Head Li didn’t have a slight affection for 
him. 

He is also a lot of age, and he is not afraid of Li Gui at all. 

“I don’t know!” Old Head Li replied. 

“I don’t know?” Li Gui narrowed his eyes: “You don’t want to open this breakfast shop 
anymore? Your son doesn’t want to be released?” 

“I’m pooh!” As soon as he mentioned his son, the old head Li was angry: “You beast! 
You wronged a good man, you deserve to be a people’s policeman?” 

Hearing what the old head Li said, Li Gui didn’t get angry and smiled: “Hehe, I don’t 
deserve it, you don’t need to decide!” 

“Don’t you say so? Okay! I seriously suspect the hygiene problem of your breakfast 
shop now, and I will conduct an on-site investigation!” 

Li Gui gave an order, and immediately two policemen entered the breakfast shop and 
turned over and over. 

Soon after, only a policeman came out with a bun. 

“Director! His buns are not clean!” 

The policeman handed the buns to Li Gui. 

Li Gui took the bun and opened the bun, only to see a cockroach the size of a thumb in 
the bun! 

The cockroach is still alive, crawling inside the bun. 



“What can you say?” 

Snapped! 

Li Gui severely threw the buns on the ground. 

“There are cockroaches in your steamed stuffed buns! How can such a breakfast shop 
allow the people to eat at ease?” 

“Stop it for me!” 

Li Gui gave an order and saw his policemen enter the breakfast shop and moved out all 
that could be moved, then closed the door, locked it directly, and put a seal on it. 

Directly seal the old Litou’s breakfast shop! 

At this time, there was a moment of silence on the scene. 

No one dared to stand up for Lao Li, although everyone knew in their hearts that Lao Lis 
breakfast shop was absolutely hygienic. 

But Li Gui was in power, and no one dared to challenge him. 

Looking at the closure of his breakfast shop, Old Li seemed to be bleeding. 

This is his painstaking effort! 

“You must die!” Old Li almost roared. 

Li Gui sneered: “Heh, insult the police? One more crime! Catch it back and go to jail!” 

After all, the police immediately took Old Li’s arm and took him to the police car. 

The green hair standing on the side flashed triumphantly in his eyes. 

Damn old man, dare to ruin my things, I will let you be sober in prison like your son! 

After Li Gui caught the person, he turned to face the crowd. 

I saw Li Gui raising his head and looking upright: “Neighbors in the neighborhood, Lao 
Li’s breakfast shop was temporarily closed due to health problems. As the director of 
the local police station, I have certain responsibilities. After I go back, I must review it!” 

What Li Gui said was justified, as if he had done a good thing. 

“Good!” A policeman under Li Gui immediately clapped his hands and applauded. 



The other dozen policemen also applauded, looking at Li Gui with a pleasing 
expression. 

There was also sparse applause from the crowd. 

Li Gui nodded in satisfaction and waved his hand, ready to close the team. 

Just when Li Gui was about to board the police car, a young man suddenly squeezed 
out of the crowd. 

The young man’s eyes were cold, he came directly to Li Gui and grabbed Li Gui by the 
collar. 

Li Gui was startled, and when he looked up, he saw that Lin Kai showed a cruel smile at 
Li Gui. 

“Do you know why the flowers are so red?” Lin Kai grinned. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai raised his hand and dropped it. With a sound, Lin Kai slapped Li 
Gui’s face severely. 

This slap directly knocked Li Gui to the ground. 

Li Gui, who fell on the ground, shook his head, his head dizzy. 

His face was already red and swollen. 

Almost beaten and forced. 

The policemen who were about to board the car were also stunned. 

They stared at Lin Kai blankly, unable to react for a long time. 

Who is this person? Why are you so tiger? The director of the police station dare to 
fight? 

The onlookers were also stunned. 

No one thought that at this time, Lin Kai would dare to appear! 

And also beat the director of the police station! 

Is he crazy? 

But seeing Li Gui being slapped by Lin Kai, everyone still felt a sense of relief in their 
hearts. 



Time to fight! Well played! 

After seeing Lin Kai, Lu Mao’s eyes almost lighted up, and the person who had slapped 
him countlessly finally appeared! 

“Little boy, you **** finally appeared!” Green Mao said almost gritted his teeth. 

And the policemen also reacted at this time, they gradually surrounded Lin Kai, and they 
already had the guy in their hands. 

Rubber baton. 

Li Gui was also helped up. He looked at Lin Kai, his eyes full of anger. 

He was actually beaten! 

Since Li Gui became the head of the police station, no one has dared to beat him! 

“Do you dare to attack the police?” Li Gui asked coldly. 

Lin Kai looked at Li Gui contemptuously: “You are also a policeman? You are not only a 
policeman, you are not a person, just a two-legged beast.” 

“Master Lin teaches you how to be a man today!” 

After all, Lin opened his sleeves and prepared to show Li Gui a little bit of color. 

When Li Gui saw that Lin Kai was about to do something, instead of panicking, he 
sneered. 

Dare to attack the police, and more than once, you are done, I will let you enjoy a few 
years in prison! 

At this moment, the old head of Li, who had been in the police car, suddenly jumped 
down. After seeing Lin Kai about to beat Li Gui, his face changed drastically. 

“stop!” 

Chapter 535: Jiang Dahai 

Chapter 535 

Old Li’s voice was trembling, that’s the head of the police station! 

The crime of assaulting a policeman is very serious, and Li Gui can keep Lin Kai out of 
it for years! 



But Lin Kai didn’t listen to Old Li’s words, saw Lin Kai lifted his hands and dropped, 
slapped Li Gui directly again. 

This slap slapped Li Gui with all kinds of meat and vegetables, with gold stars in his 
eyes, and half of his face was swollen. 

The other dozen policemen saw it and rushed to Lin Kai with their batons. 

More than a dozen policemen picked up their batons and beat them! 

Lin Kai’s eyes were cold, and he glanced at the dozen or so policemen. 

Then Lin started. 

Like a tiger entering a flock of sheep, those police officers armed with weapons were 
vulnerable in front of Lin Kai. 

Three under five divided by two, all down. 

There was a burst of wailing, and these policemen covered their injured areas and 
rolled on the ground. 

Lin Kai’s powerful skills shocked everyone once again. 

Last time, Lu Mao brought a few gangsters and was brought down by Lin Kai. 

This time, dozens of well-trained policemen were equally vulnerable to Lin Kai! 

This kid is not an ordinary person! 

Everyone took a breath. 

But Lin Kai is in big trouble! 

He beat the police! 

In addition, more than a dozen policemen were beaten. This can no longer be used to 
convict Lin Kai for assaulting a policeman. More seriously, Lin Kai is a terrorist! 

Li Gui, who fell on the ground, was not afraid at this time, but sneered. 

He clutched his face, took out his cell phone, and said vaguely: “You…you’re done! 
Dare to hit me, I…I’ll let you sit in prison!” 

After all, he dialed out the phone. 



Soon after the call was made, it was connected. 

“Hey?” 

“Director?” 

“I was beaten by rioters in Jiangjing Town, yes, dozens of our policemen were beaten!” 

“Yes! Okay.” 

Li Gui hung up the phone and looked at Lin Kai with a gleeful look. 

He called the director! 

I believe the Secretary is coming here with a large number of people. 

When the time comes, Lin Kai will definitely not be able to eat! 

“You have the ability, don’t go!” 

“I don’t believe it, if you can fight, you can fight a pistol!” 

Li Gui’s face is proud. 

And Lu Mao Wang Youcai hid behind Li Gui with a look of resentment in his eyes. 

But he knew that Lin Kai was done. 

The chief is coming! 

You will suffer soon! 

“Boy, dare to hit me, what if you can? My brother-in-law knows the police chief in 
Jiangjing Town!” 

“After a while, my brother-in-law will ask someone to arrest you!” 

“Handcuffed you!” 

“Let you spend the rest of your life in prison!” 

Lu Mao yelled. 

At this time, Old Li also sighed. 

He shook his head. 



This time the immortal couldn’t keep Lin Kai anymore. 

Lin Kai is too young and energetic. 

Do things without considering the consequences. 

This green furry backer is not easy! Otherwise, he could do evil in Jiang Jing Town for 
so long without any accident? 

Officials protect each other! 

When the chief of the police station arrives, Lin Kai must be the unlucky one! 

At that time, Old Head Li persuaded: “Young man, run!” 

“I’ll carry something for you! Isn’t it just going to jail? Anyway, I’m a lot of age. Where 
can I sit?” 

Old Li waved his hand and motioned Lin Kai to run quickly. 

However, none of the onlookers blocked Lin Kai. Instead, they voluntarily gave up a 
path and let Lin Kai escape. 

They knew that neither Li Gui nor Wang Youcai were good birds. 

When Lin Kai beat them, they would only admire Lin Kai, and would not help these two 
scumbags to subdue Lin Kai. 

“Young man, run away, you can’t beat them.” 

“Yeah, boy, neither of these two are good birds. You can run, no one will laugh at you.” 

“Big brother, run!” 

… 

The enthusiastic people around persuaded. 

Someone even drove a motorcycle, without a license plate, and signaled Lin to get in 
the car. 

Seeing this scene, Lin Kai’s heart was still warm. It seemed that there were still many 
people in this world. 

But Lin Kai wouldn’t choose to run away. He shook his head and smiled and said, “No, 
let alone the chief. Even if the director comes, I have to give Lin Kai face!” 



After hearing Lin Kai’s arrogant words, everyone was taken aback. 

This tone is too crazy, right? 

Although your spirit of being an old man is worth learning, bragging can greatly reduce 
everyone’s goodwill towards Lin Kai. 

At that time, countless people sighed and shook their heads. 

I thought I was a hero when I met, but I didn’t expect that I met a stunned boy. 

After a while, the chief of the police station will come, so you can’t eat it! 

At this time, Lu Mao laughed loudly: “Hahaha! Stupid! Are you still running? You will cry 
later!” 

Lu Mao was really afraid that Lin Kai would run away. 

If he runs away, there is really nowhere to find him. 

But Lin Kai, a fool, didn’t run away! 

Don’t run, then wait for sanctions! 

Soon after, only a burst of police sirens sounded, and four or five police cars came from 
not far away! 

After these four or five police cars appeared, they directly surrounded the scene, and a 
dozen policemen walked out of the police car. 

More than a dozen policemen armed with pistols quickly entered the scene. 

Behind the dozen or so policemen, there is a policeman in regular clothes, in his forties, 
strong in stature and cold-eyed. 

This one is Jiang Dahai, the chief of the Jiangjing Town Police Department. 

After seeing Jiang Dahai, Li Gui was overjoyed and waved again and again. 

“Director Jiang! Director Jiang! I am here!” 

With that, Li Gui stood up from the ground and hurried to Jiang Dahai. 

At the same time, Li Gui coldly glanced at Lin Kai, gloating in his eyes. 

After seeing Li Gui’s red and swollen face, Jiang Dahai frowned. 



Beating the police in this way is absolutely innocent! 

“Who hit you?” Jiang Dahai asked. 

Li Gui pointed at Lin Kai, with an aggrieved look on his face: “Director Jiang, it’s him!” 

“Lao Li’s breakfast shop was closed by me because of sanitation problems, and this 
young man is a relative of the old head, so I can’t help but beat us up!” 

After listening to Li Gui’s words, Jiang Dahai was furious. 

There is no king, and he dare to beat the police! 

“Grab me!” Jiang Dahai gave an order. 

Afterwards, a dozen police officers directly surrounded Lin Kai, and several cold pistols 
had been pointed at Lin Kai. 

“Don’t move!” 

“Hold your head in your hands! Squat down!” 

There was a loud shout. 

Lin Kai stood there, staring at the policemen in front of him coldly. 

Lin Kai said indifferently: “I advise you to put down the gun in your hand. I hate people 
pointing a gun at my head the most.” 

Hearing Lin Kai’s arrogant tone, a young policeman quickly approached Lin Kai, almost 
pointing his pistol at Lin Kai’s forehead! 

The young policeman shouted: “The first warning! Hold your head in your hands and 
squat down!” 

“Second warning!” 

“the third time” 

Chapter 536: Beg Me 

Chapter 536 

Before the third warning of the young policeman was spoken, he was speechless. 

Because he found Lin Kai in front of him, looking at him with contempt. 



His eyes are full of disdain for himself and his strong and confident attitude. 

It seems that in his eyes, he is just an ant that can be trampled to death at any time. 

There is an invisible aura on him, pressing down the young police. 

The young policeman swallowed and took two steps back subconsciously. 

Lin Kai looked at a dozen policemen and sneered: “Heh, this is your attitude as a 
people’s policeman?” 

“Indiscriminately, just get people up first before talking?” 

The chief of the police station, Jiang Dahai, said frankly at this time: “No matter who is 
right or wrong, it is wrong to hit the police! You have no right to hit the police!” 

Lin Kai laughed when he heard this: “Hehe, sorry, I really have the right to fight the 
police, and I even have the right to kill!” 

“Arrogant!” Jiang Dahai was also angrily laughed at Lin Kai’s words. 

In his opinion, Lin Kai is an arrogant and ignorant teenager! 

“In this world, no one has the right to hit the police!” 

“Neither does the Emperor Laozi!” 

“Come here, bring me back! If you resist, use force! If you hurt the police, shoot them!” 

When Jiang Dahai’s order came, a dozen police officers surrounded Lin Kai. 

The dazzling handcuffs have been taken out. 

Several pistols have been aimed at Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai didn’t move either, letting the police control him. 

And put himself in handcuffs. 

It is not that Lin Kai is afraid of these police, but because there are many people around 
him. Once the police shoot, Lin Kai cannot guarantee the safety of others. 

It just so happened that this matter needed to be handled in private, so Lin Kai followed 
them back to the police station for handling. 

Lin Kai was handcuffed, and the people around him sighed. 



Finally, there was someone who dared to resist Li Gui. 

He was taken away before jumping for a day. 

This incident made everyone more afraid of Li Gui and Lu Mao, these two people can’t 
afford it! 

Old Li sighed and shook his head. 

Watching a good guy being framed by a bad guy makes him feel uncomfortable! 

At the same time, there were some complaints in his heart about Lin Kai. 

You can obviously run away just now! But you want to be a hero, how about you now? 
Did Li Gui fix it? 

A smug smile appeared on Li Gui’s face. 

Even if Lin Kai’s face hurts fiercely, it can’t hide the smile on his face. 

This time, Lin Kai can be said to have helped Li Gui get a good show in front of the 
people. 

In the future, who would dare to provoke him Li Gui? 

But Lin Kai, the hapless guy, will soon be punished by his Li Gui! 

Lu Mao’s face also showed a big smile. 

He looked at Lin Kai gleefully, and even raised his **** at Lin Kai! 

Isn’t your kid awesome? Can’t you kid fight? You can show me again! 

A phone call from Lao Tzu can put you in prison! 

Jiang Dahai looked at Lin Kai with a mocking expression on his back. 

I thought you guys are so spine, facing the pistol, you also admit it! 

“Take me away!” Jiang Dahai waved his hand, and the two policemen took Lin Kai’s 
arm and directly took Lin Kai into the police car! 

When Old Li saw it, he was impatient. 

“Wait a minute! Wait a minute! That kid is innocent!” 



Just after Old Li’s words were finished, a vicious look was already on Old Li’s head. 

Li Gui laughed: “Oh, follow along! The hygiene of your breakfast shop is not up to 
standard. Come with us too!” 

“take away!” 

Li Gui gave an order, and two more police officers put Lao Li’s head on the police car. 

Lin Kai and the owner of the breakfast shop were both arrested. 

The crowds onlookers also gave way at this time. In the face of lawless Li Gui and 
others, the residents of Jiangjing Town can be said to be angry but dare not speak. 

Even if good people are arrested, they dare not stand up and resist. 

Because there is only one end of the resistance, just like Lin Kai, he was ruthlessly 
taken away and jailed! 

Soon after, Lin Kai and Lao Litou were taken to the Jiangjing Town Public Security 
Bureau. 

In an interrogation room, Lin Kai and Old Li were locked together. 

There was no one in the interrogation room for the time being. Old Li looked at Lin Kai 
with a look of vicissitudes of life. At this time, Old Li seemed to be several years old 
within a day, his face looked listless. 

“Xiaokai, you are still young, and someone will come to interrogate us in a while. You 
will push on me for any responsibilities.” 

“It’s good if you can get out early.” 

Lin Kai leaned on the chair with a cold expression on his face. 

“Master, don’t worry, none of the people who locked us in can escape.” 

Hearing Lin Kai’s affirmative words, Old Head Li sighed instead of being unhappy. 

Lin Kai, this young man, is good at everything, just likes to brag. 

You are all locked in, so you still have the confidence to brag? 

They would be pretty good if they didn’t hit you! 

Soon after, the door of the interrogation room was opened with a click. 



The visitor was not a policeman, but Lu Mao who had been beaten by Lin Kai. 

I saw Lu Mao walked into the interrogation room with his hands behind his back and 
arrogantly. 

“I didn’t expect it to be me?” Lu Mao let out a laugh. 

He sat opposite Lin Kai and stared at Lin Kai sarcastically: “You guy is pretty bull! Even 
I dare to fight?” 

“But now, do you know what happened to hitting me?” 

Lu Mao raised Erlang’s legs and smoked. 

“The director of the police station is my brother-in-law, the chief of the police station. He 
has a good relationship with my brother-in-law. Fight with me. You are an old birthday 
star who eats arsenic and wants to die!” 

After that, Lu Mao stared at Old Li again. 

“And you, you dead old man, I am annoyed to see you now!” 

“You protect this kid, right? I let you and him, spend the rest of your life in prison!” 

“How did your son get in, I’ll let you get in!” 

Lu Mao’s extremely arrogant words made Old Li bow his head. 

His son is one of his sore spots, and now that Lu Mao mentioned it, he still felt a dull 
pain in his heart. 

Lu Mao looked at Lin Kai contemptuously and laughed: “Heh, but I will give you a 
chance.” 

With a click, Lu Mao took off his leather shoes and threw them on the ground in front of 
Lin Kai. 

“You, lick my shoe clean and put it on for me.” 

“I can consider treating you leniently and only let you stay in it for a few months.” 

After speaking, Lu Mao hugged his arms and looked at the two from above. 

He believes that this condition must be very tempting. 

After all, that’s freedom! 



As long as you lick my shoes, I will return you free! 

Come beg me! Come and please me! 

There was already a smile on Lu Mao’s face, a triumphant smile. 

Chapter 537: His Brain Is Sick 

Chapter 537 

In Lu Mao’s eyes, Lin Kai and Lao Litou had no room for struggle. 

The freedom of the two of them lies in the hands of Lu Mao. 

As long as you dont kneel and lick your shoes, I will let you reflect on it for a few years 
in prison! 

Lin Kai sat in the same place with a calm expression and a hint of coldness in his eyes. 

But Old Li couldn’t sit still, it didn’t matter if he went in, but he was afraid that Lin Kai 
would lose his freedom for the rest of his life! 

After all, his son is a lesson! 

Old Li sighed and stood up tremblingly: “Boss, I’ll come…” 

As he said, Old Li head picked up the shoe on the ground with trembling hands. 

Green-haired shoes are extremely stinky, and there is a layer of dirty stains on the 
surface. Such shoes feel very good just by smelling them, let alone licked! 

Lu Mao glanced at Old Li’s head with contempt, with a smug look on his face. 

Fight against me, Wang Youcai, and that’s the end! 

Just when Old Li was about to hold the shoe, Lin Kai’s hand appeared quietly and 
grabbed Old Li’s arm. 

Lin Kai frowned, “Uncle, why bother?” 

Old Li’s hand paused, and he looked at Lin Kai with disappointment: “You don’t 
understand!” 

At first, Old Li thought that Lin Kai was a good person. 

Bloody and responsible. 



But now he discovered that Lin Kai was just a stunned boy! 

I don’t know how to adapt at all! 

The reason why the two of them had the current fate was entirely due to Lin Kai’s single 
hand! 

If Lin Kai didn’t care about Lu Mao’s nostalgia yesterday, the two of them would not 
have been in prison! 

But now, Lin Kai hadn’t awakened yet, and he was still not afraid of the sky, which made 
Old Li’s heart extremely annoyed. 

“Master, there are laws in this world, so why are you afraid of him?” Lin Kai asked with a 
smile. 

Hearing these words, Old Li sighed deeply. 

“Young man, you are still too young, don’t you know what is meant by official 
protection?” 

“Officials and officials?” Lin Kai tilted his head and smiled playfully. 

“Today I will beat him up as an official and protect him!” After that, Lin Kai directly pulled 
Old Li’s head up. 

There was also a look of horror in Old Head Li’s eyes, and he vaguely guessed what Lin 
Kai wanted to do. 

He doesn’t want to hit someone in the police station, right? 

“Don’t!” Old Head Li exclaimed. 

But it was still too late, the violent Lin Kai stood up directly, the handcuffs on his wrists 
were like toys, and they broke with a click! 

A look of surprise appeared in Lu Mao’s eyes, and he jumped up from his seat and took 
two steps back. 

“What do you want to do? This is the police station!” 

Lin Kai squeezed his fist and made a crackling noise. 

“No one can save you anywhere!” 

After all, Lin Kai hit Lu Mao’s face with a punch! 



However, Lu Mao couldn’t dodge it, and could only watch his fists keep zooming in front 
of him. 

boom! 

With one punch down, Green Hair fell down, and his bloated face was completely 
swollen into a pig’s head this time! 

This punch stunned Lu Mao, and he was also scared. He knew the value of Lin Kai’s 
force! 

At that time, the green hair crawled and fled outside. 

“Come on! Hit someone! Hit someone!” 

Lu Mao called for help for a while. 

Soon after, with a slam, the door of the interrogation room was kicked open, only to see 
that several policemen had squeezed in from outside. 

After seeing these policemen, Lu Mao saw his own savior. 

He quickly hid behind a policeman. 

Soon after, police chief Jiang Dahai and police station chief Li Gui appeared in the 
interrogation room. 

After seeing the beaten Green Mao, both of them were furious. 

“Presumptuous! Too presumptuous!” 

“You dare to hit people in the police station. Are you afraid that you will turn the tide?” 

Jiang Dahai angrily said. 

After Lin Kai hit someone, he sat on the chair calmly, squinting at the crowd. 

“Presumptuous? Who is presumptuous? The interrogation room can allow a civilian to 
enforce the police’s rights?” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Jiang Dahai and Li Gui’s faces sank. 

Indeed, in the interrogation room, no others are allowed to appear, and civilians are not 
allowed to interrogate suspects in place of the police. 

But even so, the two had no plans to bow their heads. 



“Dare you quibble after hitting someone?” 

“Lin Kai, you hit people first, you attacked the police after you, and now you are hitting 
people in the police station with such a brutal attitude. Since you don’t cooperate with 
our work, then we can only deal with you seriously!” 

Li Gui said angrily. 

After listening to Li Gui’s words, Old Li’s head almost didn’t get frightened and fainted. 

Need to deal with it again? 

Although he is quite old, he doesn’t want to live in prison until he can’t get out! 

At this moment, he glanced at Lin Kai very bitterly. 

This kid is too tiger! 

Beat people in the police station, isn’t this ground breaking on Tai Sui’s head? 

Lin Kaisi was not afraid. He looked at everyone indifferently: “I now give you a chance to 
quit your current job and get out of the police station. I can let you go.” 

Li Gui and Jiang Dahai were both taken aback when they heard Lin Kai’s sudden 
sentence. 

They all suspected that they had heard it wrong. 

Lin Kai wants them to quit their jobs? 

Does he think he is the chief of the police department? 

After a while, the two laughed out loud. 

“Hahahaha! I heard you right? You want us to quit our jobs?” 

“who do you think You Are?” 

“Don’t say it’s you, even if the minister comes, you can’t say goodbye to us!” 

“What a joke!” 

Li Gui and Jiang Dahai laughed. 

Even the policemen in the police station laughed. 



Old Li’s face was also red at this time, he found out that Lin Kai is not only a stunned 
green head, but also first-class ability to pretend! 

who do you think You Are? Give them a chance? 

They give you a chance and you can burn incense! 

At this time, Old Head Li stood up with a smile: “Director, Director, you two adults have 
a lot of them, please spare us this time.” 

“The waiter I hired, his brain is a bit abnormal and sick.” 

Old Li laughed and pointed at Lin Kai’s brain. 

Now there is only one explanation. Only if Lin Kai is mentally ill can he be forgiven by 
them. 

After listening to Old Li’s words, Jiang Dahai also sneered: “Hehe, mental illness? I think 
it looks like it, normal people can’t be like this!” 

“It turned out to be a mental illness.” Li Gui also showed a mocking smile on his face. 

Seeing that the two of them were a little lax, Old Li also heaved a sigh of relief. It 
seemed that the two of them still had a chance to go out. 

But Lin Kai said at this time: “Well, I gave you a chance, but you don’t cherish it. There 
are still ten seconds left, I will let you experience despair.” 

After that, Lin Kai tapped the table lightly. 

“Ten, nine, eight, seven, six…” 

Chapter 538: Mr Lin 

Chapter 538 

Lin Kai counted down very seriously, it seemed that he was really a big man. 

And everyone at the scene looked at Lin Kai like a fool. 

What kind of background can an eighteen or nine-year-old kid have? 

Jiang Dahai is also a well-known figure in Jiangjing Town. He doesn’t believe that there 
will be any big people that he can’t afford to offend! 

Wang Youcai looked at Lin Kai sarcastically, at this time he was no longer so angry. 



Because Lin Kai is mentally ill! 

It’s more true with a mental illness, not so much. 

And Old Head Li was almost mad at this moment. 

He kept Paulin driving out, but Lin Kai kept going to death! 

Originally fart was a big deal, but now Lin Kai has made a big deal! 

And now, Lin Kai hasn’t realized the seriousness of the matter. Is it possible that he is 
really a mental illness? 

Old Li’s face turned pale with anger. 

“Three, two, one…” 

Lin Kai counted, knocked on the table, and said calmly: “Your retribution is here.” 

Lin Kai’s expression was extremely confident, with Erlang’s legs tilted, it seemed that 
someone would really help him. 

Wang Youcai laughed out at that time: “Hahaha! It really looks like that!” 

As soon as Wang Youcai’s words fell, suddenly the ground trembled, and there were 
bursts of rapid footsteps. 

The sound of footsteps came from the corridor, and there were more than a few people 
who heard the sound! 

Wang Youcai’s face changed, is it possible that someone really came to help this 
mental illness? 

He doesn’t believe it! 

Li Gui and Jiang Dahai also looked back. They opened the door of the interrogation 
room and glanced outside. 

Just such a glance scared their souls away! 

They turned their heads tremblingly, their faces pale, as if they saw something 
extraordinary. 

Soon after, a crowd of people appeared at the door of the interrogation room. 



Each of these people is wearing a black special combat uniform, holding an explosion-
proof shield in hand, and after that, it is a well-equipped special police force! 

Every SWAT police is equipped with an assault rifle, and the black hole is pointed at 
Jiang Dahai’s forehead! 

This group of people, well-trained, directly blocked the door of the interrogation room. 

There are dozens of special police officers. 

The faces of every special police officer are very cold, this is not a drill, they are really 
on a mission! 

“Hold your head and squat down! Put down your weapons! Immediately! Otherwise, we 
will take force!” 

A special policeman standing at the door shouted. 

Jiang Dahai and Li Gui’s faces were very pale, and their hearts were shocked. 

But they still don’t believe that these people are here to deal with themselves, after all, 
they are from the police station! 

One is the director and the other is the director. I’m afraid this group of special police 
made a mistake, right? 

At that time, Jiang Dahai gave a dry cough: “Ahem, comrade, I am the director of the 
Jiangjing Town Public Security Bureau. Are you afraid that you made a mistake?” 

Li Gui also explained to the side: “Comrade, I am the director of Jiangjing Town Police 
Station.” 

Both of them showed their identities, and they looked like they were in their hands. 

After all, they are also people in the system, so this group of people won’t point their 
guns at their comrades, right? 

But unexpectedly, the special police at the gate of the interrogation room shouted: “Hold 
your head and squat down! Don’t understand?” 

After all, the special police slowly entered the interrogation room, with the heads of 
Jiang Dahai and Li Gui kept at their guns. 

Li Gui and Jiang Dahai realized at this time that these people are really coming for 
themselves! 



At that time, Li Gui and Jiang Dahai looked at each other and squatted down with their 
heads in their arms. 

Including the Lu Mao Wang Youcai, was also subdued by the special police. 

Afterwards, the special police officer took out the dazzling handcuffs from his waist, and 
with two clicks, he directly handcuffed Wang Youcai and the other three. 

As for Old Li Tou and Lin Kai, these special police officers did not dare to approach 
them at all. 

Li Gui and Jiang Dahai were dumbfounded. 

He was handcuffed, but Lin Kai had nothing to do with it? 

Until now, they still don’t believe that these people are here to help Lin Kai! 

At this time, there was a sound of footsteps, and a middle-aged man walked in from 
outside the interrogation room. 

The middle-aged man in his forties, gentle, dressed in a police uniform and glasses, 
strode into the interrogation room. 

After seeing this middle-aged man, Jiang Dahai and Li Gui were overjoyed! 

Because the person here is the director of Jiangjing Town Police Department, Jiang 
Dahai’s immediate boss, director Wang! 

“Director! You are here! Look, what’s the matter? Why did your people handcuff me?” 
Jiang Dahai couldn’t wait to ask. 

Director Wang stared at Jiang Dahai with hatred for iron and steel, and ignored him at 
all. 

He looked directly at Lin Kai sitting in the corner, his eyes lit up, and he strode over. 

“You are Mr. Lin?” Director Wang asked. 

Mr. Lin? 

After hearing this name, Jiang Dahai and Li Gui were dumbfounded. 

Is it possible that Director Wang came from Lin Kai? 

Moreover, Director Wang must treat this Lin Kai with respect. 



Is it possible that Lin Kai’s identity has a lot of background? 

And Old Head Li was dumbfounded at this time, this one, he has naturally seen him, 
and has been on TV and newspapers many times. 

This is the head of the police department! 

At this time, Director Wang actually called Lin Kai Mr. Lin. 

At that time, Old Li was dumbfounded. 

Lin Kai nodded: “It’s me.” 

Upon hearing this, Director Wang didn’t dare to neglect: “Mr. Lin, am I not late?” 

“What do you mean?” Lin Kai shook the broken handcuffs on his hands. 

After seeing the handcuffs, Director Wang frowned. 

At the same time, he greeted Jiang Dahai and Li Gui’s ancestors hundreds of times in 
his heart! 

Do you dare to provoke anyone? 

Director Wang received a call from Jiulong Mountain! 

Most people don’t know what organization Jiulongshan is, but Director Wang does. 

Li Gui and Jiang Dahai provoke this one, they are simply making him trouble. 

And the trouble is very tricky. 

Thinking of this, the angry Director Wang turned his head and came to Jiang Dahai and 
Li Gui, raised his hand, and hit it directly! 

Snapped! Snapped! 

Two slaps down, both of them were dumbfounded. 

Li Gui and Jiang Dahai looked at each other and covered their faces. 

At this time, they also vaguely guessed something in their hearts. 

The young man in front of me, I’m afraid he has a lot of background! 



Director Wang stared at Jiang Dahai and Li Gui, and asked, “Do you know what you did 
wrong?” 

Li Gui and Jiang Dahai nodded: “Know…know…” 

“Know that you still dare to make mistakes?” Director Wang asked coldly. 

Jiang Dahai and Li Gui were speechless. 

They had been in Jiangjing Town for such a long time, and for the first time, they were 
taught by Director Wang because of a big fart. 

They glanced at Lin Kai not far away with fear. 

It seems that this person can’t be offended! 

“Go and apologize to Mr. Lin immediately! Get the person’s forgiveness, otherwise I 
won’t be able to protect you from this matter!” 
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apologize? 

Asking the two of them to apologize to Lin Kai, this little boy, was really unconvinced in 
their hearts. 

But there is no way, now even Director Wang has spoken, and they have to bow their 
heads. 

It seems that Lin Kai really has a lot of background. 

In desperation, Li Gui and Jiang Dahai came to Lin Kai, and the two lowered their 
heads: “Mr. Lin, I’m sorry.” 

The two apologized unwillingly. 

After all, one is the director and the other is the director. They bowed their heads and 
gave Lin Kaitian a lot of face. 

If Lin Kai was a wise man, he would definitely accept him if he met. 

Lin Kai sat on the chair with Erlang’s legs tilted, and didn’t even glance at these two 
people. 



Lin Kai said lightly: “I gave you a chance just now, but you don’t cherish it yourself.” 

Hearing what Lin Kai said, Li Gui was also a little annoyed: “What else do you want? 
We have all apologized! Don’t force us! The big deal is dead!” 

“The fish die and the net broke?” Lin Kai glanced at Li Gui playfully. 

“Do you have that qualification?” 

After that, Lin Kai looked at Director Wang again. 

On Director Wang’s forehead, sweat the size of soybeans had dripped down. 

He wanted to kill Li Gui at this moment! 

Li Gui is dying! 

It doesn’t matter if he is dead, but he is still in the area under his jurisdiction. In this way, 
his minister will also be affected. 

It seems that Li Gui still does not understand the seriousness of the matter! 

At that time, Director Wang coughed dryly: “Ahem, Li Gui, pay attention to your attitude.” 

Director Wang was already clearly reminding Li Gui. 

But Li Gui still didn’t take Director Wang’s prompt seriously, and stared at Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai knocked on the table and looked at Director Wang: “Director Wang, how should 
you deal with these two people, right?” 

Facing Lin Kais question, Director Wang reluctantly showed a smile: “Clear.” 

Having said that, Director Wang glared at both of them with hatred for iron and steel. 

“Come here! Bring these two people down with me! Find out all their details! Find out all 
the cases they handled! I want to see how much money these two corrupt officials are 
greedy! “ 

After listening to Director Wang’s words, Li Gui and Jiang Dahai were dumbfounded. 

what? 

Want to thoroughly investigate the two of them? 

Just because of Lin Kai in front of him? 



At that time they were dumbfounded. 

They didn’t expect that, because of a little kid, Director Wang would actually kill them! 

Only then did Li Gui realize the seriousness of the matter, what kind of existence did he 
provoke? 

Jiang Dahai also hugged Director Wang’s arm and cried: “Director Wang, it’s just a big 
deal, isn’t it?” 

A look of fear appeared on Jiang Dahai’s face. 

“Not so?” Director Wang narrowed his eyes and shook off Jiang Dahai: “Mr. Lin wants 
me to quit, it’s just a matter of one sentence, don’t you say so?” 

Hearing the words of Director Wang, it was like a thunder in Jiang Dahai’s heart! 

what? 

Is Lin Kai’s background so big? 

It was only a matter of words to let Director Wang resign. 

His background… 

Thinking of this, Jiang Dahai has got goose bumps. 

At this time, he could not wait to slap himself twice, he blamed himself for not having the 
eyesight to see, and offended such a big man! 

This is all right, I won’t be able to turn over for a lifetime! 

And Li Gui was dumbfounded. 

Li Gui, who had threatened to kill Lin Kaiyu just now, couldn’t say a word. 

With Lin Kaiyu dead, does he have that qualification? 

As Lin Kai said, he is not worthy! 

But the old head Li beside Lin Kai looked dumbfounded at this time. 

How big is this guy who helped yourself? 

Can the director resign? 



No wonder this young man has been so calm, it turns out that there is a big man behind 
him! 

The heart that Old Head Li had been hanging on was finally let go. With Lin Kai there, 
he didn’t have to worry that he would be caught. 

There is no need to worry about Lin meeting being arrested. 

As for Wang Youcai, his legs began to tremble at this time. 

I actually wanted Lin Kai to lick his shoes just now! 

Isn’t this looking for death? 

He licked Lin Kai’s shoes almost! 

If Lin Kai didn’t plan to forgive him, his fate would be worse than Jiang Dahai! 

At this time, Wang Youcai finally realized that he was afraid, only to hear a plop, Wang 
Youcai directly knelt down! 

And he kept kowtow at Lin Kai. 

“Master Lin, Master Lin, I was wrong, I was wrong…” 

boom! boom! boom! 

Wang Youcai knocked his head very powerfully. After a while, his forehead was already 
bloody. 

But Lin Kai kept smiling faintly, without stopping him. 

Li Gui hesitated for a while, gritted his teeth and knelt down. 

Only by kneeling now can we hope to survive! 

Li Gui, who held Lin Kai’s freedom in his hands just now, turned into a passive figure in 
an instant. 

Now Lin Kai is holding him in his hands! 

“Mr. Lin, I was wrong, please forgive me.” Li Gui lowered his head. 

A man in his 30s and 40s was begging for mercy from a young man of 18 or 9 years 
old. 



Moreover, this person is still the director of the police station. If this scene is seen by 
outsiders, he will definitely be shocked! 

Lin Kai glanced at Li Gui lightly and grinned, “I gave you a chance, but you don’t cherish 
it.” 

“Li Gui, I want to ask you, do you have the right to close the store?” 

“Also, in the breakfast shop, there is no problem with breakfast, but you deliberately add 
questions to Riga. Is this what the police should do?” 

“Jiang Dahai, the chief of the police station, right? Amazing!” 

“Let me ask you, if you are indiscriminate, you must take me away directly. Who gives 
you the right?” 

“Also, Wang Youcai is a civilian, right? Who gave him the right to interrogate me instead 
of the police?” 

“Please tell me the answer!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s series of questions, everyone was speechless. 

Lin Kai said again: “Wang Youcai, you relied on your own brother-in-law as the head of 
the police station to commit crimes in Jiang Jing Town. Who gave you the right? 

“Li Gui, you are Wang Youcai’s brother-in-law. Wang Youcai doesn’t learn well. You 
don’t care about him. You actually helped a gangster to bully the common people. Is 
this what a police station chief did?” 

“None of you can run away!” 

boom! 

Lin Kai hit the table with a fist, and the iron table was smashed into a deep pit! 

Everyone trembled as they looked at the deep pit, and they understood that this big 
man was really angry! 

And Director Wang’s heart was also trembling, this kind of thing happened under his 
nose, he had no way to explain to him! 

Lin Kai looked at Director Wang coldly: “Director Wang, I hope you can handle this 
matter seriously, otherwise, you should know in your heart.” 
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Director Wang knew exactly what Lin Kai said about the end. 

The end is that the black hat of his director is not guaranteed! 

Don’t question Lin Kai’s ability, because Jiulongshan’s ability cannot be questioned by 
others. 

Jiulong Mountain is the most mysterious organization in China. Jiulong Mountain 
represents not only an organization, but also the supreme power. 

Not to mention that he is a small director, even if he goes up, he has to give 
Jiulongshan face! 

Because Jiulongshan has the right to govern corrupt officials! 

Li Gui and Jiang Dahai were dumbfounded. 

They were shocked by Lin Kai’s iron and blood methods. 

Lin Kai doesn’t give them face at all, he just wants to rule corrupt officials! Don’t give 
them a chance to stand up! 

When the special police took them away, they fully understood that they were really 
over and there was no chance. 

Li Gui and Jiang Dahai were taken away, and Wang Youcai was also taken away. 

Although Wang Youcai is not a policeman, he has done a lot of bad things over the 
years. 

After being thoroughly investigated, Wang Youcai couldn’t eat it. 

Then, Director Wang personally unwrapped the handcuffs on Lin Kai, and invited Lin 
Kai to the office for tea. 

Lin Kai was quite satisfied with Director Wang’s ability to handle affairs, so he did not 
embarrass Director Wang. 

In the afternoon, Lin Kai and Lao Li left the police station unharmed. 

At the gate of the police station, Lin Kai hit a car with Lao Litou and drove towards Lao 
Litou’s breakfast shop. 



Soon after, Lin Kai and Lao Litou arrived at the breakfast shop, and Lao Litou opened 
the breakfast shop again. 

Lin Kai also naturally moved into Old Li’s house. 

For Lin Kailai, the five-star hotels are not as comfortable as the old Li Tou’s home. 

The most important thing is that he is boring all by himself. In Old Li’s house, there is 
another person who talks. As soon as he leaves the house, the old man and the old 
lady play cards, and Lin Kai can go there and play two. 

In the evening, Lin Kai received his credentials. 

A black document, made of genuine leather, leather that will not break no matter how 
you tear it. 

Inside is Lin Kai’s information, and below the name, there is a red seal, the seal of 
Jiulong Mountain. 

Starting today, Lin Kai has officially become a member of Jiulongshan. 

Early the next morning, when the rooster crowed, Lin Kai stretched out and sat up from 
the bed. 

Welcome to the new day! 

But today Lin Kai found out that Mr. Li did not go to open a breakfast shop. 

After waking up, Old Li was sitting in the courtyard of the courtyard. Seeing Lin Kai 
getting up, Old Li came over with a smile. 

Today’s old head, dressed up in vigor. 

Wearing a new suit, although it is not a famous brand, but for the plain old head of Li, he 
will only wear new clothes during the New Year. 

“Xiao Kai, you don’t have a girlfriend?” Old Head Li came to Lin Kai and asked with a 
smile. 

Lin Kai was taken aback, and shook his head: “No.” 

Old Head Li said mysteriously: “Master, I’ll introduce one to you!” 

After all, Old Head Li smiled triumphantly. 

Seems to be waiting for Lin Kai to praise him. 



After seeing Lin Kai’s ability yesterday, Old Li liked Lin Kai more and more. 

Young people are handsome, courageous, capable, and the most important thing is to 
have love. 

This is much better than his son. 

Moreover, with the help of Lin Kai, his son will be released soon. 

Therefore, the old head Li wanted to repay his favor, and he wanted to introduce 
someone to Lin Kai! 

“Introduce me to someone?” Lin Kai was dumbfounded at the time. 

In Jiangbei, how many eldest ladies from big families wanted to marry Lin Kai, Lin Kai 
did not agree. 

But when I came to the capital without expectation, someone actually wanted to 
introduce myself to someone! 

“Yes, it’s still the eldest lady of a big family, she’s so good-looking, Xiaokai, you are 
good, and you look good, the uncle has already decided on his own to ask someone 
else out!” 

Lin Kai was embarrassed after hearing what Old Li said. 

“An appointment?” 

“Yes, Xiaokai, if you don’t go, you just won’t give the uncle face!” 

After hearing this, Lin Kai was also helpless. You have made an appointment, what else 
can I do? 

“Okay, then go and meet…” Lin Kai reluctantly agreed. 

Old Head Li was very excited when he heard this. He asked Lin Kai to carefully clean up 
himself. 

And Lin Kai didn’t want to go on a blind date, he just simply washed his face, brushed 
his teeth, wore a sports suit of a different brand, and a pair of sneakers on his feet, and 
went out with Old Li’s head. 

Lao Litou’s car is very popular, three gun brand electric three wheels. 

Old Li was sitting in the driving seat while Lin Kai squatted in the tricycle, and the two of 
them went out with crackling noises. 



The place where I met that girl was a small park. 

A small park in Jiangjing Town. 

After arriving at the small park, Lin Kai saw a Mercedes-Benz car at a glance. 

It was a Mercedes-Benz car worth about 500,000 yuan, very brand new. 

And beside the Mercedes Benz, two women stood. 

The two women are similar in appearance, and they seem to be two mothers and 
daughters. 

The elder one looked thirty-seven-eight-year-old. Although it was nearly forty years old, 
it was well maintained and had a very good figure. It had the breath of a mature woman. 

The charm still exists. 

The young one looked about the size of Lin Kai, with collagen on his face and looks 
very pure and lovely. 

Long hair, wearing a pair of denim hot pants, and flesh-colored stockings on his legs, a 
pair of beautiful legs are extremely attractive, slender and white and tender. 

The upper body is a small sweater with exposed navel, looks naughty and sexy, 
Xiaoman’s waist is full, and the belly button is clean and beautiful. 

This is a superb beauty. 

Isn’t this girl the one that the uncle introduced himself to? 

Lin Kai’s heart tightened. 

And the girl’s brows kept frowning. 

She didn’t even notice Lin Kai and Old Li Tou. 

She turned and frowned and complained to the older woman: “Mom, what kind of stuff is 
that bad old man introduced to me?” 

“I don’t want to come at all!” 

“The person he introduced must be a poor pauper!” 

“It’s not worthy of my status as Miss Wang’s!” 



“Mom, shall we go back?” 

There was also a helpless smile on Li Fen’s face. She looked at her daughter and said 
rather dotingly: “Yu Yan, Uncle Li is kind to our Wang family, how can you say that 
Uncle Li?” 

“What kind of shit? Didn’t he take in us for a period of time when our Wang family was in 
despair?” 

“Give him one hundred thousand yuan, can we still stick to our Wang family?” 

Wang Yuyan said with her arms akimbo. 

And these words were all heard by Lin Kai. It seems that the person the uncle 
introduced himself to is not a good bird! 

“Ahem…” At this moment, Old Li made a dry cough awkwardly. 

“Yu Yan, in a blink of an eye, you are so old, the girl is so handsome!” 
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Mr. Li naturally heard what Wang Yuyan said just now. 

But for fear that everyone would be embarrassed, Mr. Li thought he had not heard. 

As soon as Wang Yuyan turned around, she saw Old Li’s head. After seeing Old Li’s 
head, Wang Yuyan frowned, even pinched her nose, and stepped aside in disgust. 

“Who are you?” Wang Yuyan asked in disgust. 

When Li Fen saw Old Li’s head, a smile appeared on his face. 

“Mr. Li, you are here.” Li Fen said hello politely. 

Old Li nodded with a smile on his face. 

“This is the young man you introduced? It is indeed a talent.” Li Fen looked at Lin Kai. 

And Lin Kai also greeted politely: “Auntie, hello, my name is Lin Kai.” 

Lin Kai was wearing a simple sportswear, tall and handsome, but also very handsome. 



And Wang Yuyan glanced up and down at Lin Kai, and shook his head disdainfully: 
“Cut, a little white face, and a stall of goods all over, would such a person want to deal 
with Wang Yuyan?” 

“How do you talk?” Li Fen’s tone became severe. 

Wang Yuyan spit out a little fragrant tongue, not dare to talk back. 

“Mr. Li, in this way, we have fixed a position at Michelin, why don’t we have lunch 
together?” Li Fen suggested. 

The old head Li did not know what level of Michelin restaurant was, and nodded. 

“it is good.” 

After all, Old Li was ready to go back and start his own electric tricycle. 

And Wang Yuyan stopped the old head of Li: “Okay! Don’t drive your three rounds! If 
recognized by a friend, it won’t be enough for me to lose face!” 

“Take our car!” 

Wang Yuyan pointed to the Mercedes-Benz car next to her. 

After all, Wang Yuyan took out the Mercedes-Benz key and pressed it once, and the 
Mercedes-Benz made a beep. 

Wang Yuyan had a proud look on her face. 

This Mercedes-Benz car, but she cried grandpa and begged grandma, her father 
bought it for her, worth 500,000! 

Wang Yuyan consciously took the posture, and Li Fen with an apologetic smile on his 
face, took Lin Kai and Lao Li into the car. 

After getting in the car, Wang Yuyan drove to the Michelin restaurant nearest to their 
location. 

The location of this Michelin restaurant is decent, and the consumption level is high. 

Entering the restaurant, the four of them came directly to the predetermined position 
and took their seats. 

Soon, the waiter brought the menu, and Wang Yuyan pushed the menu to Lin Kai very 
grandiosely. 



“Michelin restaurant, I don’t think you have been here a few times, please order.” Wang 
Yuyan waved. 

Lin Kai glanced at the menu. 

The price of each dish is not cheap. 

The cheapest dishes are seven or eighty-one dishes. 

After seeing the price, Old Li turned pale with fright. 

“Xiaofen, the price of this dish is too expensive? Why don’t you come to my place to eat 
it?” Old Head Li was talking about his breakfast shop. 

“Cut! Don’t forget it! Only farmers will eat in your broken place! We are the best people, 
and we won’t go to that kind of broken place!” Wang Yuyan said with disdain. 

As soon as Wang Yuyan’s words were spoken, Old Li became embarrassed 
immediately. 

Li Fen also looked at his daughter helplessly. 

My own daughter has been arrogant since she was a child, plus she is the only child of 
the Wang family, so she is defiant when she was young. 

“Yuyan, don’t talk nonsense!” Li Fen glared at Wang Yuyan. 

She took the menu, ordered a few dishes empathetically, and gave the menu to the 
waiter. 

After the waiter left, Li Fen looked at Lin Kai again. 

Lin Kai’s appearance and height, she is naturally very satisfied. 

Ever since, Li Fen asked, “Young man, where is your home?” 

Lin chuckled and replied, “Jiangbei.” 

“Jiangbei?” After hearing these three words, Li Fen frowned slightly. 

Jiangbei? 

Although Jiangbei is also considered a fertile place in China, Jiangbei is undoubtedly a 
poor rural area compared to the capital city. 

But she didn’t know that the Lin family was the overlord of Jiangbei! 



The earth emperor is so many times richer than her royal family! 

After Wang Yuyan heard that Lin Kai was from Jiangbei, she laughed. 

“Haha!” 

“Jiangbei?” 

“It’s actually the kind of person who came out of a broken place?” 

“I said the old man, you don’t have a good vision!” 

“Do you know that the capital account is more valuable now? You actually let me go on 
a blind date with a poor boy in Jiangbei?” 

Let alone Wang Yuyan, even Li Fen is not very satisfied. 

She didn’t want to marry her daughter to Jiangbei to suffer. 

But Li Fen still asked, “That young man, what does your family do?” 

Lin Kai thought about it carefully, the Lin family seemed to do everything. 

So Lin Kai replied: “My house does everything.” 

“Do everything? It won’t be the tatters?” Wang Yuyan took out the small mirror and 
laughed absently. 

Lin Kai frowned, this Wang Yuyan’s mouth was indeed very poisonous. 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Li Fen was very disappointed. 

Do everything? For Li Fen, it is a migrant worker doing chores! 

Wang Yuyan is her precious daughter, she doesn’t want to marry her daughter to the 
son of a migrant worker. 

Li Fen may not care about Lin Kai’s family background, but Lin Kai himself must have 
the strength to marry her daughter. 

“Then boy, what do you do?” 

Here comes the most critical question. 

Lin Kai touched his chin and thought about it, what does he do? 



Jiulongshan is absolutely confidential to the outside world, and he cannot disclose the 
Jiulongshan organization. 

correct! 

Lin Kai’s eyes lit up and made up an excuse: “I write online novels.” 

Just as Lin Kai said this sentence, with a puff, Wang Yuyan smiled directly and sprayed 
coffee on the table. 

Wang Yuyan quickly wiped her mouth with a tissue and looked at Lin Kai with a 
mocking look: “You actually write an online novel? Hahahaha!” 

Wang Yuyan laughed mercilessly. 

Because in her eyes, those who write online novels are all dead fat houses! 

A fat man with a wretched face and full of dirty brains. 

Moreover, writing online novels does not make money at all! Ten writers have nine 
bashes, and within a hundred writers, only one writer can afford to live at home. 

So when Lin Kai said that he was writing online novels, Wang Yuyan laughed directly. 

Li Fen also frowned. 

Although Lin Kai looks good, his family background and work are also terrible! 

She didn’t know that Lin Kai would easily receive tens of millions in a month, and 
Jiulongshan’s treatment to the members was excellent! 

“This…” For a while, Li Fen was also speechless. 

The old head of Li also looked at Li Fen with a smile, as if he was very satisfied with Lin 
Kai. 

And to my heart, Lin Kai and Wang Yuyan are a match made in heaven. 

But he didn’t expect that the Wang family is a big family. In Li Fen’s eyes, the two of 
them are simply wrongs! 

When Li Fen was worried about rejecting Lin Kai, the waiter came to serve the meal. 

“Hello, your Kobe steak.” 
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Several waiters put the Kobe steak in front of the four people, and arranged tableware 
for the four. 

Kobe steak from an island country is undoubtedly the VIP of steak. 

Kobe steak is very famous in the world, but also expensive and scary, just such a Kobe 
steak, 1298. 

At this moment, I saw Wang Yuyan holding a knife in his left hand and a fork in his right. 
She cut a piece of steak very elegantly and put it in her own mouth, chewing slowly and 
tasting it. The taste was very good. 

Afterwards, Wang Yuyan glanced at Lin Kai with disgust. 

Lin Kai’s dress was so earthy, he looked like a hillbilly who had never eaten Western 
food. 

And the most embarrassing is the old man. 

Old Litou lived such a young age that he had never even entered a western restaurant, 
let alone eat steak. 

I saw that he picked up the knife and fork very lamely, picked up the whole steak, bit by 
bite. 

After eating, Old Head Li smiled straightforwardly: “The things in this high-end 
restaurant are delicious, much better than my big noodle buns!” 

“That is!” After the old head Li said, Wang Yuyan said proudly: “This is Kobe steak! The 
most famous steak in the world, a piece of 1,298! Your broken breakfast shop can only 
be opened for a month. Came here for a steak.” 

“It’s so expensive?” Old Li was speechless, and didn’t dare to eat the steak. 

Li Fen looked embarrassed, she ordered the waiter to get the chopsticks for the old 
head. 

The waiter also looked at Old Li with a weird face, eating Western food with chopsticks? 
It’s really vulgar. 

When Lin Kai looked at the steak in front of him, he had no appetite at all. 

He was really disgusted by Wang Yuyan’s face. 



But Lin Kai couldn’t move the steak. In Wang Yuyan’s eyes, Lin Kai hadn’t eaten steak 
before, and he couldn’t use a knife and fork! 

At that time, Wang Yuyan chuckles and said: “Why don’t you eat it? Is it possible that 
this Kobe steak can’t be seen by you?” 

Lin Kai smiled lightly and said, “Kobe steak, in my eyes it is just a low-grade steak.” 

Lin Kai told the truth. 

What is the Lin family? 

The largest family in Jiangbei! 

Kobe steak, which is expensive in the eyes of ordinary people, is kept at Lin’s house 
and is only used for feeding dogs. 

Lin Kai has eaten the most expensive steak, worth one hundred and eighty. 

More expensive than this Kobe steak. 

And the top chef in the United States made it for Lin Kai. 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Wang Yuyan laughed at the time: “Puff! Hahaha! It really 
looks like that.” 

“Do you want me to let the waiter also bring you a pair of chopsticks?” Wang Yuyan 
covered her mouth and smiled, her eyes full of disdain. 

Lin Kai glanced at Wang Yuyan indifferently, then looked at the head of Old Li, and 
asked, “Master, have you finished eating? Let’s go when we finish eating?” 

At this time, Old Head Li also looked at Lin Kai apologetically. 

He hadn’t seen Wang Yuyan for several years, and he didn’t expect Wang Yuyan to 
change so much. 

He only knew that Wang Yuyan was beautiful, but he didn’t expect Wang Yuyan to be 
so snob now. 

Knowing that Lin Kai was angry, he didn’t want to stay here, so he nodded and stood 
up. 

“Xiaofen, I’ll take Xiaokai and leave first, you continue to eat, don’t care about us.” Old 
Li said with a straight smile. 



And Li Fen also apologized. 

Although she respects Old Li, she really doesn’t like Lin Kai. 

“It’s not safe on the road, let Yuyan drive you off, right?” 

“no need.” 

Old Li shook his hand and refused. 

Just as the two stood up and were about to leave, Wang Yuyan put down the knife and 
fork in her hand, wiped her mouth, and mocked to herself: “Hunky, rude, blind date 
actually let the woman pay the bill, hehe, he deserves to be found. girlfriend!” 

Lin Kai frowned at what Wang Yuyan said. 

The body who had stood up, sat down again, Lin Kai knocked on the table and waved. 

“Waiter, pay the bill!” Lin Kai shouted. 

Old Li did not refuse, and it is really not good for the woman to pay for the blind date. 

Soon, the waiter walked over with the bill, and the waiter said politely: “Hello, a total of 
31,821 consumption, wipe you a zero, just give you thirty one thousand. “ 

“Huh?” After listening to the waiter’s words, Old Li’s eyes almost stared out. 

It costs more than 30,000 to eat a meal? 

You know, Lao Litou has only earned 30,000 yuan in a year of desperate life! 

“More than thirty thousand? Isn’t it just a steak? Even if it’s a thousand yuan a steak, it’s 
only four thousand yuan!” 

After listening to Old Li’s words, the waiter’s face also showed a look of contempt. 

What kind of Michelin do you have money? 

The waiter’s tone became a little impatient. 

“There is still a dessert that was not served, and the lady also ordered a bottle of Lafite 
from 1982, which cost 31 thousand.” 

It turns out that there is still red wine. 

Old Li opened his mouth, his face flushed, and he couldn’t say a word. 



He didn’t think that Lin Kai had more than 30,000 yuan, he was just a young man of 18 
or 9 years old! 

How can young people now spend more than 30,000 yuan with money? 

Besides, even if there is, is he willing to take it out? 

At this time, Wang Yuyan hugged her arm and cut and said, “Cut! I knew you couldn’t 
pay for this meal!” 

Li Fen also smiled: “Mr. Li, forget it, let’s take this meal.” 

After all, Li Fen took out his bank card. 

But at this moment, Lin Kai took the lead, took out his black card, and handed it over. 

Although Li Fen is a noblewoman of a big family, she hasn’t seen anything in the world, 
and Wang Yuyan is still young. The two of them don’t even know what a black card is. 

It’s the waiter, the waiter has received many customers, and has seen a lot of bank 
cards. 

He recognized at a glance, the bank card Lin Kai handed over was the supreme black 
card of Huaxia Bank! 

The entire Huaxia Kingdom has issued less than one hundred copies! 

People who can take out the black card of Huaxia Bank are not ordinary roles. 

The waiter knew that he met a big man! 

At that time, the waiter bowed to Lin Kai, took the black card with both hands, and said 
respectfully: “Sir, please wait a moment.” 

After all, the waiter went to swipe his card. 

Wang Yuyan glanced at Lin Kai disdainfully, and slapped her face to fill the fat man. 

More than 30,000, lets not say whether you have it or not. Even if you did, if you didnt 
even eat a bite of steak, it would cost you more than 30,000. I really love you! 

“Some people have to hit the swollen face to fill the fat man, and in the end they have to 
carry it by themselves!” Wang Yuyan sneered. 

Soon after, the waiter returned with the bank card. 



He returned the bank card to Lin Kai with both hands, and said, “Sir, this is your bank 
card. Please keep it for thirty-one thousand this time.” 

Lin Kai nodded, picked up his bank card, took the old head of Li, and left Michelin 
directly. 

After Lin Kai left, Wang Yuyan smiled triumphantly: “It’s really two silly forks! It cost 
more than 30,000 yuan in just a few words. It just so happens that the 30,000 yuan 
saved, I can buy a bag!” 

Chapter 543: Platinum Card Presented By Michelin 

Chapter 543 

Lin Kai and Lao Litou left the Michelin restaurant directly. 

Li Fen and Wang Yuyan are still in the Michelin restaurant. 

Li Fen and Wang Yuyan continued to enjoy the steak, although Old Li Tau was the 
benefactor of the Wang family, Li Fen also remembered this kindness. 

But Li Fen was able to do so, he was already worthy of Old Li. 

After all, there is a world of difference between the Wang family and the old Li head 
family. 

When Li Fen and Wang Yuyan were enjoying steak, the manager of the Michelin 
restaurant and two waiters came hurriedly. 

Michelin is an upscale restaurant. 

The people who can become managers here are also very capable people. 

The manager was about thirty years old, with a strong build and handsome looks, with a 
mature breath. 

And the two waiters behind him, one of them was holding a tray with a shiny card on the 
tray. 

After seeing the card, Wang Yuyan’s eyes lit up. 

She recognized that card, it was a platinum card from a Michelin restaurant! 

It is said that in order to please the strong background guests, the Michelin restaurant 
will give away platinum cards for free. 



And those who can get a platinum card are all famous people in today’s society. 

This platinum card is not only a 30% discount at Michelin, but also a status symbol! 

Because the platinum card is only given to people who are strong enough! 

The other waiter held a bottle of red wine in his hand. 

That was also the Lafite of 1982, but this bottle can be described as the Lafite of 1982 in 
the true sense. 

The Lafite that everyone usually drinks in 1982 is not the Lafite of 1982, and there are 
not so many Lafites in 1982. 

It’s just red wine made with the technology of 1982. 

And in the hands of that waiter, it really was a bottle of Lafite from 1982! 

At that time, the eyes of all the guests in the entire restaurant were on the manager. 

Because they knew that it must have been the presence of a wealthy man in the 
restaurant that made the Michelin restaurant dispatch the manager. 

Wang Yuyan also stared at the Michelin manager with a look of envy, and exclaimed: “I 
don’t know who came to Michelin for dinner, and surprised all the Michelin managers.” 

Li Fen looked at it in the same way, with more or less envy in his eyes. 

“Don’t look, it’s definitely not for us.” 

Although the Wang family is worth over ten million, it is not enough to please the owner 
of the Michelin restaurant. 

At least you have to have a value of more than one billion yuan to be able to alarm the 
Michelin boss. 

But to Li Fen and Wang Yuyan’s surprise, the manager came over to their table! 

Wang Yuyan even looked back to see who was sitting next to her. 

Looking left and right, there doesn’t seem to be a big person next to him! 

At this moment, the manager had already come to Wang Yuyan’s table and stopped. 

The manager bowed and smiled respectfully: “Hello, Ms. Wang, Ms. Wang.” 



“Hello.” Li Fen was flattered and stood up and shook hands with the manager. 

The manager smiled politely and said: “We are really flattered by the two Michelin 
dinners. This is a little bit of our restaurant. Please accept it.” 

After that, the manager handed over the platinum card with both hands and said: “This 
is the most distinguished platinum card in our Michelin restaurant. With this card, you 
can not only reserve temporarily our Michelin restaurants private rooms, but also enjoy 
a 30% discount .” 

30% discount! Can be reserved temporarily! 

You should know that the business of Michelin restaurants is extremely hot, and a 
temporary reservation means that Michelin is required to drive away other guests to 
serve the holder of the platinum card. 

And there is a 30% discount. 

In this way, the Michelin restaurant is simply losing money! 

After all, the manager offered the bottle of Lafite in 1982 with both hands. 

“This is a bottle of Lafite in 1982. Now the market price has reached 300,000 yuan. This 
is a little bit of our taste, please accept it.” 

After all, the manager put the red wine on the table. 

Red wine worth 300,000 yuan, if you give it away, you will give it away! 

Even for the Wang family, 300,000 is not a small number! 

It can be said that it is the profit of their Wang family for half a month! 

And the Michelin restaurant, if you say it is given, it will be given away. 

Li Fen opened his mouth wide, showing an incredible face. 

Wang Yuyan was even more surprised and asked: “You…you gave it wrong, right?” 

The manager shook his head and smiled, and said, “There is no mistake, are you not 
Miss Wang Yuyan from the Wang family?” 

“It’s me!” Wang Yuyan nodded. 

“Then there is nothing wrong.” The manager smiled. 



“I wish you a pleasant meal, and you can call me anytime if you have anything.” The 
manager bowed and walked directly with the two waiters. 

The dining guests all looked at Wang Yuyan’s table with envy. 

This is the person who was given a platinum card by the Michelin restaurant! Must be a 
big shot! 

However, Wang Yuyan and Li Fen have always been confused. 

“Could it be that our Wang family has become so strong?” Li Fen muttered to himself. 

Afterwards, the two were directly confused by the great joy. 

Whatever! 

This was given to them by the Michelin manager named by the surname, and they took 
peace of mind! 

At that time, Wang Yuyan also took a photo and posted it to Moments, pretending to be 
forced. 

After all, she is a woman with a Michelin platinum card! 

At that time, a reminder of likes and comments sounded, and the expression on Wang 
Yuyan’s face was a triumph. 

The two women didn’t even know that the reason why the Michelin restaurant would 
give them such a valuable thing was because Lin Kai had just revealed the black card. 

“Yuyan?” 

While Wang Yuyan was in a daze, only a man stood in front of her without knowing 
when. 

It was a man in a white suit. 

He is about 1.8 meters tall, has a strong build and looks very handsome, holding a red 
wine glass, standing in front of Wang Yuyan very gentlemanly. 

“Young Master Zhao?” 

After seeing this man, Wang Yuyan’s eyes lit up. 

This one is the president of Zhao Group! The eldest master of the Zhao family is the 
prince charming of her dreams. 



But the Zhao Group is much stronger than her Wang Family, Zhao Tianxing would 
never even look at her. 

Unexpectedly, I met Zhao Tianxing here, and Zhao Tianxing took the initiative to greet 
him. 

This made Wang Yuyan flattered. 

And Zhao Tianxing’s eyes kept staring at the platinum card in Wang Yuyan’s hand. 

You know, his Zhao family is not eligible to receive the platinum card presented by the 
Michelin restaurant, but Wang Yuyan did. 

Could it be that the Wang family made a windfall? 

Zhao Tianxing narrowed his eyes, then smiled politely and looked at Li Fen. 

“Hello Aunt Li, can I sit here?” 

Li Fen was also flattered: “Of course.” 

Zhao Tianxing, the first youngest in Jiangjing Town, the Zhao Group has a market value 
of over 100 million, dozens of times stronger than the Wang family! 

The Zhao family is a big family that Li Fen wants to climb. 

Chapter 544: Sky Ladder 

Chapter 544 

When Zhao Tianxing came, the atmosphere changed. 

And Wang Yuyan also turned into a gentle and considerate little girl from the thorny 
head just now everywhere. 

I saw her sitting on the seat rather shyly holding the corner of her clothes. 

This one is Zhao Tianxing! 

The eldest master of the Zhao Group. 

It is Wang Yuyan’s Prince Charming. 

If he could become boyfriend and girlfriend with him, Wang Yuyan would wake up in 
dreams. 



And now the opportunity came, Zhao Tianxing was sitting in front of her! 

Wang Yuyan’s mother Li Fen also looked at Zhao Tianxing with satisfaction and smiled. 

She is naturally very satisfied with Zhao Tianxing, Zhao Tianxing is superb in 
appearance and family background. 

If Wang Yuyan married Zhao Tianxing, he would be married to a rich family! 

The Wang family will also become a famous family in Jiangjing Town. 

Compared with Lin Kai, Li Fen liked Zhao Tianxing more. 

“Yeah, auntie, this is Lafite in 1982. Isn’t there any happy event in the Wang family 
today? Drinking such an expensive red wine?” Zhao Tianxing asked. 

He is testing Li Fen. 

And Li Fen didn’t think too much, and said: “This is just sent by the Michelin restaurant 
manager, and a platinum card is also given.” 

Hearing this, Zhao Tianxing’s eyes lit up. 

It seems that this Wang family has really gone through a big change, this is a fortune! 

After all, even the Zhao family is not eligible for the platinum card presented by Michelin, 
but the Wang family is. 

Thinking about it, Zhao Tianxing looked at Wang Yuyan. 

“That’s it.” 

“Yuyan, there is a party at my house in the evening. I want to invite you to be my female 
companion. I wonder if you can show your face?” 

Wang Yuyan was overjoyed after hearing what Zhao Tianxing said. 

Prince Charming invited her to his house! 

At that time, Wang Yuyan nodded as a little chicken pecking at rice, with a hint of 
shyness on her face. 

“Sure.” 

… 



On the other side, Lin Kai and Old Li directly went home. 

Mr. Li then went to open a breakfast shop. 

Although it’s already afternoon, the business of the breakfast shop is still very hot. 

Although I can’t make much money. 

In the evening, Lin Kai also received a text message from an unfamiliar number, telling 
Lin Kai to report to Jiulongshan tomorrow. 

Jiulong Mountain! 

Lin Kaixin was a little excited. 

Lin Kai, the most mysterious organization in China, finally had a chance to see the truth! 

Go to bed early, Lin Kai is ready for a sacred tomorrow! 

… 

In the early morning of the next morning, Lin Kai finished washing and greeted Lao Li 
Tau before leaving. 

At the entrance of the alley, a black military off-road vehicle was parked. 

Lin Kai opened the car door and sat directly in. 

The person who came to pick up Lin Kai was a strong man in a black suit. He said 
nothing, very cold. 

After Lin Kai got in the car, without saying anything, he started the car and left with Lin 
Kai. 

The capital is huge. 

The capital also has a prosperous area and a general area. Within one ring, that is 
where the big guys stay. 

The second ring is also a hidden dragon and crouching tiger. The third ring is filled with 
wealthy people, and the fourth ring is filled with well-off families with a monthly income 
of tens of thousands. 

Within the Fifth Ring, most of them are ordinary people. 

And Jiangjing Town is within the Fifth Ring of Beijing. 



Going further out is the suburbs. 

The ruthless man took Lin Kai directly out of the Fifth Ring Road. After driving for about 
two hours, Lin Kai saw nine mountains! 

These nine mountains are very powerful, one taller than the other, and the tallest 
mountain is as high as Mount Tai. 

And the lowest mountain is also very huge. 

The mist is misty, like a fairyland, and even the air is much fresher. 

Entering the mountain, it immediately gives people a chilly feeling. 

This is Jiulong Mountain! 

And below Jiulong Mountain is the Beijing Military Region! 

The entire Beijing Military Region surrounded Jiulong Mountain. 

The car entered the Beijing Military Region, and soon it passed through the Beijing 
Military Region and came to the ninth mountain, which was the smallest mountain. 

After the driver sent Lin Kai here, he left. 

As soon as he looked up, Lin Kai saw a step leading to the mountain. 

The sky is endless, and the clouds above are misty, and nothing can be seen. 

There was no one guarding, there was only a sign at the entrance. 

It said: “No entry without a document.” 

This is Jiulong Mountain? 

This guard is too lax, right? 

On the other side, in a monitoring room above Jiulong Mountain, several people were 
sitting. 

Among them, there is the ninth mountain owner, Kui, who brought forests into the 
mountains. 

He still wears a mask and looks at the surveillance with cold eyes. 



The rest of the people beside him are all other leaders of Jiulong Mountain Ninth 
Mountain. 

“Head, this is the guy who defeated Ye Nantian?” a fat man with a big belly asked. 

Kwai nodded. 

The fat man grinned: “Hey, we haven’t recruited new members for the Ninth Mountain 
for a long time.” 

“This new member is okay! Even the people of the Eighth Mountain can be defeated.” 

“I want to see if he can pass these ten thousand steps!” 

The others also smirked. 

They are all elderly people, and naturally they know that the steps leading to the Ninth 
Mountain are not so good. 

Ten thousand steps can exhaust an ordinary person! 

But after Lin Kai hesitated for a few seconds under the mountain, he took the first step. 

After going up hundreds of steps, Lin Kai didn’t notice anything unusual. 

Suddenly, the color of the steps changed. 

From white to cyan. 

Lin Kai looked at the blue steps in front of him, frowning, what does this mean? 

The fat man in the monitoring room grinned again: “Hey, the blue steps, if he can walk 
through, he can be considered a member of our Jiulongshan!” 

That’s right! 

The steps of Jiulong Mountain have their own mysteries. 

Only after crossing the blue steps can you become a member of Jiulong Mountain. 

Otherwise, Lin Kai still has to be eliminated. 

Lin Kai just hesitated and took the first step. 

But his footsteps had not yet fallen, and the warning cat’s eye on his chest suddenly 
vibrated strongly! 



It was telling Lin Kai that the steps in front of him should not be stepped on! 

Can’t step on it? 

Could it be a step underfoot, what is the danger? 

How to go up the mountain if there is danger? 

So, they are testing their own observation skills? 

If it is a test, they will definitely leave a way for themselves. They cannot pass here, and 
there must be other places to pass. 

Lin Kai moved from the left to the right, and raised his leg again. As expected, this time, 
Caution Cat’s Eye did not remind Lin Kai of danger. 

Lin Kai strode down. 

After clarifying the rules, Lin Kai relied on the warning cat’s eye prompt and his 500-
point reaction force to fly up the steps! 

Whenever there is a dangerous place, Lin Kai stepped over it! 

Anyway, his reaction is strong enough! 

And the cyan steps full of traps were like a joke in front of Lin Kai. 

It couldn’t stop Lin Kai for one second at all. 

In the monitoring room, there was no sound at this time. 

Is this **** good? 

Chapter 545: One Ton Of Pressure 

Chapter 545 

“How many seconds?” Kui asked coldly. 

The fat man’s hand was trembling when he looked at the stopwatch. He swallowed and 
said excitedly, “Report, twenty-nine seconds…” 

Click! 

There was a sound of a chin falling to the ground. 



Twenty-nine seconds! 

Lin Kai actually passed these hundred cyan steps in just 29 seconds! 

The fastest record was created by Aoi, forty-eight seconds! 

He is faster than Kwai! 

You know, only one-third of the area of each step is safe. 

In other words, Lin Kai had to walk step by step, and could not cross the steps. 

He must carefully observe the differences in the surface of the steps and analyze which 
places are safe and which places are dangerous. 

But Lin Kai just rushed up directly! 

And step on a safe area every step. 

It seems that the dangerous area and the safe area have been separated in his eyes! 

It only took 29 seconds to pass the cyan steps. 

He passed the test and truly became a part of Jiulong Mountain! 

“It’s worthy of being the guy who defeated Ye Nantian. It’s interesting.” The fat man 
nodded and expressed his appreciation to Lin Kai. 

Aoi also nodded, with a satisfied look in his eyes. 

Forty-eight seconds is the record he set five years ago. Everyone can only walk the 
stairs to the sky once. Lin Kai is the first man to break the Kui record in the past five 
years! 

But Lin Kai had stopped at the end of the blue steps. 

Because he found that the cyan steps in front of them had changed from cyan to red! 

“Danger escalation?” Lin Kai smiled playfully. 

In the monitoring room, everyone was staring at Lin Kai very seriously. 

The white steps are all individuals can walk through. 

The cyan steps are the first test for those who enter Jiulong Mountain. 



After passing the cyan steps, you can be rated as a c-level member and qualified to 
enter Jiulong Mountain. 

Lin Kai can now give up on the red steps and receive his C-level qualification certificate. 

The fat man touched his chin and said, “I didn’t have to work hard when I crossed the 
red steps! This kid will take at least two hours to get there. Maybe he can’t make it!” 

As soon as the fat man’s words came out, the rest of them nodded. 

At the scene, Lin Kai opened his golden pupil. 

As soon as the golden pupil opened, Lin Kai saw through the profound level under the 
red steps. 

Under the red steps, there is actually a weighting device hidden! 

The higher the upward, the higher the adjustment of the weighting device! 

This red step tests Lin Kai’s strength and endurance! 

With each step, the weight increases by one point. 

It’s hard to imagine how heavy the pressure of the 300th step is! 

But for Lin Kai, whose strength and stamina were both over 500 points, it was a piece of 
cake. 

At that time, Lin Kai took the first step. 

As soon as I stepped on the steps, a huge suction came from under the steps! 

It seems that there are countless magnets growing on Lin Kai’s body, and the steps are 
a large piece of iron, and the magnets are desperately pulling Lin Kai to the ground! 

It’s just this first step that brought 50 catties of pressure to Lin Kai! 

A piece of cake. 

Lin chuckled, and continued to walk up like a walk in the garden. 

With every step taken, gravity will increase by a point! 

One hundred catties! One hundred and fifty catties! Two hundred catties! Three 
hundred catties! 



After taking ten steps, gravity has reached a terrifying 300 kilograms! 

The weight-bearing capacity of an adult man can hold up two hundred catties! 

Three hundred catties, unless a Hercules, no one can hold it. 

But Lin Kai carried it down! 

And his face is not red and heartbeat, three hundred jin, to him, it seems that there is no 
pressure. 

In the monitoring room, Kui and others held their breath and looked at Lin Kai on the 
screen. 

Three hundred catties, for them, there is no pressure. 

Lin Kai continued to walk upward, and the pressure was getting stronger. 

Four hundred catties! Five hundred catties! Six hundred catties! 

At this time, Lin Kai had already taken fifty steps. 

And the pressure has reached a terrible six hundred catties! 

Keep going up, seven hundred catties, eight hundred catties, nine hundred catties, one 
thousand catties! 

When I got here, the weight had reached a terrible one thousand catties! 

Although the people who can join Jiulongshan are not ordinary people, even those who 
have undergone genetic mutations, few people can withstand a thousand catties of 
pressure! 

Looking at Lin Kai again, drops of sweat finally appeared on his forehead. 

However, the problem is not big. 

For Lin Kai, he was carrying a stone on his back at this time, but he was a little tired, so 
he could walk on. 

As for the Aoi and others in the monitoring room, their jaws almost fell. 

It’s a thousand catties fucking! This kid is still like a okay person! 

The fat man swallowed once again: “I remember when I was walking up the red stairs, a 
thousand catties, almost didn’t push me down!” 



The others also nodded in agreement: “Yes, look at this kid again, a thousand catty is 
like a kilogram, are you kidding me?” 

In Aoi’s eyes, the expression of appreciation became stronger. 

Lin Kai continued to walk upward. 

Soon, Lin Kai had reached the 200th step. At this time, the pressure had reached a 
terrible ton! 

Even if Lin Kai had 500 points of strength and 500 points of physical strength, he 
couldn’t relax in the face of a ton of pressure. 

Finally, Lin Kai opened his mouth and began to breathe air with his mouth. 

For the next 100 steps, the gravity won’t increase, the test is Lin Kai’s physical strength! 

Continue to walk upwards under one ton of pressure, let alone physical strength, if it is 
an average person, one ton of pressure is enough to crush the internal organs of the 
body! 

Lin Kai continued to walk up, the sweat of the size of soybeans on his forehead had 
already rolled off, and his heartbeat had begun to accelerate. 

With the passage of time, the weight of a ton seemed to get heavier and heavier, almost 
able to push Lin Kai down! 

Can’t stop! 

This is Lin Kaixins belief! 

Although very tired, I have to prove myself! 

It’s just a mere Jiulong Mountain. I can come to show your face! 

Keep going up! 

Two hundred and fifty steps! 

Two hundred and ninety orders! 

Only the last ten orders are left! 

At this moment, looking at Lin Kai again, sweat had soaked his clothes, even his hair 
was wet, and his legs were a little trembling. 



The end is coming soon! 

ten! 

nine! 

Eight! 

Seven! 

six! 

Fives! 

four! 

three! 

two! 

One! 

After taking the last step, a ton of pressure on his body disappeared instantly. 

Lin Kai relaxed, even feeling that his body was light enough to fly! 

Passed! 

Inside the monitoring room, there was another silence. 

“How many seconds did he use?” Kui asked in a trembling voice. 

The fat man looked at the data sheet, his face was also very dignified, and he 
stammered: “Two minutes and thirty-eight seconds…” 

“How many seconds is my record?” Kwai asked hurriedly. 

The fat man glanced at the data sheet again and replied: “Report, your record is…” 

When talking about this, the fat man hesitated, because this newcomer slapped the 
mountain lord in the face! 

And it’s the kind that gets sucked up hard! 

“Say it!” Kwai was anxious and yelled at the fat man. 



“Report! Five minutes and forty-five seconds!” 

 


